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Editorial
Issue Fourteen, June 1994
This issue features an interview with Eric Beach, a significant
presence in Australian poetry for more than twenty years. His
idiomatic, blues-inspired, voice-of-the-underclass poetry has been
published in almost every literary magazine in Australia. But we
have seen little of his poetry in anthologies and books since the
seventies. Through his readings, workshops and years of
travelling around the country Eric Beach has been Australia's poet
of quietly educative and enduring influence. H is work reaches
beyond poetry circles through his involvement in schools and
community groups.
Once again, GDS includes writers from all over Australia. With
thousands of poems and stories to choose from the selection is
difficult, and because choices are made over twelve months of
reading they are made for all sorts of reasons. We think that the
writing here is a sample of the best new work in Australia.
Writing in this issue by Gandolfo, Wirf, Rodgers, Grierson,
Carroll and Johnson present only some of the highlights. We
know there are stories and poems here that will stay with you for a
long time.
As editors of GDS for the last fifteen years we have seen the
standard of submissions rise until it seems that the nation is
flooded with competent writers. But it is this competent writing
we reject in favour of those pieces that risk embarrassment,
pretentiousness, artiness, artlessness, political incorrectness, being
seriously humorous, humorously serious, caught somewhere
between prose and poetry, the pieces that take us by surprise ...
Does the rash of competence have something to do with writers'
reading habits? Perhaps if more writers took greater risks in
reading they'd take more risks in their writing.
With this issue Kevin, Myron and Lauren retire as editors of GDS.
We now welcome a new group of editors: Lyn Boughton, Carol
Carter and Louise Craig.
Editors:
Associate Editor:
Production Manager:

Myron Lysenko, Kevin Brophy
Lauren Williams
Carol Carter

Sebastopol
Adrian Wiggins
Sebastopol is a country town in central NSW,
somewhere between Wagga Wagga and Parkes, as I recall.

Everything has been said
twice by the time we reach Sebastopol
by car (with its two great wheat silos
outfitted against the afternoon) and somewhere
I already know Adaminaby and the general supply
store where I bought my two woollen
socks is irretrievably far behind. The countryside
and its friend the sky are very flat- and
if we are not a car
we are a bird.
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Going for a Walk (Barry 4)
Susan Wildman

Barry has a knack
for making people
think they know him.
As he walks along
Oxford Street
he smiles at people
and waves his hand
at them
or nods knowingly
and acknowledges them
with
"Hello, mate,"
or occasionally
gives them a name
which sounds right
like
"Mr Pompadesky."
"Hello, Mr Pompadesky!"
or "Hello, Pa."
All in a morning's walk
to Barry
but behind him,
he has left a trail
of people
who are wondering
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where they met him
or who Mr Pompadesky is.
When he starts
his walk home
(back the other way)
sometimes he runs into
the same people again.
Some of whom smile at him
in anticipation
of his greeting
so he gives them
a more friendly sounding name
like
"Mr Happy."
"Hello, Mr Happy!"
He carries on with his walk
leaving behind a trail
of pondering people.
A few of whom are thinking
they know
who Mr Happy is.
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Melton Personal Poem
for Shannon McGearey

Kieran Carroll

Melton
you sexy tequila paradise why is a fine angel
spending Saturdays at the Richmond Club Hotel?
Melton
your late marriage security
a boogie wonderland for TV addicts
you make heroic soldiers of your bank managers.
Inaccessible?
Shannon takes a bus to Pluto
hoping for a swift connection.
Melton
think back to the hectic '70s
when you had the makings of a mini-series,
when Rockbank Lion Park opened your eyes to Africa
& Melbourne
was a crude slab of impressionism
not worth a high school showing.
Where did you go wrong Melton?
Was it drugs, poor tackling,
too much cholesterol?
Is it too late for you to become the French Alps?
as a rose under your floorboards
takes a taxi to Malvern
in the sparkling hot-dog dawn.
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A Spider in

My Womb
Marion Bottomley

There is a spider in my womb. It climbed up through my
uterus on Sunday while I was lying in the garden. While I
was thinking of you.
My eyes were still closed. I could feel you in me from
hours before. I was no longer in the shade and my pale skin
felt blistered in the afternoon heat. But I remained. I was
thinking of nothing but you.
Then suddenly I felt it. Its many legs were creeping
between mine. I could see it in my mind, its blackness and
heavy twining legs crawling within, breathing of solid hate.
It could hear my fear and disgust in the air, but it continued
until it was crouching in my womb, then it began. It started
by icing the sides then it spun further. Thick webs crossed
its cave like poisoned veins.
Now I lie in this white room. You came to see me but
you didn't stay long. I guess you have a lot to do so I try not
to feel bitter. I just think of before. They say they took it out
but I know they're lying because I can still feel it.
Sometimes I wake up in the night and I can hear it
murmuring- and eating. Eating my genitals from the inside
out. Eating my sex. I just lie here and wait and think of you.
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The Rival
Alice Friman

The black Labrador can't stay out of the creek
even when the red-headed woman with white arms
and dogwood in her hair whistles the hour
of the plastic dish and scratch behind the ear.
The life of the leash stands for little
in a world of wet possibility and spring
spraying joy at the root. Even the tulip
petals dropped, stamens gone -stands, a stick,
but sticky, as if it remembered the morning
its fortune blazed in a pink wet cup.
We are sitting on a stone bench in the middle
of this May blizzard of calling and juice. You,
too quiet at my quiet, not knowing how to tug me
back to the cottage you built for me-the fortress
in your eyes against risk and weather.
Later I'll explain-try in short broken
sentences to make it less brutal-my old joy
without you: that solitude, that splashing late sunlight
yearning to drip off every leaf.
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Surgery
Alice Friman

The surgeon's knife cuts
through the dike of the skin
trailing a red thread
that wakes
as if flesh held back a tide
that struggled against its fences
battering at its blue confines
aching to flood.
In the dead sleep of an anaesthetic
oblivious to this escape, this life
running to get out and away
might it be giddy to die:
The consciousness
that wakes in every morning shower,
sloughing off another day with a rough rag,
all bundled up and dropped through
the crack of a drugged sleep.
Then the flash of a silver key,
the white gates flung open
and all the desperate shadows spreading out.
The night gobbling them up like her children.
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Ancestry
Barry Donlon

Back to the sea.
The waves still at their workCombing the edges of the troposphere,
Serving the plankton
To the lazing whales,
Fine tuning sand,
Whispering her children
Back into her peace.
Few of us go: the land has sirened us.
Our ears are waxed;
Only our tears still salt.
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Prints
Duncan Richardson

i remember the party when you said you didn't exist so the
bloke with the goatee beard grabbed your ankle and pulled
you on your back into the kitchen where you banged your
head on the strip of aluminium that keeps the lino down and
you yelled but no one did anything because by your own
logic it wasn't really happening
i remember how you kept notes on people's conversations
and when i finally saw your room there they all were, little
note books and scraps of paper, cuttings from magazines
and stacks of newsprint almost to the ceiling
i remember on the phone you said you believed in
'revelations', that dire consequences lurked around the
comer of what you called the event horizon -it was two in
the morning before we hung up on that one
i remember in your head when I finally got there, all the
curled up pages with pencil scribbles wafting around like
leaves from a frangipani and in the middle, stirring the
leaves a bit, was a thought on a swing like a budgie only
twice as messy though at least you could take it on holidays
with you
i remember looking through your eyes and seeing
fingerprints that belonged to neither of us.
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Suicide For Tea
Kate Horgan

The pride was not chewed before it was swallowed
Emotions were overcooked,
Soup was a lonely soliloquy
Brains were raw and confused,
Too much on the plate
The coffee made things bitter
Love was out of season
And there were tears in the cheesecake
Too many cooks had bottled the hurt
Knives were too sharp
The candle blew out
The table was cleared.
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An Apologie for Poetrie
Kathleen Dzubiel

this isnt Poetry wheres the meter wheres the rhyme wheres
the universe of mankind this isnt Poetry you cant write
words like that our grandfathers would have a heart attack
we want writing that sets our minds back to happier days
that lends the world a rose coloured glaze not writing that
says i am womin hear me roar now release me from the
domestic chore this isnt Poetry we dont want to read about
politics social injustice family strife your personal life this
isnt Poetry wheres the metonymy wheres the metaphor what
else is the literary canon for this isnt Poetry writing should
praise the nation not remind us about menstruation cant you
drag your mind from the gutter lord we can almost hear
tennyson mutter this isnt Poetry wheres the traditional form
wheres the shakespearian allusion we dont want any of this
genre fusion weve managed for centuries without change
now dont try to put over anything strange this isnt Poetry
wheres the unrequited adoration wheres the lovers flirtation
were not interested in the mother you missed or the
blackeyes from your fathers fist perhaps you should try a
psychiatrist this isnt Poetry wheres the meaning wheres the
end wheres the beginning writing shouldnt leave ones mind
swimming dont quote saussure just try for a sense of closure
this is an excuse this is an excuse for Poetry and we offer no
apology for this isnt Poetry
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May Carroll

just going over for one beer
just one
just for one beer
only one
the only one for me
I only want one
one will do me
just one
why spoil it
why muck it up
there's only the one woman
just one
just going over for one
that's all
just one
just one beer
that's all
just one
I can't help it if I get offered another can I
I didn't know
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May Carroll
women are here to please men
this is a reality
wake up to yourselves
and stop giving us a hard time
we know what you want
and we are here to give it to you
please face the facts
we are the creators
we define reality
and we have set aside a place for you too
we are not selfish
we have given up something of ours
so that you can run around a bit
we are here to protect you
to keep you from harming yourselves
we understand your problems
we have listened
and given them careful consideration
do not despair
you will get your tum
please leave your telephone number
and body size
this is important
we do not want the wrong ones in our homes
we believe you will appreciate this
our hearts need special attention
they are highly specialised machines
and will cease to function
if not properly oiled and maintained
and I believe you will appreciate
our machines are very important
because
without our machines
there could be no bombs
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He's Gone
May Carroll
could take up religion
buy a wok book
wipe the note off my pillow
god's not the answer
telephones don't
don't wiggle your weed at me
take chilblains in they expect you to
the essence of what?
he's been slinging his arms around your waist so often
you've become a jelling lotion
an end to sophistication
you think you're a pipsqueak
posh words �ave become a burden to the working class
fuck is the one that sticks
& fuck is the one that leaves first
I couldn't have written that without your help
my shoes are no longer a shelter for a helter skelter foot
I carry beans in my wallet
I've drunk
my name is no longer a proud substance with a curtain
blood drips from my stool
I should eat more
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I should go out and visit people in hospital
get laid
listen to the radio & don't blink
I've answered 20 questions
I've got four layers of light in my toilet
& the brown's come off
frogs don't jump in tea-cups paper-clips do
been to confession
there's no ship on my shoulder
they bury the dead with a rag
semen is a crawl
my legs have become a lifesaver
a mint with a hole
my socks are dreaming with sweat
& I've still not got my period fixed
wall to wall carpet is beginning to eat
you've been letting people
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Night Song
Peter Bakowski

Sometimes
you wake up
in the middle of the night,
when the city is repentant;
swans and bums asleep in the park,
your clock rubs its tin legs
under glass,
insects sew fables
across leaves and woodwork
and there is a calmness
within yourself
and a magic you know that
the stars and dust
are brothers,
that there is singing
in every blade of grass,
and that wisdom is a small craft
plying through the now-benign cliffs
of your enduring;
you know this,
as you watch
that ivory snail,
the moon,
seek not home
but a further inch
upon its journey.
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Fifty Cent Love Poem
For Jane

Chris Grierson

Sunshine on skin,
A jam donut the size of Tasmania
that's always just-baked fresh,
Oceans of vintage Moet,
A block of hash the size of Ayers Rock,
A bed of open hands with fingers of velvet,
A happiness button,
Are nothing compared to youOne week of sellout poetry gigs
at the MCG,
A year where everyday is a 28°C
Sunday afternoon Barbecue,
Blue suede shoes that do the dancing for you,
A small passenger airline based in Tuscany,
A cure for death,
Perfect fitness in Reebok Hi-Tops,
Are nothing compared to youA silk doona the size of Ballarat,
A chameleon, kaleidoscope leather jacket
that glows in the dark,
Van Gogh's sunflowers, Ulysses,
A rumball the size of the moon,
The moon, the sky, the sun,
Every great day of my life, every sleep-in,
Every weekend, every Saturday night,
Are nothing compared to youJane.
Nothing ...
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Refuge From the Silence of Crows
G. D. Maller
It sweeps across the quiet afternoon
past the couple strolling for crisp rolls
and betty blues, splash of laughter in chlorine pools
flapping sails, crisp cotton trousers on the river
past markets of kebabs and bagels
scented eucalypts, sleep in the afternoon paper
past burgundy girls squeaking on the netball court
it comes to rest, a crow on a wire outside my study window
oily with blackness, shiny as marble
There is flesh in its beak
not one note of whip and razor wire
nor men with machetes nor grinning boys
with headbands and machine rifles
nor babies bottle fed on blood
ghosts rising from the earth
in yugoslavia, blessing the children
with artillery shells in herzegovina
no oompa pa for the skinheads of berlin
strudel town of arsenic and old men
dusting off their boots and swastikas
der ubermenchen kommen
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der ubermenchen kommen
no song for the black boy bloated like a sherry flagon
hanging by a sheet in a cell in parramatta
Look into the eye somewhere it is n ight.
a body falls from a jeep, the wrists are tied with wire
crows make feast of ears and eyes
a woman collects shoes
factory opens, a forest closes
priests in empty churches pray for the poor
still the crow is silent
I draw the curtains
and stuff my ears with a poem
listen you can hear them
there are thousands of them
not singing.
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Mother to Daughter
Lissa Mitchell
Take this word
and carry it with you always.
Don't be afraid,
it's hard and sharp
but it's a shield,
not just a weapon.
Wear it like an amulet,
hidden under your tongue.
Warm it with your breath.
Keep your teeth clenched on it
in the dark streets
ready to spit
in the faces of bad men.
It will give you strength and courage.
Make your voice worthy of it,
a shout
to explode from your mouth,
not a whisper
Fire it like a bullet,
stab it into them
until they understand
that you mean what you say,
that your mother earned this word for you,
it's your inheritance,
your birthright.
Never give it up.
And when I'm gone
promise me
that you'll pass it on,
that you'IJ teach my granddaughters
the power of no.
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Pink Poem
Lissa Mitchell
not baby pink
not wishy-washy, frilly
little girl pink
but strong
bold
hot
woman pink
brave
as the proverbial petunia
my coming out colour
pink shirts laughing
at staid men
in business suits
making them uncomfortable
making them think
I might actually like being a woman
risky, unpredictable, mocking
loud, shocking pink
poking its tongue out
no wonder they hate it
no wonder they never wear
pink
too scary
a woman's colour
not safe, neutral, serious grey
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trust me blue
you can't trust a woman
in pink
you never know what
she might do next
what she's thinking
drastic, subversive pink
the way she splashes it around
undermines you
flouts your authority
it's not obedient pink
not silent pink
not pretend-I'm-not-here-don't-listen-to-me -I'm
not-important pink
it's move-over-here-I-come-don't-take-your-eyes-off-me
pink
it's pink that knows where it's going
and you are in the way
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Untitled
Newerlife
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Dimitrios
Graham Rowlands

1
Twenty years are a long time to know
nothing about someone opposite
just his wife & two sons
Paul who plays the drums &
His Largeness Peter the Large
who was often at large in the street
during his early teens. Now both working.
I wanted to understand, tried to understand
sometimes did understand more
than every second word.
He said he was Greek before he was Jimmy
There were Greeks here, Greeks there
Greeks everywhere around here
according to Jimmy the Greek.
His lawn was short back & sides
& raking, cleaning & sweeping
to keep the stickiness of
jacaranda mauve away from everything.
After the robots took over his welding
he spent more & more time alone
in his front yard staring into
space or the street.
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2
When I entered the church
the Greeks knew I wasn't Greek &
didn't offer me a thin candle to
light & stand in the hanging sand.
I was ushered into a side pew
where I was one of the few
Greeks or otherwise to have
a thin candle lit for
me & for Dimitrios.
In a moment of panic
I thought I might slip out
just as I'd slipped in
but I followed the surge forward &
without kissing the jewelled Cross on the Bible
said how very sorry I was
to the wife, the two sons
& at least fifteen people
I'd never seen before
all lined up like gargoyles
along the centre aisle
the only way out for the living.
It was all Greek to me
but I understood
every word.
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Ana Constantinou

With long
and delicate
fingers
you separate the
sweet
and fragrant
segments
of your
mandarin
peel off
the skin and
thread
by thread
remove
each strand of
pith
I am fascinated
compelled
to watch your
ladylike
restraint
your
deliberation
you have the
sexiest
fingers
I
have ever
known
you
imbue
a knife
a fork
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a cup of tea
with mystery
and import
it is as
though
all
your self
control
all your
unbreakable
restraint
is focussed
and directed
through
the tips
of your
fingers
I cannot
take
my eyes away
I feel
gauche
but I
cannot
take my eyes
away
and I am
wishing
that I hadn't
gobbled
down my
orange
quite so
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quickly
there are
dribbles
and splashes
all over the
table
around me
and even
a spot or
two
on my jumper
sleeve
of course
you
don't let on
if you have
noticed
but me

I

am gawking
and staring and
probably
drooling
and wishing
it was me
you were
peeling
with your
delicate
deliberate
oh-so-genteel
fingers
clasping
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me m your
relentlessly
ruthless
and tender
fist
the whole world
holds
its breath
to see
where
you will next
lay
your fingertips
you
would disapprove
I know
of a laying
of hands
but I am
clever
and manoeuvre
myself
to where you
can't
help
but touch me
brush
my burning skin
with
your ten long
digits
break
the surface
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when you scratch
me
accidentally
or did I
use
your finger
like a dagger
to impale
myself
in any case
we both
saw
blood
the fragrance
of the mandarin
is bittersweet
its delicacy
bums
the lining of
my nostrils
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Ana Constantinou
I
am sitting
on a mountain
ofclothes
I am
balancing
upon the pinnacle
of Mt Fashion
crushed
against
the plaster
of my bedroom
ceiling
caught up
in zippers
and buttons
and nylon
stockings
I am naked
and I
am weepmg
for I have
nothing
to wear
prostrate
I lie
bereft
like one who
has seen herself
reflected
in the face
of her
maker
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and in a moment
of clarity
seen
who she
really is
like trying on
clothes
in a 2 foot square
change room
where you can't
get away
from your infinite
selves
in the front
and back
mirrors
while the glare
of fluorescent
makes everything
all
too
clear
so
here I am
noticing the
plaster rose
needs painting
and in a frenzy
almost ready
to call this
whole thing
off
a young girl
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a very young
girl
who couldn't have
been more
than ten asked
me
the other day
if l was a
Summer or
a Winter
and I looked
at her
baffled
until she brought
out her book
to show
me her
book titled
Colour Me Beautiful
and proceeded
to explain
that in fact
according
to the
chart I
was probably
an Autumn
and had better
stick to
browns
she was very careful
to correct me
when I
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said
brown
she was very
concerned
that I say
browns
I didn't notice
in that book
any place
that explained
what to do
if you really didn't
know who should
be wearing
the frock
and who
should be wearing
the jeans
if this is to
be our
wedding day darling
then which
of us is
to be
the bride
and which will
be the
groom
do you
have a
preference
will you be
jealous
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if l get to wear
the gown or
perhaps
you have your
heart set
on wearing the pants
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How Art Thou
Sarah Carmela Helen Endacott
The Three questions I ask taxi drivers,
'Who did you vote for?', 'Are you religious?'
And 'What do you think of the Swanston Walk?'
Are always answered, as if I had asked
'Reveal yourself1' on politics and God,
As we already agree on the Walk.
They answer because they are never askedOnly strangers ask. As strangers we met:
Friday night I asked Lourdo Francono.
He took my ear like the gift of a voice.
He boxed himself 'Catholic', and 'Labour'
And 'Hardwork' and 'Four Daughters' and 'Brunswick'.
Yet when I had told him about box DIFor Democracy and for Donkey Vote,
Disillusioned and None ofthe Above
We agreed. We both would have picked box DI
If only we were asked what we wanted.
He wanted to sing, so he asked me to,
Allowed me my coy pause, timed politely
My bad memory for songs, and brought out his.
From wads penned at ranks he chose 'You Angel'
And said 'See? Everything comes back to God.'
He let me harmonise predictably,
Took it as flattery, and the unsung sung
Like Pavarotti, me in the red dress.
The ugliness of our meeting just stopped
At the greater ugliness of The Walk.
He drove me down it. No one walks since three
Pedestrians were killed, one foot got chopped
By a new tram obeying a green light.
The coda to his song was ' That's ten bucks.'
The duke had all smiles stopped with a murder,
Lourdo had a meter, and worked us out on that.
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I felt flush on the footpath, outside
Taxi door, nightc lub door, inside the heart
Of Melbourne. Typical nigh1'-<:old and wet.
Like the pause between in breath and out breath
Where creation should come, I remembered :
Two kids in the playground over their fence
Looking at the words 'Intense' and 'Insane '
Sprayed black on their swings, bars, sl ides, fences, the
ground,
And finding each one, yel ling, ' This one's new, '
'This is new . ' ' Here's a new one,' among old
Coloured words. Their mums told them off, made them
Hurry toward a sign that says ' Hurry'.
And at the bar everyone was urgent
Having leisure, packing into one l ine
Six days of creating a good future.
I fooled myse lf too, the way I had to
Put it in iambic pentameter.
God tell me whether I was even there
'The Lounge' was so smoky I couldn't breathe,
So dark I couldn't see, so deafening
I couldn't talk, so drunk I couldn't stand
The comfort of being blind, deaf and dumb.
A pamphlet on the pile prescribed courses
on public performance, and the great art
Of eye contact with your whole audience.
The si nger had his shut, everyone else
Was looking at the blonde who had j ust been
Porked, or hadn't. My friend read the pamphlet
And said, 'He looks right through you with his words
That's why we l ike h im, we do what he won't.'
After my third di uretic, rethought,
Appalled once again at the thoughtlessness
of the last woman to use this toi let,
I stayed, and found the flush was the culprit,
or the designer, and left wondering
Why there was no graffiti on the wall.
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Zoo
Melodee Unthank
A week before Christmas
and nothing has changed
the trees are still bright
and standing on one foot
the lions are still roaring
and pacing the view
from a salt-rusted cage
at the edge of the sea
the children speak loudly
for they have no view
it's obscured by the branches
the large spotted necks and loose
purple tongues
the fir trees, so carefully structured
and posed
the lizard-skin shine on the back of the
ocean
the lonely kept-beasts/faces
of strangers
their life-lines confined to
this fraction of place
where the trees stand so still
and the sky reaches down
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Letter Home
Kerry Loughrey
can I come home now
I won't be so much trouble
I've really settled down. I can cook pates and pies
and Thai chicken. And I shower more often.
I sip beer, even letting glasses go flat sometimes
I'm still with the same man and
we're bringing up my daughter really well.
I'd like her to meet you all
I don't blame you for my life
can I come home now
I'm doing really well
I've planted a kowhai and grown sunflowers
I've done a lot of community work
still unpaid but artistic and important
People like me here
can I come home now
if I stayed I could probably do even better
maybe even get a job.
I've learnt how to keep warm
can I come home now
I don't care if I'm blindly patriotic
can't I come home now
I don't wanna play spot the gum tree again
try to make another failed homemade souvlaki
or eat bizarre overpriced renditions
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like carrot filled Christmas carols
I can't hear how bad it is for the Maoris
it makes an Australian think.
Australia versus New Zealand
the great antipodean anti-climax
Nobody forced ya to party
we're all just the rim a the tea cup
Can you jump the fence without spilling a drop?
All tea leaves can say is it's all gone sugar.
Cheers - Janet Frame, Cilla McQueen
Kerry Hulme, Hone Tuwhare. Now
I know what mana is and I hope to carry it
one day, like a piece of bone on muka
I've learnt of the importance of place land
the afterbirth
I have to come home now and look for my umbilical cord if
it was thrown out in the trash it must be
somewhere near the Royal Womens.
Then there's my name
my river my mountain. A house to rent a washing machine
fridge my father's soul and friends to see
We're moving closer to the airp ort.
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Fish
John L Malone

Lunchtimes are a problem
to him.
Fifty minutes to fill.
What to do?
Hang around the staffroom door
to see a teacher
he could have seen in lesson
or care group?
Hang around the library door
till it opens
or inside the library
till it shuts talking to no one?
The options are not many.
Small mouth like a suckerfish
he clings to teachers
but with kids he's a fish
out of water.
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They call him names guppy, gonad race off with his bag,
write things about him
on desks
Where's Gavin, I ask
Playing soccer, they say
but when I go between the buildings
he's not playing he's sitting on the steps
watching
Back in the classroom they
bait him with
sarcasm
reel him in spluttering
with anger
to their phalanx
of laughter.
The catch of the day
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The Problematic Female Figure
Felicity Lewis
Nicolina went to the National Gallery and stood in front of Racari's
Venus. Naked, except for her black vinyl zip-up boots.
Your day been good, Nicolina?

Yes, Ma.

So?

I went to the Gallery. They had a Renaissance exhibition.
Who was there?

Oh, Zucchi, Cesari, Boncalli, Racari . . .

Ah, the Italian Masters!

Yeah.

Nice?

It was . . . okay.
One unemployed, says Nicolina. She gets her ticket and hands it to the

man sitting on his stool at the door; he rips it in half, throws it in a bin
and nods. Nicolina's eyebrows go up.
Nicolina isn't completely unemployed. She is a life model. For a few
hours a week, she poses and students draw her. She's good at it. Her
poses are striking. Full of life. She seems to move even though she is
perfectly still. She watches them looking at her, their eyes narrow from
concentrating, their mouths tight. When the hour is up, she puts on her
silk robe and pads from easel to easel, seeing herself in ways she's never
seen before: a Nicolina with hips so wide they go off the page; a Nicolina
with a spine that curves like an 'S'; a Nicolina with lips and eyebrows so
dark the paper has been tom to make them.
Nicolina's eyebrows go up and she goes into the Gallery. Swaps her
red umbrella and black vinyl bag for a token from the man at the
cloakroom. Are you sure you don 't want to hand inyour coat, too? - it's
hot in there, he says. Nicolina just looks at him. She is thinking about the
dead woman. She shoves her token into the pocket of her black fur coat,
and strides away with the eyes of the cloakroom man attached to her
arse.
Like many of his contemporaries Racari drew his inspiration from
Greek mythology as much as Christian allegories. Here we see the rustic
deity, Pan, half-man half-goat, symbol of hedonism and virility, reclining
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on a river bank, his pipes in hand. The powerfully modelled figure is
cramped into the small canvas, and this, combined with a dramatic
handling of light and virtuosity of foreshortening, make this work by
Racari truly monumental.
At first N icolina thinks there is something wrong with Pan. Nothing to
do with his horns or hooves, but his expression: troubled, lying back on
his cloud with his eyes narrow, maybe between bouts of hedonism,
maybe losing a grip on his virility. But then she works out that he is just
inspecting his pipes, holding them up to check that they are all even
which of course they are. You're just lying around waiting for a root,
says Nicolina.
Then some woman pushes in front of her, gets up close to inspect Pan.
Look at these thighs, Derek! Derek steps in front of N icolina too, so her
view is completely blocked. He leans in to the painting, his hands clasped
behind his back, and shakes his head slowly. Incredible. Nicolina counts
three rolls of fat on the back of his neck. The texture! The couple stand
with their noses almost on the canvas, tilting their heads on weird angles
like they're trying to smell Pan. But they know better than to touch.
Nicolina rolls her eyes.
The last time she was here in the Gallery, it was a weekday, hardly
anyone around, except for her and Monique. She walked up to Rothko's
Red and stood with her cheek against it, to check if it was real ly
vibrating. Monique looked up from The Potato-Gatherers and marched
over. Nicky, do you know how much oil there is in your cheek?! If
everyone put their cheeks on works just because they liked them, all the
great works in the world would get completely wrecked.
Nicolina rolls her eyes . . . hedonism and virility . . . the woman is
reading to Derek. She shoves her hands into the pockets of her black fur
coat and strides away.
Across the room is a painting of a naked woman lying on a cloud, an
apple in her hand and doves at her feet.
While the composition of Racari's Venus is similar to that in Pan,
Racari has rendered the goddess of beauty and love rather more
delicately. Her pale, marble-like flesh gives the reclining goddess a cool
statuesque sensuality.
Nicolina frowns. This Racari guy whisks gobs of paint over Pan's
hairy thighs and smears all sorts of latent things into the shadows around
him. But Venus? There is no trace on her of the brushstrokes that have
made her so white and soft and round. If she had sat for Racari, if it had
been Nicolina Scagliari who had lain back on that pile of pillows and
Veronese silks all those centuries ago, her henna hair spiking around her
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cheeks, her lips scarlet, would it have been possible for Racari to have
made her look so soft boiled? Nicolina raises her arms above her head,
waggles them like a serpent and sings I'm your Venus, I'm your fire, your
desire! Someone giggles. The man standing beside her stares straight
ahead, smiling faintly while the young lady's elbows bang into the side of
his head. Venus looks dreamily out the side of the frame, also smiling,
faintly.
N icolina must compose herself. She goes and sits on a couch in the
middle of the room and closes her eyes. The Italian Masters were
supposed to be inspiring for her life-modelling- images full of life.
Would you like a jube? The woman on the couch next to Nicolina is
holding out a white paper bag. Red lipstick trickles from the comers of
her mouth.
Thanks, says N icolina.
It's nice sitting down, isn 't it? I'm worn out. Too many people, too
many paintings.
The woman sticks her little finger into her mouth, unhooks some jube
from a molar and nods at Venus. She 's lovely though, isn't she?
N icolina sucks on her jube and smiles faintly. She is thinking about
the dead woman.
Only that morning she had decided to come to the Gallery. It was the
last day of the Italian Masters, and Monique had told her there were
some powerful and beautiful works that she must see. It will inspire your
life-modelling, she'd said. Vincenza Scagliari was cutting up eggplant for
pickling when Nicolina kissed her on the cheek and said, Ciao, Ma, I'll
be back later. She buttoned up her black fur coat and went out the back
door.
She was on her second cigarette when the tram came. And on the side
of it, a dead woman. Lying on her back, in some autumn leaves, in a
navy blue bra and underpants. Her arms were laid back over her head so
her ribs showed. Her skin looked like it had been dusted with greyblue
powder. Her long hair, tangled with leaves, lay across her mouth. But her
eyes were open, through all the hair and shadow and leaves, Nicolina
could see that the eyes were open. They were gazing at the brand name
of underwear in the comer of the ad.
Her pale, marble-like flesh gives the reclining goddess a cool
statuesque sensuality.
Nicolina stood by the tram, staring at this woman's perfect stillness. A
car tooted. The conductor poked her head out - You getting on or not?
N icolina went to say something, but then she just got on the tram and let
it take her to the Gallery.
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Her pale, marble-like flesh gives the reclining goddess a cool
statuesque sensuality.
She's lovely, though, isn 't she?
Nicolina went to the National Gallery and stood in front of-Nicolina
is standing up and unbuttoning her black fur coat, tugging it off and
throwing it at the feet of the open-mouthed woman with jubes, pushing
her way through to Racari's Venus, jostling and bumping to get through
all the people, bashing through the perfect stillness, going right up close,
almost touching, she is turning and facing all the people looking at her,
she is pulling her dress over her head.
The air hits her. She is naked, except for a pair of black vinyl zip-up
boots. She puts her hands on her hips and plants her boots wide. She
stomps on soft-boiled beauty and love, and cool statuesque sensuality.
Her muscles tremble as she hits her most striking full-of-life pose yet.
She stares out at the crowd, picking off every pair of eyes.
Even the jube woman is peering between bodies to see this spectacle,
but she doesn't stare at Nicolina for long. Nobody does. They come from
across the room and stand at a distance; look at everyone else looking;
laugh and comment - glimpse the naked woman before she catches your
eye! She watches them looking at her. Nicolina watches them and they
forget to draw the slim lines and perfect stillness they are used to seeing.
While the composition of Racari's Venus is similar to that in Pan,
Racari has rendered the goddess of beauty and love rather more
delicately. Her pale, marble-like flesh gives the reclining goddess a cool
statuesque sensuality. However the female figure in the foreground is
problematic. While her body is classically soft and rounded, not unlike
that of Venus, her skin is heavily tanned, her lips are a florid red and she
is clad in black vinyl zip-up boots. Her aggressive bearing has an
unbalancing effect on Racari's work: Venus and her doves are relegated
to the background and the woman in boots becomes the focus.
The viewer cannot escape her gaze.
Your day been good, Nicolina?
Yes, Ma.
So?
I went to the Gallery. They had a Renaissance exhibition.
Who was there?
Oh, Zucchi, Cesari, Boncalli, Racari . . .
Ah, the Italian Masters!
Yeah.
Nice?
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It was . . . okay.

You wear your coat?

Yes, Ma.

You good girl, Nico/ina, you no catch chill.

Yes, Ma.
Nicolina went to the National Gallery and stood in front of Racari's
Venus.

Naked, except for her black vinyl zip-up boots.
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Tale of Two Cities
Kate Lyons
1. This isn't our suburb. Our suburb is grey and littered and sneering and
the only bright spots are the colourful posters, the eccentric hair. It's a
suburb of make do, of patching up and tearing down. A suburb of graffiti
where people walk in a special rolling lope, up and down, centred by the
gravity of their heavy boots.
Along the main street they walk, providing a languid rhythm, a lazy
heart; in and out of bookstores and clothes shops and cafes and pubs it
beats, taken up by one then the other, flaring out suddenly with the smash
of a bottle and a jagged voice:
"Fuck off, yer cunt ! " The woman teetered in her impossible shoes.
Right in the middle of the street, swaying, yelling out, not to be avoided.
The motorists turned their heads and looked away. They were stuck; the
lights hadn't changed, there was nowhere to go, like being caught on a
train at peak hour with your hand clasped sweatily around the pole. They
hoped, they prayed, that she would quieten down. For their sake, not for
hers. But the rhythm of the street was there, not of their making.
"Yer a fucking cunt, I hate you, fuck oft1 " Her body leaned into it,
dangerously close to a passing car. Her boyfriend loitered on the
pavement in his red and white tracksuit and reflective sunglasses, hands
in pockets, looking innocent. She swayed some more, another lull. She
tried to hail a taxi but they had locked their doors. It seemed like it was
finished; her hands hung loose at her sides, she looked exhausted, gone.
Still the people on the street looked the other way, kept their distance.
She was dangerous, not that she might attack them but because she
dredged up what was underneath the polite rhythm of the street and
spewed it out, like raw meat on a white plate. She made them sane.
And then, just when everyone thought it was over, like these things
always happen, in slow motion, in several stages, so it seemed that the
ordinary had returned, had never left at all, she lunged across the street,
narrowly missing cars, trucks and cyclists, and sprang on him, kicking
and punching, her bright red shoes flailing up and down. "Yer cunt, yer
cunt! " For a while he pretended to cower, like an innocent bystander, like
a member of the street. But then he entered their private drama, he
couldn't resist, and he hit out, fast, too fast to see, and he was on top, he
was in power, not just because he was bigger and stronger, but because
that's the way it really was, all the time, underneath. Her head went down
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and her hair parted and the white skin of her scalp was revealed. And
because she revealed herself, put herself beyond the pale, because she
was no longer ordinary and therefore innocent, no one helped.
She sprawled in the gutter, her nose bleeding, her red shoes askew.
She was panting but calm. It was over, the same thing enacted time and
time again. It was what she wanted, people felt. What she deserved. They
left her alone. It wasn't over, not by a long shot. The traffic lights
changed and we moved on.

2. This isn't our street either. There's no view in our street, although if
you stand on tiptoe at the kitchen sink while you're doing the dishes and
crane your neck way over to the right, past the grey paling fences, past
the stone wall scrawled with bands and lovers, you can just about
glimpse the church spire as a thin arrow in the sky. This lets you know
where you are and everything else falls into place, and it is unexpected,
that your whole street is on a hill when you actually believe you are on
flat ground in the dense heart of a city.
I think of it as the dark flatter area surrounding a nipple, the nipple
being the city's heart; if you were tiny as an ant and crawling there, you
would have no idea that on either side is a sloping hill of flesh, that if you
were bigger and cared to look, you would have a view. Most of the time I
trudge along staring at my shoes. Small violence is done here,
claustrophobic events. You need a keen eye. In this part of town, the
world is flat.
In my street there is: a hamburger shop, a naturopath, a 7- 1 1 , a health
food store, a pawnbroker, a pub, a deli, a newsagent, a coffee shop, a
pub, a Christian Revival Centre, an anarchist bookshop, a bread shop, a
video store, a cheap shoe mart, a pub, a flower shop, a women's centre, a
porn cinema, a hardware store, a milk bar, a music shop, a gay gift store,
a pub, restaurants, a post office. On Saturdays you go walking after
breakfast and you buy: a newspaper, a hat, a bunch of nails. Sometimes
you stop for coffee, browse through a book, attend self-defence. But
mostly walking is enough, in this street like a dirty vein.
In my street, people put bricks in their window boxes, under the soil.
Usually you have about three sets of plants nicked and then they leave
you alone, rue holes in the earth where green used to be. It's not vandals,
not really, more an obstinate grimness of the street itself.
The up side of this is that you could find an entire new Ioungeroom in
our street: chairs with no seats, cracked mirrors, broken-headed lamps
leaning like tipsy queens. My friend Frieda is expert at this; she leans and
roots through all the rubbish, her hat tipped jauntily to the side, her big
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calves straining above the bovver boots. Days later you find all that
flotsam in her house, its holes and ragged edges now reinvented. Her
whole house has been furnished this way, and she says she's performing a
social service. She herself never throws anything out; that's not her role,
she says. That's for the rich fuckers, more fool them.
In my street you can eat Thai, Japanese, Turkish, Greek, Nepalese,
Indian, Lebanese, Fijian, Chinese, Italian, Mexican, and Balinese. You
can order cocktails, drink beer, play pool, sip coffee, eat ice cream, say
goodnight. Just don't walk home alone.
On my street, on Friday nights, there are busloads of men passing
through on their way to the city. They plan to drink, yell loudly, and tie
each other up naked to phone boxes or telegraph poles. In preparation for
this, they hang bodily out of the windows of their bus, their faces red and
creased and sweating, bursting with this force of hate and looking almost
surprised as the words come out: tits, arse, love. If you are waiting at the
lights on your way to buy some cigarettes at your local shop and you are
a woman or gay and you put your fingers up at them, the words change:
slag, fag, hag, cunt, queer. Daylight, sex, reason, manners, fat or careful
clothing is no protection. Then the lights change and they move on.
My friend Frieda lives in a shopfront on the main street. In the front
window she hangs objects: one day a single shoe, the next day a kettle
and so on. While some days she forgets the day and the month and the
name of her cat, she never fails to put out her objects. She says they are
her message to the world. It is a message from a stranger to no one in
particular, a message they don't understand. Frieda says it is very
important.
When she's not shooting up, Frieda is a good friend. She's kind and
generous and she makes you laugh. When she's done, she's a bitch. She'd
steal the shoes off your feet. Sometimes she leaves me a message in the
window so I know not to come round. It's a secret code and only we
know it. The message says: stay away.
My favourite time on our street is early evening, midsummer, when
the air has cooled a little and people have come home sweaty from their
jobs and those on the dole have finally gotten up, ventured out in their
bare feet for a loaf of bread and a carton of milk. People open their
balcony doors, tie back their faded curtains, put out kitchen chairs and
tum up their music loud. They sit up there with a beer and feel the music
pouring out and smell their food cooking and watch the punks skateboard
up and down, rolling expertly round the holes and craters in the road and
flipping their boards backward into the flat of their hands only to begin
again.
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This is when you're glad you l ive here and not somewhere else.
This isn't our house. Our house is small and narrow at the front, like a
disappointed spinster. There are things I like. There's a long wooden
table with five chairs, not four, none matching. Around this table, meals
are served at odd times, no meat, and sometimes the fridge is
overflowing with vegetables, sometimes not. There is a large paned
window above this table; in the morning, sunlight pours through the
plants gone wild in the garden and women sit and drink coffee and think
about the day. By afternoon, the sun has swung around and falls in long
strips across the lino and whoever is home is likely to be found sitting
there, drinking beer, slightly sadder than before.
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In Any Suit You Want
Alicia Sometimes
A Christian in a brown suit once told me that all logic was evil and that
dinosaur bones were planted under the ground by the devil to trick people
into believing the earth was billions of years old. This changed my life
forever. Never again would I be so polite. I just smiled dangerously, gave
him an ultra-cool wink and said, "Hey baby, dig it up! "
I was, at this point in the story, in a volcano-hot Torana that was
sizzling. Hot meaning it had no air-conditioning and no breathing space
and the sun penetrating through the totally unclean windows gave me a
surreal view of the shops in front of me. I was scribbling guru over and
over again on a sticky piece of paper I had found in the mystical glove
box. To say that I was excited about the day's adventure would have been
totally bogus and understated. I wanted the fine details of today to be
more than just memories of ectoplasm and cum. And speaking of climax,
Louis was heading towards the car, in slow motion of course, just the
way he liked it.
To describe Louis is easy. He's so complicated with no meaning. In
his hands he was carrying a bottle of gin, Coke, and a packet of his styled
cigarettes -rollies. His hair, gothic black, fell over his soft face covering
any real sign of emotion. He was a mirror and anyone could fall into it,
easier than switching a TV channel . His T-shirt was different than
yesterday's. It bad a picture of a McDonald's hamburger on it with the
message McDEA TH (or was it Leonard Cohen is God). And now he
wore his Christian Death shirt - black with no remorse. He did have an
attitude like many other twenty-one-year-aids. Fuck the system! He
wasn't as militant as those who were in the Austudy protest but
sometimes I know, in the night candlelight, he thinks about kicking ass.
Like me, he hates injustice. Louis is incredibly sensitive, I know he
dabbles in feminism.
The heat made his walk even slower, as if he was staggering, but I
knew a joint would cheer him up.
"Assholes ! " He chucked the shit he had bought onto the front seat.
"They were out of Southern Comfort."
I know Louis thought that Southern was the drink of the gods. Subtle
and sweet yet totally capable of making you feel funky. Powerful stuff.
"I hope this won't ruin our trip. Gin will do the trick, I'm sure.
Anyhow there's enough head here to take you to Istanbul and back. " I
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said confidently.
He grinned in his own wicked way, an expression of his eagerness to
go soul searching. That was what the day was about, I guess, although it
didn't start off that way. We were just planning to pick up Katherine and
then bum some tar on our way to the city to grab a deal. And then find
somewhere to carry out the deed. I felt like throwing up last night's
tofuburger. It reminded me of a whole room full of vegetarians in a
crapper with a sign on the door TOXIC WASTE - DO NOT ENTER FOR FUCK'S SAKE! The things that weird smells are made of. Was that
in a movie or had I just thought of it then?
I was behind the wheel singing "Louie, Louie, oh baby we gotta go,
yeh, yeh, yeh ! " Louis laughed wildly, sculling his clear water as we hung
the hugest skid turning the comer. We were on our way.
"I cast a ship across the sea. I sailed that ship, all alone. I wondered
when I was gonna make it home." I was singing the psychotic version of
course (was there any other way?) as Louis howled and put his head in
my lap. The crazy thing was, I was so unsure of myself, so unsure of
every fabric around me and in me, that shivers tickling the spine that
unites my nerves became the only source of awakening for me. Apart
from that, I was falling into the freeway before me and totally engrossed
in the gorgeous atmosphere around me. My head was going round,
round, merry-go-round. It wasn't the dope, it wasn't the air, it was the
adrenaline and I was fixed. I wanted to be as happy as Harry-Hard-On
and the twist is - I was. Here, with Louis singing "Louie, Louie, baby we
gotta go," we both knew where, we both laughed.
He turned the radio on. The tape player was totally stuffed. Louis was
unthrilled but felt it was his mission to find the ultimate song to capture
the essence of the mood. That and the fact that he was sick of my
singing. His child eyes were so separate from his fingers that knew so
much. How wild were those hands? At this point I wanted to know. He
teased by sticking his tongue under his biting teeth. This was his casual
way of flirting and looking cool at exactly the same moment. My senses
reeled and then they became real. I was high, on what you can never be
sure. Let's just say it was a cocktail of things thrown into one emotion.
And then my thoughts came tumbling down my forehead. Dizziness.
Louis was cackling so loud it intervened with my daydream.
"What the hell is so funny Louie?" I was trying to be mad but couldn't
think of a reason why.
"The song," he repeated, "the song," then, quite amusingly, he fell off
the seat.
"Get up bucket brain. Compose yourself. What's so hi larious? . . . "
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and then I heard it, coming from the depths of the airwaves.
Are you lonesome tonight?
I laughed for a decade also. Elvis was absolutely uncool and socially
unacceptable in our cultural circle and so was, for that matter, nearly
every song on commercial radio but what choices did we have? Then,
once again, fits of laughter.
"No, no, stop it! I can't stand it." Louis was giggling so uncontrollably
I felt like taking a photo, for no other reason than the style he wore was
amazingly different. And the fact that if I showed him a photo of himself
laughing it would merely have him in stitches, again. The song that time
was I've got a brand new pair of roller skates, you've got a brand new
key. Ten points for originality. Man, the shit they came up with in the
seventies. But hey, the shit they come up with period!
Then, a serious song on a serious radio station.
It reminded me of when I first met him. At that place where everyone
knew everyone and everything was so comfortable moments fitted in my
life like wearing my cosy Docs. It wasn't at the bar, although Louis was
the most notorious barfly there, but it was on the dance floor. I was being
a real hipster with someone I thought I was crazy about when this
arrogant beast grabbed me and started doing the weirdest moves I have
ever seen, even weirder than those total ly w ired people who dance as if
they have stomach cramps. I won't mention names. A chronic style. And
a song came on that stooped to the floor. He whispered the words, "I've
waited hours for this, I've made myself so sick . . " and then kissed me
and of course, left me standing, alone, dumbfounded and quite quizzical.
Someone would yap away and I would barely reply, "Huh?" He would
just fall over and fall again. And then this song. It was a song that was
part of my youth-it dated back to seventy-nine - yet with Louis in front
of me the words took on a new face. The song now had a tongue that
poked out a lot.
I've been contemplating suicide
but it really doesn't suit my style
so I'll just act bored instead.
It was Mr Cave singing in breath.
And in this black car I looked at Louis as if a memory had just been
rekindled. It was almost passionate, when again, he laughed. Quite cutely
he went on to sing, in a duck's voice - I've been contemplating
masturbation, but I really can't get it up, so I'll just sit on my hand and
pretend it's someone else instead.
Of course, he continued to be part of the day's scenery.
"And what's more," he added, "the day's cookware."
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He was so much a part of me, although I'll never know exactly how.
My T-shirt, I had just noticed, was maybe a part of the day also. It read
First and Last and A lways. Maybe it was just for show. It was what I
considered Louis to be - the first and last and always, in the most
unusual sense. Like the confusion I was feeling and the outright
damnation of my being. The first time I had experienced this, perhaps the
last and always, sticking to me like sweet sugar, like a deep juicy kiss,
one that saliva dreams are made of.
Before we knew it we were at Katherine's. She was babysitting her
parent's house in Chadstone. She thought her dad looked like Noddy and
I guess to understand her you only had to understand her father. She
described him as 'having a body like six miles of bad road and long
brown hair down to his back - none of it on his head.' He made her
scones every second Sunday and really got into the great poets, the
biggies. Not a revolutionary but so left and wild it was difficult to believe
he was in such an institution as marriage. He loved Katherine and gave
her Vanity of Duluoz for her sixteenth birthday. I loved him too, as much
as a separatist from everything like me could love him. We were all
close. He would label everything and he labelled me misunderstood. I
labelled him a ranch dude in reference to his hat-wearing. Man, he hated
that. On a sunny weekend he is known to sing, in the garden, they 're
selling postcards of the hanging, and continue to whistle loudly the rest
of Desolation Row.
"I'm coming," Kath said as Louis laughed at the connotation of what
she'd just said. She shut her house gate.
"Oh, hi Louis Emmanuel." Pet names. I noticed how her clothes hung
on her like an Eastern religion. She had flowers on her that seemed to be
like a signature. She was indeed a groover and so immaculately clean
except for one thing "Okay, I know you too well," she said, "I'll put it out in a sec. Just let
me have one more toke." The way she smoked complemented her image.
" I don't get it," she went on to say, "how come you don't allow
cigarettes in this shitkicker of a car, but you let dope smokers like
yourselves," and she gave us both intense goofy stares, "continue to puff
away endlessly, annoying the shit out of my eyes! " She batted her
eyelashes.
Louis had his arms hanging out of the passenger window and stuck
his tongue under his teeth.
"Kath, you whining pup, you never shut up," he giggled.
"Shut up cocksucker."
Louis pretended to vomit and to me Kath said, "Is he out of it again?"
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"Good one Sherlock. " I hated that expression. Why did I just use it?
"He's okay. He has been furiously trying to find his gin."
"Where is it?" she asked.
"It's in the back but don't tell him that. Get in. "
Louis raised his head and said absolutely nothing. But it looked cool. I
smiled, thinking of when these two had first met. My closest friend and
my closest description to finding a lane in which there is no control.
Maybe that's unfair but it suits him. They were alike but Katherine
pushed the limits more. She loved being a soul child, being born on a
Thursday and all that shit. It wasn't that Louis wasn't capable of being a
nutcase, it was just that Kath was better at it. Like her, on the freeway.
Two girls in a car that displayed red P-plates came so close to
knocking me off the road I thought the dope had finally taken its toll,
right there and then.
"Fuckers! ! " I yelled. Louis grabbed my hand gently, indicating his
approval. The girls gave a fierce stare, shouted a few profanities and then
something happened that was uncharacteristic of these teen disco-heads.
They licked their lips and one of them shouted, "I want to fuck you ! "
At first I thought it was meant fo r Louis but then I realised i t was for
Katherine. I was bemused then I laughed hysterically.
"You get them Kath! "
Maybe it wasn't so strange. Not the fact of it anyway but when we
came to a halt at the lights, Kath leaned out her window and started
kissing the girl in the driver's seat. Words came to my m ind like Hey and
But and What the? . . . and then I continued as I always do, a lifelong
subscriber to Lead Foot magazine. I hurled down the freeway at one
hundred miles an hour, or so it seemed.
And then god took our picture. Almost perfect. It was his delivery that
was astounding. I just put it down to the weather- pretty shithouse one
minute, pretty fucked the next. I slapped Louis' hand as he played with
my windshield wipers. This was not a metaphor for my breasts.
" Cut it out Louis," and then he knocked the radio knob with his foot
and the sound boomed at a thousand decibels. It blared
vicious
baby you're so vicious
you hit me with a flower
you do it every hour.
Instead of singing all / got is this guitar pick, Louis just scratched his
balls and went silent for a second. Katherine saw the humour in this and
screamed and then had a joint. She pulled it hard, right back to the roach.
"Great stuffl " It seemed as if her lungs would explode.
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The Nylex clock displayed a time I can't recall and said that it was
twenty-two degrees. The temperature must have been dropping because
the rain just came and came. We arrived in Richmond talking about
rainbows and throwing up in nightclubs. There was a connection, I tried
to think of what it was as Louis went in to get the goodies.
"Where shall we go?" I asked.
"Tim said there's an empty house across from that pub." He pointed,
shaking, as I thought of a time when I thought nightclubs were stupid.
"Let's groove," someone said, so we did, up the stairs and into what I
could only construe as a loungeroom. We sat. I listed what I thought we
might have said or what we did. It was in a scrawi.
Sometimes when I have a beer I feel bonded, completely as one. It's
more than a feeling, it's as ifnothing else makes sense. - Kath.
I bought something from Copperart. I don't want to talk about it. Louie.
I mean, what's the sense in copulating when you're all alone.- me.
I've got nothing to say and I don 't know how to say it- Kath.
Erk! Clive James just kissed me! He just walked up to me and layed
one right on me. - Louie.
I'm acting irrational to irrational behaviour, nothing glues and
everything sticks, I could be a concrete mix. - me.
What the hell are watch accessories? - Kath.
What the hell is a watch? - Louie.
If it be your will then fly. - me.
Look at them! It was the ants I guess. They are bunch of ma/contents!
And in a chorus we sang, "Ifyou're down he'll pick you up, Dr Robert.
Take a drink from his magic cup, Dr. Robert. "
We asked Louie what was wrong. He replied, "My cat won't use his
scratch pole!"
And we swam endlessly in the orange carpet looking for messages as
we listened to the silence carefully. The cold rain trickled into our
thoughts slowly like treacle. It complemented our aloofness. We joined
our sweaty palms as we told tales of our childhood and beyond. Were we
all looking at the same thing? All I remember, besides the honey wax,
was Louis grabbing me and rolling around on the hard floor. He
whispered as he strutted, "You flicker and you're beautiful, you glow
inside my head." I laughed as he said, "What?" I knew things were cool.
Then of course, he went from the sublime to the ridiculous.
"Let's eat, baby," he said. The concept of food didn't register with any
memory bank. I felt l ike crying. How can anyone think of eating when
we are all so hungry for more? We smiled at the wall that so profoundly
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said, "Hey," and underneath, "A cry of youth," and then Louis started to
weep. It was more than just the thought of going home, it was the fact
that his sister's cats had defaced his pillows and sheets with urine and
pussy shit. He did not want to go there (no one had done the washing).
We all entered the night together.
A Christian in a black suit entered my life. He was no ordinary
Christian, he was a ' Louis', a criminal of the mind, etched on my ankle
forever in a primitive tattoo. Not his name but a meaning. He told me
that he loved me and that dinosaurs were precious, once, and that he
himself was a billion years old. This changed my life forever. No longer
would I be so detached. I just smiled dangerously, gave him an ultra-cool
wink and said, "Hey baby, dig it up! "
And we did.
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The Kitchen Hand
Mark O'Flynn
This is what happens. Most nights you wash dishes in the grimy back
room of Alfredo's Restaurant. On a dark street lined with plane trees,
with a bluestone laneway at the rear, home to a few tortoiseshell strays.
If you get to work late, your boss, Mr Gilbert, berates you, threatens to
deduct the missing minutes from your wage. You hate him for it.
Compare him to the lane out the back which smells of stale garbage and
hair grease. In his suit, but for the purple sash, and the skin of his smile
stretched tight, he looks like an attendant at a funeral.
You hate the way he looks at you. Your legs. Your hair. You pinch
cutlery at midnight, after drying wrinkled, newborn hands on a teatowel.
"Goodnightseeyoutomorrow," you chant and Mr Gilbert grunts.
Your pay packet is thin. Week by week the hours, long and thick,
coagulate in wads. You nibble at the salad when no one is looking, inhale
the fragrance of sauces like stewed flowers. The alchemy of spices. At
times you feel Mr Gilbert's eyes on you, a terrible conclusion to the day.
Your boss has applied to the Council for a permit to cut down the
plane trees outside Alfredo's window. It obstructs the sign, he says,
reducing it through the leaves to any of its neon syllables. The Council
has intimated that this is a valid reason. They offer the contract to a tree
surgeon whose medical skill (it's a poor metaphor, you think) stops at
amputation. Alfredo's-famous for its sauces, though Alfredo himself has
long since gone. Now the chef is a moody thundercloud of a fellow from
Austria or Switzerland, who sometimes does not even take off his
motorcycle helmet. You wait for the orders, the changes of mind; impale
the abbreviations on a spike, to pass to the chef. In his motorcycle helmet
he is difficult to talk to. You know enough to stay out of his way, let him
stir his saucepans; waiting for him to finish with the big pots. It is futile
to tell him to hurry. By the time you finish work the trains will invariably
have all rolled back to their caves. Trains are not safe at night, and a taxi
would eat too hungrily into your pay, so often you walk home. A woman
alone on the streets at night is asking for trouble, says Mr Gilbert, but he
does not offer you a lift.
On busy nights sometimes you hope the restaurant will suffer some
mild calamity. Perhaps a poisoned seafood scare. Something to abate the
deluge of dishes and pans. You fantasise poisoning the gravy. Or running
through the dining room with soap suds in your mouth. But you know
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you will not. Too shy. You need the job, as if your life depends on it.
Even though you have sometimes seen the chef lift the jaw-guard of his
helmet to spit into the soup. These daydreams help to pass the time. In
your sink the suds refract no spectrums; they decay, rather than pop,
without fantastic drama. Curly-Girl and elbow grease. You imagine the
bubbles bursting with a wet detonation of rainbows; shelves of china
exploding in chaotic slow motion. However, at night, at work, your
thoughts are stale and grate against each other. Your sleeves roll down
into the dull water.
You wonder why they don't invest in a dishwasher? Whenyou ask Mr
Gilbert this, he replies:
"You're my dishwasher."
He promises to raise your wage when business picks up (his phrase)
but he never does. You nod wearily at his various burdens; the
overheads, the tax, the loss of sleep.
One day a young man applies for a job sweeping up. Simply sticks his
head in the back door and asks for work. Mr Gilbert waddles out in his
mauve cummerbund and demands to see references. Where did he work
before? and what's his history in fifty words? Does he have any
experience in sweeping? The man replies he made broom handles in
Beechworth minimum security, and can start right now if Mr Gilbert
likes. Mr Gilbert blinks, fat feet splayed, and writes this down. Says he'll
be in contact, but later he loses the scrap of paper. The young man winks
at you on his way out, whispers that he never touched a broom in his life.
Mr Gilbert looks at you - tel ls you to get on with it. You imagine the
membranes of his eyelids scraping over his eyes like fish scales. He takes
to padlocking the back gate during the day. The barber's shop next door
was robbed.
You steal cutlery at night as an obscure act of revenge. "Vengeance is
mine, saith the Lord," says your mother, primly visiting, perched on the
precipice of a chair.
"But doesn't He also move in mysterious ways?" You feel guilty for
wondering why you feel no guilt.
You have accumulated a complete stainless steel set of knives, forks,
spoons, teaspoons, cake forks, fish knives, shining in the drawer like a
shattered suit of armour. You never use them -or rarely; only when your
parents drop in unexpectedly coming home from Church. If they ask
where you got them you deflect the query with tea cups. You sit on your
hands when you mother asks why can't you do something about your
complexion. A girl like you needs to make more friends. Nice friends .
She tells you that there is no divorce in God's eyes, and asks why don't
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you go to confession anymore.
At work you show your hands to Mr Gilbert who, nodding, yields a
pair of rubber gloves, so now the prurigo has eased. You ask for a night
off, to go to a concert, a movie, an abortionist, these excuses you have
rehearsed, but he pleads he needs you - leans closer so that you can
smell his hair, and grips your arms. What do you need a night-off/or?
The tone of his voice seems to question your character.Now you steal
simply to throw the cutlery away. Puddles on the way home littered with
spoons, hollow as the inner heels of your shoes. A sharp knife you take
for protection, to reassure yourself in the dark. Though as reassurance it
does not work; it might be used against you. The offensive weapon of
self-defence. This is what happens when one evening you arrive at the
restaurant to find the chef in his helmet ramming home a skewer into the
carcass of a pig for the rotisserie. During a jocular moment, Mr Gilbert
sneaks up behind the chef and squeals suddenly, which makes everyone
laugh. His maitre d's sash swells like a Spring pigeon. You feel sorry for
the pig. People continue to make jokes about it and won't let it rest.
Throughout the shift a waitress is abused in the dining room by a
pedantic customer: I've had better service than this in - Then why don't
you go back there - Listening, you wish you too had courage. The
argument escalates. You hear the customer bellowing, and are pleased,
believing life to have some justice when the waitress knocks a bowl of
hot spaghetti into his lap. The waitress, regarded in the kitchen as a
heroine, is promptly sacked - now a martyr. No cliche escapes the
customer who is always right. A door, as always, slams. The waitress
storms out, stared at by arrogant, drunken gourmands. Mr Gilbert tells
you with a red face to put on an apron and take the waitress's place. You
do. It makes a change from dirty dishes. You smile to yourself when the
first order you take is for barbecued pork. People think you are friendly.
You go home elated, thinking that the night is somehow sweeter,
remembering the sacked waitress's expression of offence.
You tell a few friends the story of the waitress's rebellion. Get good
mileage out of it, as they sit around drinking out of old honey-jars. Your
friends tell you that dishes are Zen, but that in the end, with your
qualifications, you're wasting your time. Why don't you try saving for
something? You tell them you are, but you don't yet know what. They
advise you to pull yourself together. They'd hate to have to pick up the
pieces after a nervous breakdown. You give them each a teaspoon.
Your mother rings to tell you your father is ill again, and why don't
you visit them as often as you used to? Flustered, you decide to spend all
next weekend with your parents, but when the weekend arrives you
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change your mind.
You find a starving kitten in the lane behind the restaurant one night
and bring it home. You feed it diluted milk and watch its tiny tongue.
Decide to think of a name for it. Drinking too much wine from a honey
jar you hold the glass up to the light and are threatened by the dullness of
your fingerprints. You resolve next weekend to cut down on alcohol,
cigarettes, but when the weekend arrives . . .
Next pay day, you decide, you will ask for a raise. Mr Gilbert and his
wife (a pen behind her ear while doing the books) want you to work the
long weekend. They're expecting a roaring trade - want help they can
rely on; the old hands. Time-and-a-quarter, time-and-a-half after
midnight. You wonder what the award rate is, but you agree. You do not
have the strength to argue. You see a soup ladle worth handbagging,
some silver napkin-holders, a toast rack that your mother might find
useful; a teapot, a milk jug. All polished by your own tried and trusted
hands. You have known men who steal tools from garages and
workshops. Spanners, mattocks, concrete saws, generators - masculine
ugly things. In comparison you feel you are small time. Theft does not
give you the sense of power and vindication you feel it should. It simply
clutters up your room with secrets.
This is what happens. Detergent bubbles beneath the tap. Mr Gilbert
watches you closely. He has your pay envelope. His wife, the
bookkeeper, has gone home. You muster courage and ask the boss for a
raise. He'll think about it. Later, over the sink, Mr Gilbert assaults you
with a fat, squeezing hand, a garlicky mouth on your neck. Do you want
a raise or not? In shock you twirl, jab a sudsy fork at his bloodhound's
cheek - check yourself in terrible time, bequeathing him a soapy
moustache. You drop the fork to the floor. Shaken, Mr Gilbert takes a
step back cowering, but not cowering. You swear at him. Again. The
overt rage is sweet. The chef is watching from the bain-marie, but it is
impossible to tell what he is thinking inside his motorcycle helmet. You
tear off and fling your apron which is loaded with hidden spoons at Mr
Gilbert. He catches it - denies having touched you-threatens you with a
week's notice. You cry out terrible imprecations which can be heard in
the dining room and leave, knocking a rack of clean plates to the floor
with a satisfying sound. That'll be deducted from your wages, Mr Gilbert
calls after you. The chef stares. Mr Gilbert orders him to get back to
work, but the chef does not move. Mr Gilbert's story is different. It's
cramped in this damned kitchen, he tells everyone, he's always bumping
into people, hired staff are so clumsy. Decided, anyway, to buy a
dishwasher. The latest model. Renovate. Anyone have any problems with
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that? "You haf neffer," says the chef, "bomped unto me."
At home, you waltz around your room, overjoyed and aghast at your
strength of resolution. You form a plan to take a hammer, to flatten out
the stolen spoons and make wind chimes. The cat stares at you,
miaowing for sardines. You go to bed looking forward to a night of
frivolous dreams, and the morning.
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Display Hornes
David King
As Phil opens the door to the lounge, he tells himself he'd like to spend
the rest of his life in display homes. There's something appealing about
the newness of their steel fittings, the scent of their axminster. Houses
that have been occupied for even a few days are a trial. He had tried
living in one once and had nearly been driven up the wall. And the
population at large, he reflects, must agree with him; why else are people
shown over only new houses?
He checks the time. Eight. It is two hours since the last inspection tour
left. He was hiding under the bed in the master bedroom on the second
storey then, listening for the telltale click of the front door. But even after
hearing the click he had waited a quarter of an hour before peering out.
Then he had gone to the window and stared out at the office, just beyond
the ornamental limestone rocks, hoping to see the staff lock up and go
away. They had.
Jovially, he makes his way to the kitchen. This has no food; but to test
his mettle he had stolen a loaf of bread from a Polish woman who was
also looking over the house, and secreted it in one of the kitchen's
polished-pine drawers. He makes a little pirouette, playfully pretending
to be taken aback as he catches sight of himself in the mirrored surface of
a massive, round lampstand.
Loaf under one arm, he approaches the second bedroom. One of the
features he admires most about display homes is the variety of books
used to fill their bookcases; and the second bedroom has many books. He
muses that it is as though books but not food are thought to give houses
an occupied appearance.
As soon as he enters the second bedroom, he directs himself to
contemplate the large urn just below the first of the ceiling-struts. The
urn contains the sort of dried arrangement seen only in display homes; he
brushes himself with a stalk of pampas grass. Then, remembering his
original intention, he inspects the bookshelf. The Harper Dictionary of
Music . . . Sherlock Holmes . . . Heidegger's Being and Time . . . Ten
copies of a novel whose slanted, gilt lettering is so new that he can't
make out the characters . . .
"A wholly new work of art," he states whimsically, balancing one
copy of the novel on his head. He begins to strut around the room,
gesturing to the ceiling and the vertical blinds. "A work wholly free from
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stereotypes, oppositional structures, and implicit relationships with other
works. But to what extent is that possible? Perhaps only if the work
maintains its newness. But that means either eliminate change, or never
let change be seen to take place."
He stops. He had heard a scraping. But it had seemed to come from
behind the veneer! Does that mean the house has a built-in secret
passage? How cosy if it does!
Collecting himself, and recalling that display homes are mainly of
interest to young. cliquey couples, he calls: "Behindthe veneer: are you a
young couple?" He taps the sentence starting with "The house of Being"
on the flyleaf of the Heidegger volume. "If you are, aren't you ...
concerned about the danger of divorce? Can you face the idea of the
receivers being called in?"
But there is no reply. There is only the brilliant newness of the mirror,
the unslept-in perfection of the bed, the plane-like finish of the
mantelpiece, the polished pine of the chest.
Suddenly convinced that he is being stalked by an assassin - an
assassin who has set up living quarters not in one of the ten rooms but in
the secret passage - he decides to return to the master-bedroom. "I am
apprehensive," he tells himself. "But on the other hand, could death
actually be right for me? After all, if I were to die I would never see the
house lose its newness. And my starsign is Taurus."
The carpet in the master-bedroom diverts him - it has the colour and
softness of a sunset. He doubts that a secret passage could extend
upstairs, for unless it were to have stairs or a lift it would be unable to
join different storeys. He presses his ear against the carpet, but can make
out nothing. The assassin, if there is one, must be still on the other storey.
Preoccupied, he steals towards the door. It has no bolt - he'll have to
defend himself with an axe or revolver. "Stand and deliver! " In a jovial
panic, he raises the stalk of pampas grass to a reproduction of Ernst's The
Petrified Forest. But then he recalls that in one of the children's
bedrooms there had been an ornamental pistol-he could use that.
Again, he hears a scraping. The assassin has heard him ! How can he
have been so stupid as to call out? He notes absently that he still has the
novel he had balanced on his head in the second bedroom.

* * *

Dryly, I tap the key the estate agent gave me. I feel no guilt about
stalking Phil. A ll I feel is a desire to exchange a few words with him and
then to put him down. What, after all, could be newer than an author
entering a story in order to put down a character? The parallel between
display homes and prose would then be rock solid. I reach for my
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revolver.
As I unlock the door, I smile artfully. Phil must be feeling shattered by
now, and all because of me, his master. I regard myself in the polished
surface of a drawer. No doubt I put something of myself into his
character, for I, too, have always been drawn to the newness of display
homes. That, after all, was why I decided to write a story about one.
Unlike Phil, however, I am not so unbalanced that I would brush myself
with a stalk ofpampas grass, or talk to myself
After nearly slipping on some crumbs that Phil left on the polished,
umber floor tiles, I wander into the passage. As always in display homes,
the lounge has a pool table; this one, however, has lime-green felt. It
resembles some grassy plain.
Catching sight of a lamp whose mirrored stand, peculiarly, is in the
shape of a torus, I go up to it. I realise that from some angles an object
viewedfrom the other side would obscure the hole. Whimsically, I put my
face against the hole: and draw back in surprise. Phil! But he had
appeared oblivious to my presence - he had merely done a little
pirouette!
Grasping my revolver, I try to determine where he is likely to have
gone. The fact that I - his creator - seem no longer sure of his
movements shocks me. But perhaps my lack of awareness can be put
down to my surprise in seeing him. Or could total confoundment of the
author be a new and necessary ingredient in prose?
Shaking my head, I recall Phil's apprehension with regard to the
scraping sound. But he was wrong - there was no secret passage.
Cheered that I still therefore have a certain advantage over him, I edge
towards the stairs. My feet scrape the red axminster stair-carpet. I wait,
and then continue up.
On the landing, I thrust open the door of the master-bedroom.
I glance about. Nothing. I kneel to glance under the bed.
Again, nothing. Telling myself that he must be hiding in one of the
built-in robes, I open the one closest to the window, and step inside.
Trying to focus my eyes, I edge along the dim pinewood of the robe.
But then I reel against something - something metal; I'm falling! The
door opens: and I see that I'm in the cellar.
Bewildered, I glance about. How can I no longer be upstairs? Is there
a secret passage after all - or is it merely just that in a wholly new type
ofprose discontinuities in space- and time - can occur at whim?

* * *

Almost beside himself, Phil glances out of the comer of his eye at the
wall-mirror. A revolver is directed at him; he is certain. But perhaps the
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ornamental pistol will make the assassin think twice before firing.
Deciding to rehearse drawing against his reflection, he fires the gun.
There is a massive shattering; and he feels a sharp pain in his chest. It
can't have been a wall-mirror, he tells himself, reeling, because he can
see beyond the frame, and there's no glass.
But who is that figure staggering back on to the carpet?

* * *

Reflecting on the death of the author and the naiveties of this theory, I
absently dust my jeans and contemplate what I have done. The damage
caused by the gun means the house is no longer new; but then by drawing
on such a stereotyped method of resolution the story is no longer
particularly new either. So I have achieved the absolute marriage of
content andform.
But how to attain narrative closure? What would be fitting?
After some thought, I proceed down the passage in thedirection ofthe
lounge door. And close it.
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The Housewarming
Wolfgang Wirf
A housewarming.
That's all the idea started out as.
To help make him feel settled in. In a home of his own. After all those
years.
Of sharing.
With a wife.
Kids.
og.
Telly.
The new place was out of town.
The new theme was freedom.
Sun-up.
Murray stands naked, from the doorway surveying his new domain.
His rented new domain. Not that it matters. Owning, renting, what the
hell - can't take it with you. That much he's learnt. A couple of suitcases,
a stack of boxes, an album of photos to leaf through at night, yes, those
you can take. But the feeling of being at home when she smiles, the
contentment of closing the front door on the world, or the pencil marks
climbing the jambs in each of the children's doorways - no, those you
can't take.
Murray imagines rapping on the front door to which he no longer has
the key.
His wife opens up.
"Hello. I've come to get the door jambs." He holds up his saw.
She slams the door.
Can't take it with you.
Naked he stands in his doorway, surveying, surveying.
The paddock falls away to a fence.
The dry grass was slashed before he moved in.
He gazes across acres and acres.
The neighbours are bikers.
Their block is not cleared.
Can't see their house or their sheds or their bikes through the trees.
But sometimes he hears, like the call of the wild, the roar of a Harley,
the thump of the bass from their music machine, a girl's beckoning laugh
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on the breeze.
Not bad for eighty a week, Murray reckons, and steps out the door on
the lawn for a piss. And if you can't have a leak in the nude on the lawn,
then you might as well live in a bedsit, he thinks. Why cramp your style?
I'm really enjoying this, Murray says to himself, and rubs his bare belly.
Might make a l ist of who to invite. To the housewarming. No reason why
Liz and the kids shouldn't come. Not enemies after all. A civilised
separation. The best thing for everyone. Yes, certainly Liz should come.
And a few close friends. Plus a couple of new acquaintances. Three or
four. Maybe five. Increase the circle of friends.
Murray rubs his belly.
Just a bit flabby.
Nothing gross.
Might work on it, though.
Get trim, get fit, get energy.
The new Murray.
Amaze your friends.
"Seen Murray since he and Liz split up? Best thing he ever did. A
new man."
They'll all be saying that.
"Best thing I ever did, you know. I feel like a new man."
"Yeah?"
"For sure," says Murray, then wishes he hadn't because that sort of
sceptical ' Yeah?' hardly deserves an answer.
Running his fingers round the rim of the beercan, Hardy peers
doubtfully down the fliptop.
"Don't you miss Liz? The kids? Home?"
"Of course I do, but - " How to explain? "You don't understand. It's
broken down."
From Hardy's verandah you can look across the street, up the street,
into three neighbours' yards. All very leafy and nice as suburbs go, but
not good enough for Murray anymore. Someone is mowing a lawn in the
cool of the evening, the tellies are murmuring, including Hardy's, whose
kids are stretched out on the carpet before it, and Jill, Hardy's good little
wife, is humming to herself in the kitchen. She'll come out by and by and
call out that dinner is ready. Her cheery announcement will be a
command.
Murray gazes across the roofs, puts down the beer, and bunches his
fingertips together.
"It got to the stage where the disadvantages of living together
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exceeded the advantages. Neither happiness, nor freedom. A constant
feeling of being inhibited. Conditioned. Manipulated. Not in control."
He leans suddenly forward, straining towards Hardy to impress on
him the depth of feeling involved.
"From the moment I walked out the door - didn't have much; a
suitcase, a few things in boxes; I went to a hotel the first night - from the
moment I started to walk down the path, past the letterbox - I'll never
forget it - I felt like a new man. Ten years younger. A weight lifted off
me. No longer stifled. New."
"So. You don't miss them."
Murray throws himself back in his chair. Irrelevant! Hardy has missed
the point.
"Of course I miss them ! The kids, especially the kids. We'll work
something out. Weekends. School holidays. Oh, I intend to go on being
their father. Even if I refuse to remain Liz's husband." He shakes his
head. "But the kids never interfered with my sense of how shall I put it?
Personal integrity? My right to be myself? Freedom to grow? Yes, all
that." Murray leans forward again. "It was Liz who interfered with that.
And listen, you have no idea how wonderful it is without that
interference! "
"You want to watch out, you know," says Hardy. He takes a sip o f his
beer. "You want to watch out you don't let yourself go. You'll end up fit
to live with no one. Except yourself. Which could wear thin."
Murray throws himself back in his chair, looks angrily away.
"What I really came for," he says coolly, "was to invite you. To my
housewarrning. With Jill and the kids, of course. Just a few steaks on the
barbie, a few bowls of salad. Nothing . . . wild. I mean, don't think I'm
celebrating being single again. Just a few friends around. I signed a year's
lease. The place might as well feel like home. On the tenth. A Saturday
night."
"Wait on. I'll just check with Jill."
Murray's fingers drum while he waits.
"Sorry, old man. Can't make it that day. Got the phone on out there?
We'll come visit some time."
Murray rat-a-tat-tatting on the front door.
An inch of timber, a lock, cutting him off from ten years of his life.
He hears Liz's voice.
He hears her laugh.
Rat-a-tat-tat.
Footsteps on the floorboards.
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Liz's voice, coming closer. "Hang on. I'll j ust see who's at the door! "
The door opening, her eager who's-this-then expression falling away,
the mask forming, her eyes steeling.
"Oh. It's you."
"Yes." From the doorway comes the familiar smell of what used to be
his house: coffee, Liz's scent, the smell of new books in expensive
bindings. "Well. Hi."
"Hi."
She never says 'Hi' like that! L ike, 'high ' . Or, ' hie' . Or, 'go'.
"Well. Aren't you going to ask me in?"
Pause. "No."
Stunned. "Look, we're not enemies, are we? I mean, it was a joint
decision, wasn't it? For the best."
"You left."
"Oh, but you know why! "
"Look, I've got some friends over. We're just having coffee. What was
it you wanted?"
"Look, this is no good! It needn't be like this! Why can't we- "
"Perhaps you'd like to phone me later." Her hand on the door. Ready
to push it shut.
"Liz! The reason I came, look, this is exactly what I wanted to avoid,
this hatred! I came to invite you, and the kids, I'm having a
housewarming, I wanted you there, our lives are still linked after all! "
Her eyes widen.
"You believe that?"
This rift! Still! He'd thought 
He'd thought . . .
He rallies.
"Liz, listen, we couldn't live together anymore, that's all. That doesn't
mean we can't - oh look, just come! With the kids. It's a housewarming.
It'll be their home too. Some of the time. When I've got them. I'm still
their father. Our friends will be there. Hardy and Jill can't make it, but I'll
ask the others. And a few . . . new friends I've made."
"You want to demonstrate how popular you are? Show off all your
new . . . friends? Rub my nose in it?"
"Liz! Don't do it! "
"If you want to invite the children, you can phone later on. You know
what time school comes out. Was that all?"
He slumps.
"Then if you'll excuse me . . . "
Click.
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That door.
Her footsteps.
Murray turning, walking down the path.
This time without a suitcase full of anger, without those boxes filled
with relief, no albums of selected memories this time.
Past the letterbox.
The M and the & are painted out. Two coats at least. Not a ghost of
them left.
What time does school come out, anyway?
Hardy and Jill can't make it, of course, and neither can Pete and Jo.
Eileen is out of town - is that why Ray accepted? Is it the women who
want to cut him? Female solidarity? No, he spoke to Sue on the phone,
and she accepted for Phil and herself. But then Richard had to check with
Maree and phoned back to say that they couldn't. And neither could Jack
and Lisa. Which is about the extent of close friends.
Murray beside the phone. Wracking his brain.
The new acquaintances.
The new circle.
A housewarming: all your old friends.
What the hell -the new will one day be the old.
And there's quite a few.
Quite a party.
What the hell.
Quite a rage.
A driveway of weeds, junk discarded both sides. A ute on blocks under a
tree, rope over a limb dangling to the empty engine bay. A pile of old
beercans in the tray.
A mound of garbage - a tip. A crow flying off with a bone. Buildings
in a clearing at the top of the drive.
Murray idling his car towards them. Shacks. Sheds. The star among
them, a donga.
Murray gliding up this drive.
A house of cards, done in corrugated iron and mesh, erupts clanging:
a black pig hurtles against the wire.
It follows Murray with tiny eyes.
Two Harleys parked side by side. Black, with gold writing. A third in
pieces, tools on a tarp on the ground.
Someone appears in the donga doorway.
Black hair, black beard, black boots, black T-shirt.
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Blue jeans.
Black belt.
Murray clears his throat.
"'lo. I'm your new neighbour."
"Yeah? How're you gain'?"
"Having a bit of a party this Saturday. Next door. Thought you might
like to, you know. Sort of a housewanning. "
"Oh, yeah. What, pig-on-a-spit?"
"No, no. Just a pile of steaks . . . You know, chops, sausages.
Anyway, you're invited."
"Oh, yeah. We'll be neighbourly. No worries."
"Good. Okay then. I'm Murray, by the way. "
"Stevie. "
The courteous nod. The steel-trap of a handshake.
Murray makes going motions. Puts one foot in the car, leans his ann
on the door. "Ah, there's a few of you, is there?"
A gentle reassurance. '"bout half a dozen. "
"Okay. N o worries. See you there."
The black beard waggles. The tattooed ann in solemn benediction,
waves.
Through the wire, the black pig watches Murray leave.
Ring, ring.
Ring, ring.
"Hello."
"Hello. It's me."

''- "

"Murray."
"Yes . . . "
"About Saturday night. You haven't changed your mind?"
"I'm not coming, if that's what you mean. "
"That is what I mean. " Pause. "Look, I do want you to come. I wish
II

"I'm not coming. Did you want to speak to the children?"
"Yes. Well no, not specifically. Actually, if you're not coming, I was
wondering if you were expecting me to have them this weekend."
"I'm not expecting anything. "
"No. Well, I thought, what with the preparations and so on, I probably
won't have time to give them a lot of attention. Which seems a shame.
Unless you've arranged something on the understanding that I'd have
them. They probably wouldn't enjoy the party. I'll definitely have them
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next weekend. And perhaps we can work something out for after school.
I mean, I'd like to see more of them. You know?"
"Yes."
"But this weekend might not be very good."
"No."
"Well. Is that alright then?"
"Fine."
"Liz. Oh, God! How are you coping? I mean, you sound like you hate
me. You sound so - bleak. You didn't sound like that the other day,
when you first opened the door for me, before you knew it was me.
When you had your friends there."
"Being with my friends doesn't do this to me."
"Only I do this to you?"
"Was that all you wanted?"
"Oh, Jesus! Give my love to the kids."
"How am I supposed to do that?"
Click.
Murray scribbling furiously. And furthermore. Yet you consistently. I
don't think you had any right. Was I really supposed to put up with. You
wanted it all your way. Ask any counsellor in marriage guidance. Do you
still think it was right that. And this bitterness that you're showing now.
So destructive. Needn't be like this. Perfect illustration of your
destructive attitude while we were together. But that's you, isn't it. Bitter.
Murray rereading. Tearing the pages. Screwing them up. To dwell on
her bitterness quite the wrong slant.
Her bitterness - chin in hand he stares out the window and sighs
reflects back to him.
Murray, not to be separated from his beer. Until empty. Then chuck the
can, get hold of another.
Murray, beer in hand, turning steaks, shuffling sausages, throwing
wood on the fire, jumping back from the fat blazing on the barbecue
plate.
Murray, holding his beer aloft, pointing with it, using it to gesticulate,
tipping it down his throat.
Murray at nine-thirty rushing out to the drive, to welcome the
Harleys, his new friends the bikers, the chicks, the cartons of beer
balanced on each pair of pillioning thighs.
Murray, still articulate at ten, remonstrating with Phil and Sue for
leaving so early. Whassamatter? Not a bad party, is it?
At eleven o'clock in the all-night highway store, Murray swaying in
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front of the freezer, piling cling-wrapped packets of frozen meat on his
arm.
His arm around ever.y woman at the party at least once during the
night, and then the men too, an arm round their shoulders, earnestly
issuing warnings on marriage, though the music is too loud to talk.
Murray, long after midnight, leaping in the firelight, dancing under
the stars to a tape booming over the paddocks.
And Murray, at four in the morning trying owlishly to rekindle the
fire, raking the coals, beer still in hand, adjusting a log, a tepee of twigs,
fanning the flames, rocking back on his heels, "I know what'II get the
bastard going." Lunging off to the house, returning with his arms full,
and while his new friends cheer and yahoo, feeding old photographs into
the flames.
And then Murray, swaying cross-legged, peering into the blaze,
wanting to know, "Whassat god-awful stink? Listen, don' throw any
more bones in the fire! " And wrinkling his nose as astench of burnt flesh
rises up.
The chill coming down.
The bodies flaked out.
The cans scattered wide.
The groups on the lawn, on the chairs, in the house, round the fire.
The standing in doorways, the throw-away plates. The T-bones picked
clean. The forks on the lawn.
Murray, at dawn, crawling into the house.
And shouting, slurring, to whoever's awake:
"Open the windows. Freedom. The new me. You know?"
Murray wakes up.
His eyes are still shut.
Too frightened to open them.
The pain comes in waves.
A jumble of monochrome dreams.
The light through his eyelids- that's morning light.
Can't have slept two hours.
What woke him up?
The nausea.
Welling up in his sleep.
Saliva rushing. The cold glow in the gut. The pounding head 
pounding, spinning. Pounding. Where- .
One eye opens.
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On a mattress. On the floor.
The pain in the head. The certainty of vomiting. Soon. Very soon.
Now.
And then the clattering, still-drunken rush outside, the heaving, the
contractions, eruptions, the helpless dependence on a tree. For support,
all of him pushing out past his teeth. And then, oh no, oh God, quickly
tear down pants, and drop - still spewing -to a squat, oh no, oh no . . .
Murray squatting, a long time.
Having dry-retched till hollow.
Full of self-hate.
Finally rousing, to take off his shirt.
Wiping. Folding. Wiping again. Throwing it as far as he can.
Weakly, shakily, fearfully standing up, holding onto the tree. Stepping
out of the pants.
And then Murray, looking up, squinting against the pain in his head.
Pushing off from the tree. And making his way back to the house.
His new house.
With its door wide open.
Its windows all open.
The house is wide open.
Murray shivers.
The house is cold.
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Love in the Suburbs
Lynn Daniel
We say we are a circle of virgins, hags and furies.
A circle of women, self composing.
I see in each of our faces, She who births, tends and takes life.
I am She.
I am she, passing through this circular forest of She.
We are similar yet different.
I am she in my bigness, my power to create.
We say it's the power of the female too long held back.
Touch the earth, touch a goddess.
The power is that of menstrual blood.
The power is of sunlight slanting into the forest, silhouetting the embrace
of one tree fallen into another.
The power is the pound in the ocean,
the gust in autumn wind,
the slitting seed,
the dark hour before dawn.
Shake the rattle and every molecular pattern in the body changes.
Drum and feel earth's heartbeat in the soles of feet.
Dive down into the waters, swim with the current to find banks dark with
wet earth, ready for seeding.
Swim. Bring that skill with me, all those survival badges useful after all.
This is all very well, this dissolving of boundaries, challenging of nonns,
this anything is possible. There is a part of me that takes each wave as it
comes -hang ten, crouch into the curl, trust the tunnel has an exit and
ride until the wave merges into the larger sea body. Then tum around,
head out for the next ride, know how to angle the swim to avoid
oncoming dumpers.
There is another part that swims always against chop, that ducks to avoid
the dumper only to find on surfacing, another dumper already lifting.
Thumped and churned, I can't tell which way is up.
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The palm reader in my women's group has assumed I am a single parent.
She says that he is not written into the lines of my hand. Check his
underwear, she adds. Is he buying it himself now? Washing it even? Is it
more stylish, sexy?
There is a game we play with two other couples. The rules are simple.
Each person has a tum of being it and is asked a question, usually
embarrassing. You must answer with truth or face a dare, which is
supposed to be worse.
Who in this room are you attracted to?
I catch that first glance of his. I don't hear the answer. I don't hear the
dare.
I dream that night, they are together in our bed.
In another dream, his body parts are being sold. "I'll take the penis," I
say. The seller replies, "I don't like your chance of getting those teeth
from around it."
He is not woven into my destiny. I have separated / from enmeshed we. I
talk of giving him space, setting him free. In order to have this for
myself, I offer him this.
The imagined scenario.
A betrayal. Not in malice, forgetfulness or indifference. Then what?
Faulty judgement? Impulse? More like justified because of shifting
norms -our relationships are more open now, there is more touch, more
freedom to express feelings, desires . . .
One day he will betray me and I shall discard what is left of we like worn
out clothes.
There are pinholes in my skin. I leak grey. When I pick up my daughter
from pre-school, happy with their lives other mothers, avoid.
She notices absence ofdomestic detail in all the great love stories.
Stories ofpassion, lust, revenge, falling in, love; falling out, oflove;
unrequited love, loyalty in the/ace of- is she readyfor this?
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What about love in sex soughtfor release, replenishment, amidst the six
week bout ofchicken pox, sick child number two in bed next to you?
What about love as one rises to the alarm each day, showers, wakes the
other with kiss on the forehead, on either eye? Seven o 'clock love.
What about love in the supporting ofone 's crazy idea to grow vegetables
on the street verge, ofthe other's decision to let the snails and
caterpillars live?
What about stories of demolition and trust built over time? Foundations
for the extension - a room shared, a room of one's own. Paint stripped,
dulled surfaces polished 4032nd nappy pegged out. A mend in the screen
door where the dog has torn through yet again.
He loves me He loves me not - as each cleaned plate is slotted vertically
into the drainer.
Assuring herself it passes, this distance, this detachment, this taking
without giving.
Wait a while love. Damn it wait!
What about love when in the mature face, she sees the boy she first loved,
a reminder of what was felt? The girl in her face, looks less into mirrors
these days, has other concerns besides covering scars, acquiring smile of
intrigue.
What about love in the oregano? Love in the garlic chives, in the catnip?
Amidst the hanging baskets too dry ? Amidst the incessant questions ofa
child learning to write - how do you spell- ?
What about love when it's her turn to take recyclables to the depot and
his turn to take the girls skating?
What about the shopping list with its last item for purchase/consideration
- anniversary present?
What about an evening given over to loving once children are asleep,
floor cleared of toys, wet towels, and singlets left off unless children are
dressed by mum or dad
Bring out the port.
What time do you need to be up in the morning?
Close the curtains, lock doors, seal up cracks in fingers callousedfrom
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today's weeding.
Morning after.
The older child clears breakfast dishes without being asked. Just do my
hair and I'm ready, she says.
Wonders never cease.
The younger child is staying home, there is no pre-school today.
Start on the two loads of washing. Envelope and stamp pile of bills,
cheques written for them last week. Stop the dog yapping.
I'm hungry.
Have an apple.
Don't want apple.
Have a banana.
Don't want nana. Make a sandwich. You do it.
Out in the garden, noisy birds are at play. She sits with peppermint tea in
the pot beside her. The warm sun draws fingers through her hair. The
yellow /ilium has flowered. A washing cycle finishes and nappy 4033 is
ready to be hung.
What about . . . love in the suburbs?
It's this routine he has lately. Sunday morning skating.
He takes our girls. She takes hers.
I CORINTHIANS 1 3: LOVE IS NOT JEALOUS.
Parallel stories.
I won't hurt him.
I know how that feels, but I am in motion, ebb and flow, whirl of stars,
dance of atoms, forces of attraction between rain falling
sap rising
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It's as if I already know you. Not a line. Just so damn familiar.
I step forward, rock back as if to take stock, stride on, stride on.
You ride a motor bike. My dad had bikes.
I ride with breasts pressed to your back, feel inner thighs curved to your
buttocks, outer thighs.
My hands are firm on your thick trunk waist.
We ride to your favourite place.
Across the river, lights wink.
We walk. We talk. Warmth of my exposed face dispels cold night air,
dispels uncertainty.
CHARGE OF THE GODDESS: ALL ACTS OF LOVE AND
PLEASURE ARE MY RITUALS.
I embark on a meditation programme.
It begins with guided visualisations.
I like this. You always get someone to talk to, someone who listens,
understands.
You end up fist readied for life.
Then I read somewhere that the more spiritual way is an emptying, a
stilling of the mind. No more talking then, no more having what you
want/need projected on interior screen. Topics are still okay but let there
be spaces.
I meditate on indifference, I fall asleep.
I meditate on solitude, I feel lonely.
I call my friend.
Daytimes; we read from Whitman.
You read
I read
We eat chillied avocado sandwiches, drink wine.
We ride your bike to the river.
You ask me to read your essay on existentialism.
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lt feels like a privilege.
I ask - can you soul kiss?
I tell my husband - I understand now.
I ask him, can she soul kiss?
I ask for shared parenting, the sharing of household chores.
I'm looking for a job.
Make it a day job, he says.
Orn

Body sways side to side, front to back in circular motion.
I fall not into emptiness, nothingness, but into writhing pit of anger,
passion, revenge.
There is now, the makings of a great love story.
It begins with intersecting triangles.
It continues with bouts of accusations.
There is a time between the losing of first teeth and the
cutting of the next.
There is a time when you ask, is it autumn or spring?
There is a time for wine stored in oak, to mel low.
There is a time to suck peppermints, each one dispelling rank
taste left over from the last.
There is a time for another load of washing.
Rearrange the furniture
Plan an extension
She works out secretly how to managefinancially on her own
They work out together that neither can leave because of the children
Work out
Work
She takes on another class
He does the shopping
She brings flowers
He brings wine
We are the bread broken.
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In my women's group we talk a lot about crises.
There is always risk to removing scaffolds, says one.
Demolition over. There is rubble to clear but at the same time anything is
possible, says another.
Toss out the old norms.
What else can you do?
Together we leak litanies of support
you are so strong
you must live with trust
with hope
you have friends
when the sun goes down, there is dawn elsewhere.
What about garlic squeezed through new age press?
Be in love everyday
Create your own reality
Be squelched into palatable form,
flavour a dressing
lift a bolognaise
cure a cold
No?
What about onions?
Peel offthe layers keep peeling until there's nothing
but the smell permeating everything
the sting in your eyes
rings ofselfscattered
skin discardedfor compost

Today's text: Name - Lynn. Place - here. Destiny - Now.
A new woman in the group. I've met her before, we juggle memories for
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shared moments.
I've changed my name, she says.
Why not?
People change addresses, clothes, hairstyles all the time.
I say, That's one thing I don't change, my name.
I keep that to remind me of something deliberated over, chosen
especially for me
and it's large enough to go with me in all the places, spaces I've been so
far.
I'm not attached to the sound of it, I say.
Not till now perhaps. She, this person I know a little, says my name
heavily accented on the nn . . . Lynn . . . it hums like the earth beneath
bare feet.
It's a medium name. I can hide behind. Come out from. It doesn't get in
the way like an unusual name might.
Simple, solid, given, good enough reasons to not change this at least.
We have done this lover thing so many times and yet this time, the
removal of clothes is a shedding.
Amazing the capacity of skin to renew Talk, we talk a lot, we talk to find the thoughts shared,
the feelings felt toward one
another.
Your band is on my knee. I lightly stroke your lower arm . Our heads
draw together. We talk, we talk tendrils that wind around arms, legs,
torsos, earlobes - not too tight.
Sunlight falls indiscriminately on both, patterns seen from a distance, of
light and shadow, superimpose one figure upon another.
We are contained
as in bulbous base of cognac glass.
Vapours rise
yours mine
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ours.
It's been awhile love, absence makes the heart long for but fear too the
empty promises.
Re/member me you
us.
Mist hovers over warming selves entwined, kiss, lick, no not that, not yet
love, kiss, stroke, hold close, close in, shut out the draught of what went
before, what is imagined went before.
Two/gether,
gathered again, humming along lengths of limbs
rorshach inky mess, indiscernible spread
can make out
two, yes two somehow joined
trick of the eye, I
believe just for a moment, it is
possible to love again.
Come home, I say.
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The Last Day
Elaine Fell
Go love without the help ofany King on Earth.
Blake

They had rung in the morning to say he had woken and was asking for
me but I had already gone in.
I had been taking him art books and showing him the pictures and this
time I took him Paul Klee - "Isn't it beautiful?" he said to Twittering
Machine. "It would make a marvellous brooch."
It is a delicate watercolour where the birds look as if they're made
from fine wire but with their open beaks and staring eyes they look like
fanatics.
We looked at Revolt of the Viaduct - "Isn't that fantastic," he said
and smiled. "Read me what they say about it." We were soon laughing at
the critical analysis - "the arches of the bridge refuse to be a link in a
chain . . . they go marching towards the beholder boding ill. "
I was frightened w e would get ticked off for laughing and disturbing
the other patients.
Several days before a minister had come in to see him and to say a
prayer.
"I've been in this job for several years now," he said. "It is so sad and
difficult I have to go outside and look at the cars and remind myself there
is a world out there."
"Did you hear the way that man was going on?" I said to Vic. "For
goodness' sake he sounded like he was on the verge of a breakdown- he
needs to take a good long holiday I think." We laughed a lot at this.
"Please recite me some poetry," he said to me. "Recite me some TS
Eliot."
But I looked at him so tiny and frail and all I could think was, "a
patient etherised upon a table - voices wake us and we drown gathering fuel in vacant lots," and I said, "I can't remember too much TS
Eliot today Vic maybe I'll just tell you about a poem I'm trying to write,"
and I tried to tell him a funny story.
"I've made such a mess of my life," he said. "I broke my parents' hearts
running away to sea like I did."
"Don't all children break their parents' hearts?" I asked.
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"Yes, but my parents were working class people," he said. "I should
never have run away like I did."
"You are too hard on yourself," I said. "You had to do what you've
done or you would have been bored."
"I should have married," he said. "I had no idea there was so much
between men and women."
A nurse came in and ordered me out and I eyerolled because I
wondered what she could possibly do or say that was so private.
"Don't you pull a face at me," she said and as I went into the corridor
she was still yelling at me from behind the curtain. When she came out
she said, "You can go back in now and don't you pull a face at me again."
"Ah ! Get stuffed! " I said and she turned around in shock and chased
me but I was already behind the curtain and had already made up my
m ind to stonewall her so she went off.
"That was getting pretty heavy Vic," I said and he loved it and he
chuckled.
"What did they want?" I asked him.
"Wipe my mouth," he said.
"Do you know what I would like?" he said. "I would like one of those
banana drinks they give you with lunch." I hesitated because it was
nowhere near lunch and I knew they'd make a fuss. "Oh! Don't worry,"
he said but I went off to try but it was so difficult I went back to him. "Is
it the milkiness you're after?" I asked and when he said yes I went to the
canteen and bought him a banana milkshake.
"Can you get me another urine bottle?" he asked and after I brought
him one I said, "Is there anything you want me to tell people - any
messages you want me to give?"
"Just tell them I died trying to take a piss," he said.
Several days before I asked him if he was frightened.
"Yes mate," he said, "scared shitless and depressed - the whole deal."
But today he was calm.
"I love you ya know," he said. "Really, from the bottom of my heart,
thank you for everything."
"I love you too Vic," I said.
"It's getting really critical now," he said.
"What can I do? Can I get you anything? Do you want some more
morphine?"
"Just keep calm, keep calm," he said.
He closed his eyes and after a long while I went out to get coffee. I
saw the minister in the corridor. We sat and talked for a while.
"I don't know what's going to happen. I don't know what to expect," I
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said.
''Nobody does," he said. "Give yourself a break, go home and have a
rest, he could be like this for a long time."
"Thank you," I said.
It was nearly dark when I got home and they rang me again.
"Sorry to ring you like this but I think you should come back in."
When I arrived the nurse met me in the corridor. "It's really bad now,"
he said.
"I'm scared, I'm really scared," I said.
"Of being there when he dies?" he asked.
"Yes," I said.
He looked asleep when I went in
but it seemed ages between each breath.
I took his hand but he didn't hold mine.
His brother came in and we sat and chatted over him,
he had been in the day before and Vic had said
"Would you ask him if he's forgiven me yet."
"He wants to know if you've forgiven him," I said.
"Yes, of course, you know me better than that," he had said.
"He was such a tiger in his youth, " he said to me today
and he told me stories of his wild behaviour.
"Have you been through this before?" I asked his brother
"Oh! Yes," he said "Many many times."
After a while his brother looked at him and went for the nurse
"Yes," said the nurse - "I'm sorry" and he turned off the oxygen
mask and turned off the oxygen.
I held Vic's hand and looked at his face.
His face was yellow but I still had no sense that he was not there.
I waited for him to take one more breath and I waited for him to
squeeze my hand.
The doctors and nurses came in and outThey had been confused about my relationship to him
I told them l was his niece because otherwise they would not tell me
anything and they would not take me seriously when I asked for things.
But other people would ring up and let things slip and so they would
ask "What relationship is she to him? What exactly is her relationship to
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him?"
Wondering if I was a relative at all or if there was a strange romance
between a youngish woman and a sick old man . . .
When I felt sure he would not speak or move or breathe
I stood up and got my coat and my Paul Klee book and my purse
I said goodbye to his brother and went to the nurses station to say
goodbye to the nurse - "Goodbye and good luck," said the nurse and I
giggled to myself because that is a running joke between me and my
brother - the way Holden Caulfield in The Catcher in the Rye hates it
when people say 'Good Luck' - "what kind of a phoney thing is that to
say to people?" Holden would think.
It occurred to me to satisfy their curiosity at last and tell them I wasn't
Vic's niece but I thought, "Ah! Forget it, just get out."
but I think it's safe to tell you here we were not related, we were not lovers he was a friend of mine.
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Eric Beach, the man who talks to
Going Down Swinging
Eric Beach has had over l 000 poems published since 1 968. He has
written 5 suitcases full of poems since 1966. First anthology: The Young
New Zealand Poets, Hodder & Stoughton 1 97 1 . First book: Lyrics &
Blues, self published in 1 968 in Wellington New Zealand. Followed by:
St Kilda Meets Hugo Ball, Gargoyle 1 974; In Occupied Territory,
SCOPP, 1 976; A Photo Of Some People In A Football Stadium,
Overland, 1 978; and I Want to Be Normal, self-published 1 992.
Compiled & edited about 20 books as a result of residencies &
workshops in the community. Written 5 produced plays & co-wrote 3
others including, Call It Poetry Tonight 1 99 1 , A Good Act And A Good
Show 1 992 & In Occupied Territory, 1 992 R.E.M. Theatre Co at Sydney
Opera House. His own plays are: The Last of The Faithful, La Boite
1974; Lootin ' th Workin ' Class, A.P.G. 1 980; How Would You Like To
Grow up in Bridgewater With A Name Like Kali Veda Om Brown?;
Calling A Royal Omission, Backspace Theatre Royal 1 992; Gateway to
Antarctica, Motel, Antarctica 1 993 and Videos: Louder Than Words
(1 986) Director: Jenny Harding. Call-It-Poetry ( 1 993) ABC TV; Alison
Polished The Stars ( 1 992), funded by Tasmanian Arts Board. Has read
poetry in short films, incl. Paul Davies' Exits, 1 97 1 ; Tango-Delta, Jenny
Harding 1 985 (both by Vic Film); ABC mini-series Poker-Face 1 986. He
has read his poetry in public about 2000 times & conducted over l 000
workshops.
Born 1 947 October 2 1 st at Hastings New Zealand. 6 kids, 2 parents.
Finished high school in 1 965 & failed English l at Victoria University in
Wellington. Left New Zealand for Melbourne in 1 972. Also lived in
Brisbane & Adelaide before moving to Hobart in 1 989. A founding
member of the Poets Union (Australia), with 7t 0 and Robert Hughes.
PART ONE
Hobart, 28/9/93 and 29/9/93
Questions: Myron Lysenko
When did you start writing?
When I was about five.
When didyou start writing poetry?
Bit later on. I wrote stories first, but I made them up before I wrote them.
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I had two younger brothers whom I had to keep entertained, so I think I
began making up stories in self-defence. I wrote stories at primary
school. My first public performance was when I was 6, to a class of 5
year olds. I'm still trying to work out if that was an insult or a
compliment.
What books did you enjoy reading as a teenager?

' Les Miserables', 'Collected Works of Shakespeare', 'Count of Monte
Christo', 'The Earth ' . Later on in high school I started really liking
poetry so I read TS Eliot, John Donne, EE Cummings, Wallace Stevens,
Louis MacNeice, Wil liam Carlos Williams, Lorca . . .
So what turned you on to poetry?

Hearing it.

From whom?

Well, Eliot on record, altho I didn't like his reading. But his poems
created worlds in my head, so I went out & bought his book. It had black
print on a yellow cover.
Was that thefirst poetry book you brought?

Yeah, up till then I used to get them out of the library. Then I bought
Dylan Thomas on record, not his book. 'Under Milkwood. '
& you liked his voice?

I think it was Richard Burton.

Did you b uy them from pocket money?

I bought them with money I earned marking targets at the local rifle club.
There were rocks on the hill behind where I used to stand & sometimes
the bullets would ricochet.

So you were shot atfrom an early age?

Yeah, but they were relatives.

& then you decided to become a poet?

I decided that being a writer was what I was going to do when I grew up.
When was that?

At primary school, in Hastings.
Why a writer when you came from a working Class Background?

My father loved books - he gave me his good copy of 'The Rubiyat of
Omar Kayham' when I first started reciting poetry around the house that
I had learnt off by heart. He knew the whole book by heart when he was
a teenager, altho he left school at 1 2, as did my mother.
Were your parents artistic?

Yeah, my father followed the horses. My father's father had wall to wall
books. He started writing about the First World War in his 80's. Poetry.
They were published in local community newsletters & papers.

So when did you first show or read your poetry to others? Or did you
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keep them to yourselffor a while?
I used to show all my friends my new poems at high school.
How did they react?
Oh well, I suppose I sometimes wrote poems to please them. I wrote
parodies of Shakespeare, but I had different sets of friends. I had friends
who loved blues & I remember using some John Donne lines in
repetitive blues refrains, which they'd sing.
They were in bands?
No, at that stage a lot of people had acoustic guitars, which they played
in their homes. I remember the Donne refrain: "Have you seen a keg of
powder burne a day?" (sings)
Did you get published while you were at school?
School magazine. I had 1 7 poems rejected by ' The New Zealand
Listener' . All the editor said was 'too many adjectives.'
Did you know of literary magazines then?
Nah . . . not until I got to the big city.
Wellington?
Yeah. I'd get jobs in the meatworks & car factories & the cemetery.
Not as a grave digger?
Yeah, for a week, but they put me back on scything the gross because I
took a couple of days off. My friends, who were doing the same were in
bands or selling sandals. Quite often at folk clubs you could hear
performances that relied solely on the human voice & I bumped into
quite a few poets there.
You showed each other your work?
Yep. Just started visiting each others' places. People were interested in
combining poetry with music, particularly those who were interested in
blues & could write a spare line. They seemed to be more successful with
the audience. They could write a blues with a sense of humour.
So is that where you readfirst in public?
No, some blokes at the pub invited me to read at Victoria University. I
think they liked anyone who knew more about poetry than the current fad
of the day - e e cummings.
When was that?
The first year I left school I suppose. 1 966.
Do you remember anything about thatfirst reading?
Nerves.
Before, after or during?
It was alright when they clapped.
When & where was your first poem published?
I can't remember exactly . . . I sent poems off everywhere & some of
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them got accepted after I got a typewriter. The bookshop was just as
important as the pub for finding out about your contemporaries. People
were putting out little pamphlet poems- Peter Olds, Sam Hunt, James K.
Baxter & there were small magazines in all kinds of formats.
This is in the late 60's is it?

Yeah, mmmn. Then I got married at 20 & I worked nightshift operating
computers. The machine did most of the work & I had time to write.
Promotion meant going on the day shift. They kept telling me I couldn't
stay where I was. So I suppose in the end I had to leave. There was a bit
of a blank space before that, but I seem to remember fathering a child &
working in the Education Department in Katherine Mansfield's old
house. Then I lived in a house that got burned down & I came to
Australia, on the 9th of February 1 972. I was in St Kilda & they sent me
'The Young New Zealand Poets' . I'd just got 1 0 Tiger poems accepted
by ' Poetry Australia'. When winter came I went to Brisbane.

Ok, so let's go back a bit. Do you remember anything else about your
first reading?

It was in one of those lecture theatres with banked seats. It seemed like
the poets were in the first row & the audience was in the back row. I
don't know if they clapped me or the sheets of paper. But they invited me
back.
You don 't remember how it felt to see your work in print for the first
time?

I remember the reaction when I got a poem in 'The New Zealand
Listener' Because it had the TV guide. My mum sent them a poem. They
sent it back. 'Too many adjectives' .
That was the full extent of the reaction?

No, no, no . . . people who didn't normally talk about poetry commented
on it, & had read it.
How did you feel when you read it?
It was a lyric & I felt a bit shy at seeing my emotions in cold print.
Was it some time after that, that your first book 'Lyrics & Blues ' came
out?

Yep. I went to all these readings to sell them & I sold them door to door.
Door to door?

Yeah.

In Wellington?

In Auckland. I sold a few hundred. For $5 in Remuera & $3 in Ponsonby.
I was 22 or 2 1 or something.
That must have taken a lot ofguts.

Not really, I got a lot of cups of tea. Sometimes people would ask me to
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read a couple before they'd buy one.
Do you have a copy ofthat book?
Dunno. Probably somewhere in a suitcase.
Jn 1971 you were anthologised in 'The Young New Zealand Poets '?
Yes it made me feel accepted because I didn't belong to any scene. I was,
I think, one of three poets who wasn't a university graduate. I'd never
quite known where I fitted in.
Was it seen as ajunior anthology?
N.Z. poets, both old & young, have told me that it changed the face of
literature. At twenty-three, I was the second-to-youngest, there were
several in their thirties. In Australia there's too much emphasis on the
poet & too little an emphasis on the poem. Grey & Tranter's anthologies
were part of a feud between two cliques in N.S.W. They were blinkered,
one state one sex, claims by the unread to create canons of important
poets. Their forewords were accordingly like Swiss cheese, with
assertions that new squadrons of earth-shaking poets arrived every
twenty-four years or so. Or was that published elsewhere? In any case,
the statements were inflationary & the exclusiveness self-serving.
Some ofthose poets sell a lot of books.
I respect those who have found an audience or readership through the
virtues of their poems. I exaggerate to point out the paradoxes. Les
Murray receives hundreds of thousands from the Literature Board then
questions the value of grants. Tranter, despairing of an audience, ensures
that people have to read him, by becoming part of a set course in Oz Lit.
Who'd go so far as to say such a thing? Quite possibly a female living
west of the Blue Mountains in silence; exile & cunning.
And you?
Noisy, excited and unwary.
What happened after 197 1 ?
I worked night-shift operating computers and wrote, but they wanted me
to accept promotions and go on the day shift. An I.B.M. 360/40 gave me
paid time to write. But it couldn't last. During the day I was failing
English at University, my wife's kidneys gave way during her pregnancy
so she was ill, I had a young child, I wasn't getting enough sleep, just like
school with my morning paper run, I fell asleep in class. Instead of going
on to university, I spent two years working in car factories, meat works,
cemeteries, looking for impermanence. I got published and gained
acceptance from my peers, who were all at university. I took a punt on
myself, if I hadn't done it then I would have lost my nerve. Wasting my
education like that. How was I going to be a cop or a school teacher? I
was challenging authority, I was the only longhair at my school, the other
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state house kid was a prefect and my best friend. We agreed to be joint
chess champions in the upper sixth. He became an accountant through
night school. That's what my father wanted me to be. He left school at
twelve, worked night shift to put six rebellious kids through h igh school,
you couldn't blame him seeing education as an investment.
How did you come to A ustralia?
By plane.
How did you get by?
Worked on the railways in Melbourne and Brisbane. My first work shop
was with Les Kossatz' design class at RMIT. I set up workshops that
employed other poets, with subsidies from APG and Australia Council
for the Arts. There was a rash of small magazines & lively readings
during the seventies and I was part of the aggravation. People from a
previous generation, like Bob Brissenden and Barrett Reid supported
initiatives like the Mobile Poetry Workshop, others like Oodgeroo
Noonuccal and Dorothy Hewett welcomed a fellow stirrer with open
arms when we read together.
So you set up your own jobs. Mobile Poetry Workshop often took three or
four poets to the same school. Was that because three or four poets are
more memorable?
We offered more choice. And we shared skills, so that we introduced
Poets who hadn't run workshops before. We used our subsidies to make it
attractive to schools to hire all three poets.
Why did you shiftfrom schools to working in the community?
I've always done that, it's just difficult to get paid for it. Community Arts
Officers have helped me with funding - Excuse the jargon but I like
empowering self-help groups. Motivational wheelchairs. Because you're
recognising, maybe sharing, your common humanity. When you stop
cracking jokes you find humour. Half the poetry is in making the coffee
and handing round the straws.
You often write about these experiences using a persona?
I've always jotted down the way different individuals accenttheir speech,
sometimes a casual phrase evokes a resonance in your mind and you can
put it in a different context to that for which it was intended . . . up with
this . . . I will not . . . put.
So you don 't always identify with your narrator?
Nor do I expect the audience to sympathise. I like Lenny Bruce's ability
to tread a fine line between insult and compassion. Australians worship a
gambling buddha who must triumph against the odds.
But why is it easier to speak as somebody else?
Cowardice. It gives you more scope, if you can manipulate a character,
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as long as he has an authentic voice, and that's why I eavesdrop on the
world , 7t O is a master of this, he takes English as spoken by people with
a European background or upbringing, his singing lines are as good as
Ezra Pound's. I don't do accents, I like to point up the lyricism in
everyday encounters, as 7t0 does, essentially, a song can blow in from
the street during the opening and closing of the door.
What about poetry in books?
Making a private world. I'm hooked on books. Eavesdropping on people's
lives and works. I've an abiding love of traditional songs and poems. I've
a certain fascination for the exiles of poetry, whether it be John Donne
eschewing his early love poetry or Cavafy, that shabby figure in
Alexandria, they warned Patrick White not to have any truck with him.
Then I discovered that some of my favourite poets were insurance men
and bank clerks. Were they exiles trying to get home, or exiles with
savage new patriotisms? I like anybody with too much imagination for
their own good. It's books now, that give us an acquaintance with
traditional cultures, as well as individual voices from other times and
places, a Spanish folk song on SBS can help me take the risk I need to, to
complete a lyric. But would I have read the sub-titles if I hadn't read
Lorca? An Argentinian actress used to read me Lorca in Spanish, she
wouldn't read his New York blues verses 'that's not Spanish' she insisted.
You seem to have first declared yourselfas a poet then sought to receive
paymentfor your profession?
I've always puzzled as to how to make poetry a useful art, a trade. This
has really meant that I've taken up the trade of teaching, without formal
qualifications and no union to protect my rates of pay. The poetry itself,
requires me to be a learner, and I've had to learn to work my materials,
words, by working wherever I can. At least my materials don't cost
much. Poverty becomes tiresome. I could wish for more leisure, to finish
my writing. Working with community groups is exhausting, participants
can inhabit your world and leave little room for your own imaginings. I
write poems after I've finished community residencies, generally. And
yet other people's voices inform and interject in my work. I prefer to
need them. I would like to get more money for my writing, which
includes plays and stories and song lyrics, I've been writing for theatre
consistently for several years now, drama is a way of combining all
three.
You've written musicals, sometimes with other poets ?
Yes. Literature Board says that's theatre, Performing Arts Board says
that's poetry. It's an arduous job finding funding to produce these shows.
Mandarins like Robert Grey want poetry to be 'indifferent- in its purest
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sense', they want to keep politics and social issues separate. I see this
approach as reducing poetry to a decorative art. My kind of poetry is
tempered by the audience, and it recognises our common concerns and if
I'm rewarded by a gasp of recognition from the audience, all to the good.
I don't want to swan around being the poet. I'd rather there was
something in my work which people responded to. And sometimes
poems are conversations with yourself, and sometimes those poems are
people's favourites. And I've gone off the subject . . .
Musicals

I like a mixture of high art & low art in poetry and theatre. Together you
get Shakespeare. Nowt wrong with having my virtuoso treatment of
direct speech noticed by those who call the vernacular demotic. The only
person I'll condescend to is a snob, they seem to beseech it. But then
operas, which are on a par with singing westerns, are considered high art.
The difference is of course, that Kiri te Kanawa can sing better than
Dean Martin. Some intellectually inconvenienced people would, like
wise, show up h is acting skills.
You 've been hesitant about accepting the description 'performance poet'
lately?

I don't care to be marginalised, performance poems form about twenty
per cent of my output. ' Performance poetry' has become a term used by
salon poets, who are influenced by overseas fashions, not at all
appropriate to an Australian audience, and seen as derivative elsewhere. I
hope that my poetry is engaged, with a local habitation and a name.

A thousand poems seems a lot. That's forty a year?

Perhaps it's more accurate to say that I've been published a thousand
times. Some of my performance poems have been published repeatedly.
' 3 year old blues' has been in three anthologies of children's writing by
different editors, in collections by different schools, in literary mags,
anthologies of performance poetry, on tape & video, likewise with a
poem also used as a song lyric on tape, record & video; 'now that there's
too many love songs' . . .
So by publishing, you include media besides print?

No, publishing is print. More than a thousand times if we include other
media. When I include poems or construct scripts from poems in theatre
shows, sometimes co-writing with participants from my workshops and
with musicians actors & dancers, I'm extending the parameters of poetry.
I've always done this alongside other performance poets, our show 'Call
It Poetry Tonight' was the end result of twenty years work with 7t 0,
Nigel Roberts, Billy Marshall Stoneking and Grant Caldwell which
included previous videos and theatre scripts at places like Pram Factory
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& The Stables.
You've also put on plays with community groups?
'A Good Act & A Good Show' included stories and poems from people
with intellectual disabilities, one of whom was the lead actor. She doesn't
read or write. At the age of twenty four she learnt to use her tape
recorder, she had to; she had to learn thirty minutes of her poetry off by
heart. I discovered that a musical cue from our double bass player from
the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra was better than a prompt when
Alison got stuck, intelligence works on many levels. We decided on the
term ' intellectually inconvenienced' as ' intellectually challenged' seems
inappropriate in regard to people who baulk, usually, when asked to
prove their intellectual ability.
'Louder Than Words' was A ustralian Film Commission 's best-selling
poetry video, how did that come about?
I'd been in a short film by director Jenny Harding, and again, as a poet in
full flight, in ABC's ' Pokerface', she conceived the idea of filming
myself, Ania Walwicz & Jas H Duke, I performed with Bob Sedergreen's
band 'Blues on the Boil' .
Many poets would include song-writing in the forefront of modern
poetry. Especially those like Leonard Cohen who are both poet and
song-writer - You sing with bands?
Song-writing is a particular skill but there's an overlap, my lyrics which
I've written as Poems are sometimes performed as songs by singers, Judy
Jacques, Jenny Sheard, Neil Murray.
Why do you elect to work with disadvantaged groups?
I notice that my family has a keen sense of justice, sharpened by our
experience of being up & comers from a State house area where
everybody else left school at fourteen or fifteen. I got off the block, I
joined the amateur drama society with a school friend from the other side
of town whilst being in a bodgie gang at the local park. Acting a part in
both cases.
'Being one step off the block is kinda risky'?
Barry MacDonald. There are specific instances, I'd a childhood friend &
I have a cousin with downs syndrome, and my friend Lyn Boughton
played truant with a group of intellectually inconvenienced adults one
day, and we sat in her backyard telling life stories, and I was struck with
the power of their stories, and I continued with voluntary work at
Willowcourt in Hobart.
Your clients there have left the institution to live in their own homes.
Yes, Alison Symes is now a published, award-winning poet, Barbara
Tollard is now Mrs Grant, perhaps it's always a case of uncovering
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talents that are already there-becoming a star of stage and screen is
confidence building . . . it can be bloody traumatic too. People have to
unlearn institutional behaviour.
It sounds as though your workshops have as much to do with
performance as they have to do with writing?
Particularly when your clients can't read or write. Everyone has their own
way of looking at things. Les Murray once told me that he found poetry
in his son likening a snake to licorice. I like working with actors &
musicians and dancers because we can emphasise communication skills,
a man in a wheelchair is propelled out centre stage, he raises one hand,
grins, and says 'yahtzee' .
That's a dice game?
Five dice.
So poetry can be lateral thinking?
The poet who took things literally. Old wax wings hisself. Delight is an
unexpected emotion. I also value stories of how people survive. Poetry is
often presented as a handicap. Ingenious ingenuity. A two-fingered
typist. Literally.
So special talents isn 't too superficial a way to describe people who don't
want to be identified by their disability?
Is compassion a talent or an acquired skill?
Working on poems with people who have been given a life sentence,
whether it be a wasting disease or their own crime is a moving
experience.
Yourfavourite readings?
7t O's readings on the trams for the Melbourne Arts Festival, readings I
set up on the Pop-eye boats for the Adelaide Festival, the launch 'Off
The Record' in the Melbourne Town Hall, the first ASAL conference at
Monash University where I was up on stage with Dorothy Hewett, A.O.
Hope & Max Gillies performing Barry Oakley's ' Scanlan' with asides to
Alec Hope, my packed reading in Warracknabeal Town Hall after the
local League of Rights fanatic objected to my poetry on radio, after being
friendly to me to my face.
So the townspeople were defending your right to speak?
Perhaps more an obedience to the ancient laws of hospitality. I recall the
organisers of the Boort Festival turning off the microphone when I
recited a rag about the Whitlam sacking.
Tranter describes his generation of 68 as turning away from social &
political commitment . . .
With the exception of Nigel Roberts & Rae Jones - from their poems, it
seems that they always eschewed partisan politics. I can't see that any of
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them would feel comfortable being identified with revolutionaries, it
seems more like an appropriation of the stirrers who got in there & stuck
up for people's rights. Poets have always engaged in mutual puffery, who
were the poets whom Ovid praised? It seems to me that the poets who
reached out for an audience, and made the cake bigger, received a very
small slice of the cake when it came to grants. I'm happy that academics
are beginning to acknowledge their work - a subtle music & a demotic
republic.
How do you describe your own style?

As much as I love & defend the narrative in English & Irish & Scottish
& Welsh folk-song, I find that the Spanish, for instance, use much more
metaphor, Greek idiom is full of startling one-liners, I've always thought
that to use metaphor you must have an unerring aim, I'm more of a Zen
archer, I have to close my eyes to hit the target, my distrust of metaphor
for decorations sake may have prevented me from letting go. One poem
may provoke a hush in a room full of people, who drink their coffee
through a straw, another poem might inspire a roar of approbation from
picketing unionists - I just hope the poem does its job.
What do you use in place of metaphor?

I think that language makes a gesture wh ich includes the audience.
Especially if you use direct speech. I quote from the living, salon poets
quote from the dead. Art's based on mimicry, a literary approach to
writing a poem's a kind of ventriloquism, & can cop a response which is
the opposite to what you intend. I discovered the mock-heroic young.
You learnt from books to begin with?

I read them out loud, made up my own, I was a story-teller at six years
old. I was a bookworm, perhaps that was just a front for my
eavesdropping. I'm stil l quoting my mother's friends.

You invest yourselfin other people's lives & personalities in some ofyour
poems. How can people know the pitch & cadencefrom the page. Do you
have to hear it to believe it?

All honour to the voice.

Eh?

All honour to the voice. 7t O is the master of writing his poems so that
they convey phrasing & even pitch and that's essential to his recording of
English an a second language. I enjoy hearing what others make of my
poems which beg to be read out loud. Sometimes the information is a
matter of accent and lies outside the poem. I never did accents well,
when I tried my hand at acting, I settle for an approximation, I don't
really try to wear another's voice as my own, I rely on their rhythms,
Australasians have a queer way of looking at things, and the influence of
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the indigenous peoples is monumental, especially in Australia where a
smal ler m inority had to combat European stereotypes to a greater extent.
I'm cautious in regard to their ownership of language, custom and land,
as a Maori friend once said to me 'to call a man a black bastard-you
have to be in on it' . The image of the pakeha - maori haunted the
literature of my childhood. I argued in class that many well-intentioned
attempts at understanding Maori culture - Maoritanga - were
patronising, even fearful; the white woman hiding in the hollow tree,
spared by the native with the hatchet.
Do Kiwis have more contact with the Maori than we do with the Koori?
I had a great deal more trouble balancing working class realities with
m iddle class aspirations. Maoris often make a bigger deal about
inter-marriage between canoes than they do between races. Members of
my family are Maori. My best friend Kelvin Badland. We saw things in
black & white. We were joint senior chess champions.
And in Australia?
Kooris are often referred to as, or grouped with foreigners. Aliens in their
own country. ' Poor bugger me, Gurindji ' . One of my first friends in
Queensland in 72 was Don Brady, kicked out of Palm Island for being a
trouble-maker. He called me 'country', because I liked to listen. Great
friendships, unholy days. Indigenous Australians aren't seen as marching
for land rights so much as dancing for land rights these days. Dancing on
the grave of terra nullius. I grew up with a shabby history of land theft
dign ified by the name 'the Maori Wars' . As Mark Twain said, at the site
of an alleged massacre: 'these men were no murderers, they were
patriots.' The plaque gave the names of the English dead, the numbers of
the Maori slain. Too sad for words.
You used to sing more ofyour songs.
I was a guest at N.Z. Writers' Festival in 93 & Witi Ihimaera was there to
launch a biography of himself, so he and two Maori women writers stood
up & sang a song in Maori. I don't have anything like perfect pitch, I
made up for it by learning different ways of phrasing, these days I prefer
to write lyrics for singers, & enjoy their fuller use of the voice.
So living in Aotearoa affected the way you write poems?
Polynesian mythology too, from early childhood. A sanitised version of
Maui being snuffed out between the giantess' legs. Years later when I
realised he had to lose his search for immortality in her cunt & not in her
mouth, it made much more sense, intuitively & in furthering the
narrative. It deepened my sense of how prim we Anglo Saxons are.
Do you try to shock?
More by the use of incongruities;
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'how come th v.d. clinic is next to th dole office?
how come th nut-house is next to th zoo?
how come th anny lounged round in th corridors
when they said, mister whitlam, you're through?'
But that was true, the Gertrude Street V. D. clinic was next to the dole
office.
'there's an empty lot in fitzroy
hardly ten square metres there
the council got themselves a sign
& they called it whitlam square'
Do you write in response to situations?
& in response to people. Every generation of the twentieth century has
had a sense of something irretrievably lost. I've always made friends
outside my own age group, which is rare for a baby boomer, who are
content to idolise their grand-parents. From childhood, I've always
mimicked the way a person tells their story. I can't do accents, so I
depend on the phrasing to convey a persona. As Robert Browning did.
I've always paid a lot of attention to young people. A young friend of
mine didn't want to draw with one crayon, so he snuck into the crayon
boxes during story time, & they took all his colours off him & made him
sit outside. 'Miss, Miss, Yuri's drinking and drinking at the water
fountain and he's going to burst. ' I appreciated Yuri's point of view. I
lament the passing of the mouth organ band.
You played the bagpipes?
Not well.
Are you a nostalgic poet?
Is there life on Mars? I respect philosophies & cultures which see things
in terms of a continuum. We have a trophy culture which is great for
standup comedians, who are kept busy trying to find something funny in
a game of cricket. It means some people are on the way out before they
reach the pitch. We shouldn't have spare people in our society. Level
playing fields are a joke, come in spinner. I regret elements of a shared
culture which have been left in the past. Every year we used to go to see
the Napier & Hastings Frivolity Minstrels, 'The Frivs' . My grandad was
a ventriloquist, trumpet player, singer, early on.
Do poetry readings fill that gap?
Poetry readings for the whole family? Not uncommon to see Lauren
Williams & her mother Pam Sydney on the same bill. Not sure you could
describe it as family entertainment. Poets have always taken note of the
casualties of their times, it's an important part of the poet's job, to bear
witness. We're sometimes accused of gloom & doom. We owe a debt to
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trees, we scribblers, & poets are sometimes described as a vanishing
species. Think globally act locally would describe my writing style as
much as Wordsworth's advice to give things 'a local habitation & a
name' I've done a lot of work with children, I've had them perform their
work in theatres, it was good theatre.
So you 'd like poetry to be seen as entertainment?
I have a great love for a good poem. It's a pity people are inoculated
against poetry at school. You have to show them that poetry's a freedom,
something to explore.
So you want to de-mystify poetry?
I'd like to restore the freedom of imagination we all have when we're
young, as we grow older we shut our eyes to what's around us. I
remember a newspaper columnist writing lovingly of his workbench as
an action painting, when we bought 'Blue Poles'. He said it was better
than a Jackson Pollock. He was right. He may not have noticed if we
hadn't procured the painting, which, incidentally, has tripled in value.
The imagination is a good investment.
Does it pay good wages?
I'm hanging out for a redundancy.
What have you got to say to young poets?
Keep your eyes open, your ears flapping & your mouth open wide.
PART TWO
Brunswick, 6. 1 2.93 . Poets present include 7t 0, Grant Caldwell, Lyn
Boughton, Eric Beach and Myron Lysenko.
1t 0: What don 't you like about poetry Eric?
EB: Too many of us. I've just been to Montsalvat & I've had poets
coming out of my ears.
1t 0: When did you realise you had a style?
EB: Last year, when Nigel Roberts sold his manuscript, (which is
really mine) to Lynn Hard at ADFA & it was something I said 20
years ago & it sounded just like I do now.
1t 0: What's that?
EB: Just that it's more the voice when it's read out loud. Not so much
the content, because I cover my feelings much more than I did
then - I'm probably less sentimental, but have the same sort of
voice 20 years ago with rhythms & pauses as I have now.
1t 0: Has the punctuation changed over that time?
EB: Yeah I've learned not to use punctuation. I use line breaks instead.
1t 0: Why don't you like punctuation?
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It gets in the road, it seems unnecessary often enough you know; it
doesn't really direct the voice, it directs the eye.
What's your relationship to the Surrealist movement?
I love the way they used sound to convey meaning. I love the use
of images that are way over the left shoulder (as my mother in law
used to call them). I like the way you use ordinary things & by
doing very simple things, make them extraordinary.
Absurdism?
I love that, particularly in theatre, Ionesco especially, but
Pirandello too. I like that sense of humour.
The blackness of the humour?
Well it's not always black is it? I l ike blues & I came to jazz thru
blues & I l ike that irony, I mean poets are allowed to be sad
there are times you're allowed to talk about those things instead of
writing happy poems. I was working in a self-help group for
people who'd been mentally ill & who'd tried to survive on pills.
Where Myron goes into schools & finds that people become desks
& blackboards, I find people who have become dartboards.
What do you think ofwomen's poetry, migrant poetry, black poetry
as a content base in poetry?
I think poetry should be engaged with whatever's around you &
whatever's lacking & a sense of justice. It's not so much redress
those things are often associated with this idea of redress - I
prefer a more positive way of saying it, like look at the richness
there. It's acknowledging the rest of the world-there's a different
angle there & if you can't use that you're numb aren't you?
Do you think there is a certain kind ofperformance poem that has
now become formulaic?
Yes, I suppose it they're doggerel with a little twist at the end
very one dimensional & no better or worse than Pam Ayres I
suppose - it's cute.
From your perspective, how has performance poetry changed over
the years?
Well of course there always has been performance poetry in
Australia, whether it's Frank Kellaway or Bruce Dawe or
whoever. But there are people who are writing poems that are
engaged & they're taking them to people in institutions or to
people who didn't have much acquaintance with poetry. It seems
to me that a lot of these people are well published, but have been
marginalised by being called performance poets. They don't get
the accolades & are somehow seen as a slightly lesser thing,
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which is very strange & may be very convenient for those people
who write salon poetry which wins a prize if no-one understands
it.
What do you mean by salon poetry?
Poetry which doesn't really deal with social issues or politics. John
Tranter is seen by many Melbourne poets as an example I
suppose. I don't know, he seems to have an attitude now somehow
that 'the fight went out of us in 1 975. ' My experience is the
opposite, particularly in Melbourne where many people did a great
many more things together in reaction to that - there was a whole
ferment of artists & poets working together.
How did you receive the news ofJas Duke's death?
Several people rang me in Hobart. I thought it was very sad
because he seemed like a link between so many groups & different
kinds of poetry & he perhaps more than anyone, had a really direct
line. This is something I talked about with Oodgeroo Noonuccal,
or Kath Walker as she was known then years ago & we were
saying how it was not fashionable in poetry to speak directly.
Poets cornered around subjects & implied perhaps & were
ambiguous. To be direct when you're talking politics is something
that's confined performance poets to a kind of ghetto, when they're
really doing the only real & interesting poetry that's being written.
Did you say before that your voice in poetry hasn 't changed in 20
years?
The voice ofthe writing you mean?
Yeah.
We don't want to talk about that do we?
Yeah, what do you mean by that?
I mean that everyone has a particular voice & the writing is just
transcribing that voice. It's still the same way of phrasing, the
same way of attacking an argument, the same pauses, &
inflections & rhythms are all there. I've always been fascinated
with the way words & sounds create a meaning & I experimented
with that very early on & learnt, I was experimenting, that you
could use very short lines or one word lines- often I used phrases
picked off people on the street. Then I'd relate them to something
else.
So how has your writing developed over the last 20 years?
Well I think it's . . .
The poems you read at Montsalvat were different in style from the
kind ofpoetry I usually hear you read.
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Yeah because I didn't set out to merely entertain. I read poems I
really wanted to read out. A lot of my poems have a very long line
but performance poetry has some sort of syncopation, so I break
the lines up like a blues written out or a jazz song - sometimes the
sounds are just as meaningful as the content & sometimes there's
more than one voice in the poem. Sometimes I use dramatic
monologue like Robert Browning- there's a similarity in my work
& Graham Rowlands & Alan Wearne & Rae Desmond Jones.
We've all been influenced by Browning a great deal, I think, as
has Joanna Burns.
What do you mean when you say you can have more than one
voice in a poem, yet you haven't changed your voice in 20 years?
Sometimes I have a dialogue between people, but your voice is
also what you pick out from other people, what youchoose to pick
out & the way the music of the language attracts you. Other poets
do that too & they all do it in quite a different style because we
select different phrases & very different music. That relates
directly back to the way we speak, the way we use our voices.
Do we subconsciously select those phrases?
Yeah, because as I said before, sometimes you don't get that frame
for it until later - you don't know why exactly you are picking it
out, but you've just got to have it. Sometimes you make an up an
excuse for it, then change it & put it in an entirely different frame.
The best example is 'east timor street' . I heard an old lady talking
& I just loved her muttering about a street which had disappeared,
had been taken away & it was surreal, her strange phrasing. I
suppose when 7t O asked about surrealism before - I really like to
take things out of context. I waited because also I loved exactly
the way she said it & the music in it but I didn't want to just use it
flatly because that would just be one dimensional you know, as
often a learner performance poet like uh, Geoff Goodfellow might
only just use that one level, but I used it when I quickly looked for
a poem for a poster about East Timor & it just seemed to hit
because her house had gone, a country had vanished & to say that
seemed to get some of the pathos of the situation by using this one
voice rather than talking about mass destruction & murder &
slaughter, which are all true things but they go past people like
moving wallpaper. So it's better to use that individual voice then
you get inside each individual in your audience.
What about your relationship to theatre & the way you adopt your
poems to the stage?
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Well I wanted to be an actor, but I wasn't a particularly good one,
I could get away with comedy acting but really I'm much more
comfortable reading poems. But I guess there's a frustrated actor
in me & that may be the reason why about 20% of my work is
specifically performance poetry. But then sometimes I write lyric
poetry & musicians seem to like to adapt that, even though it
wasn't specifically designed to be sung, but they found it easy
because I was working on the right kind of sounds for them.
I was talking to Gwen Harwood at the Tasmanian Poetry Festival
& she said when she comes to Launceston she 's a performance
poet, when she goes to Hobart, she's not.
If you're a performance poet you're from Melbourne or further
west, if you're a 'real' poet you live in Sydney or move there.
So performance poetry, you think, attracts people who aren't used
to poetry?
I suppose it's almost depending on an audience which is usually
ignored. Working class people don't go to theatre. So we take
performance poetry to the working class in a form similar to
cabaret in a way.
Like 'Call It Poetry Tonight'?
That was different, that was poetry in the theatre.
The thing about 'Call It . . . Poetry Tonight' was that it was really
a showcase of the different kinds ofpoetries that were available,
that we were trying to establish in the public mind as legitimate.
It was also a script which used poems to create dialogues.
Sure, performance poetry lends itself to the stage in that a poem
can be said by a character as that person 's language. But it was
still a showcase, I think which was more important Because it was the poets reciting their own work?
Yeah.
Even though working class people generally don 't go to theatre,
it's almost equally political to present the poetical ideas to the
kind ofpeople who need to be educated- or re-educated.
You mean there are all these poor little kids in private schools
missing out on Eric Beach because I've got a social conscience?
(laughter)
Well no, but perhaps you can have an effect on people wh�
Certainly. Twenty years ago I think I had a potato on my shoulder,
now I merely have a chip on my shoulder. I also have some
friends with very bourgeois lives; I always wanted to be a rich
socialist, I'm not yet -just want my back pay. (laughter)

ML: Why did you use the term Performance Poetry?
EB: To reassure our audiences that they wouldn't get boring poetry &
to reassure them that poetry wouldn't be the only kind of
performance. We always used to get musicians or actors to do
something as well.
LB: Wasn 't it also to give power to the voice?
EB: Also to involve the audience by saying things in a dramatic way
where you let the audience do some of the work. In that way we
didn't aJlow ourselves to over-write. I think there's a lot of poetry
which is credited as very good, which is very poor writing with
ridiculous corny exclamations - you get a modernist poet like
John Tranter writing things like 'fairdinkum, gee willickers ' . Or
you get Andrew Sant saying 'O such raptures', & these sorts of
Georgian phrases which should be chopped out of poetry by the
time you're thirteen. You should get rid of those bad habits, but
some of them have taken those bad habits to high art, which is
received in the salons. But it's bad English, bad lyricism, bad
poetry. When I was at university I plundered the libraries & read
lots of poetry & liked it - sometimes I do love the ornate writing
but it's also a trap & a dead end.
1t 0: The other thing I want to bring up, which I asked you before, is
that although we're getting a groundswell with increases of
audiences & participants of poetry generally & performance
poetry specifically, I've also noticed that it's become formulaic.
Everyone is saying: Oh yeah, I can do this. So they do.
EB: You're quite right. There's a second generation of performance
poets who tend to use tricks, with 0. Henry endings. When they
do workshops, they get people who sound just like them. Dylan
Thomas sent back poems to a bloke once & told h im he wrote
very good Dylan Thomas but that wasn't good enough.
ML: Who are you talking about, who in theEB: Geoff Goodfellow, Komninos & Steve Herrick, who are very
good at selling product & doing a lot with a fairly small & I think
fairly formularised style which you can identify - probably most
with Geoff Goodfellow because he's got those present participles
that Jenny Soult is so good at using, he's got a sort of narrative
approach which includes a striking image which is probably
identifiably an Eric Beach trait TT 0: No, go on . . . (laughter)
EB: He's got three bar spacing which he says he invented but has
actually just lifted it straight off Jeff Guess & he's combined these
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traits, but it does come out too often as a kind of formula.
Well we're all influenced by someone & we don 't always realise it.
Yeah sure. You can smell lots of influences in my work; in a
strange way there's a lot of 7t O in mine. Part of that is learning to
be able to do things but there's a difference between exploring &
creating a formula which then stays set.
The point is when the influence dominates the work- then it's not
yours. You smell a rat. Your mothers & Fathers in literature are
your heritage & you can't pretend they don 't influence you but
there 's a certain type of influence which permeates another writer
totally.
But isn't every writer influenced by others?
TS Eliot said ' Great poets steal, poor poets imitate. '
I'm not arguing/or it but how do you separate the two?
Well you do copy-cat, but you do things that don't always work
out & you don't keep those ones because they're not really your
own - you don't want them, but mimicry is probably the basis of
poetry.
What about Komninos?
He's essentially an impressionist, he creates impressions, using
sound sometimes; using fairly obvious rhythms sometimes almost a Hiawatha rhythm in that fish & chip poem of his which is
interesting, but quite strange when the rhythm is put next to the
content. You can do that more subtly if you examine things more.
Eric, what's yourfeeling about the anxiety of influence?
Well I just say there's a lot of little Eric Beaches running around
out there. (laughter) Sometimes all my mates are reading the same
poet & everyone's influenced. Sometimes you discover you've
written a poem that's been influenced by a poet before you've even
read any.
Yeah that happened to me with
Prevert, Yeah.
But you also do it on stage. I've heard you get up and say: I'm
going to read a Myron Lysenko poem.
Last time I was here I stayed with Myron & was influenced by
him, but that's alright, as long as you Eventually your own voice develops from your influences & those
things become a part of your means of expressing your own
thoughts. You come across a poet who really blows you away &
you findyourselfthinking that you 're writing like that poet.
The other side to that is that it's possible to risk more. You come

across this great Spanish folk song that has this brilliant imagery
& metaphor & you think, perhaps I shouldn't bar metaphor,it's not
too poetic. You can take those risks, & take those risks with the
audience. They prefer that to being treated like a nice, but rather
dull child. I like Jas H Duke because he took risks and he had to
be dragged away from his chess. But now performance poets
appear on TV wearing a tea cosy on their heads. Clowns are sad
because there's nothing they won't do to keep 'em happy.
You can't help noticing that poetry's a can without an opener to
most people.
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A Date
David Flynn
First, dinner.
My tribe feeds on berries;
your tribe feeds on berries.
Might we not
at a round table
feed together,
my hand your mouth,
your hand my mouth.
Then, dancing.
In a dance with knives
you wrap your arms around me.
Honey, your body is so long and warm.
I hide my knife behind your back,
and you
hide your knife behind mine.
We survive the two-minute shuffle.
Separate.
The drum beats faster.
You look disappointed
sexual rapture
has kept you from the kill.
And I, I forgot for one tune too.
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Bottles
Coral Hull
dad & i looking for bottles on twin rivers in the dry heat of
february/ where the birrie & culgoa meet on the back blocks
of the property/ dozens of bottles scattered across tidal
floodplains/ mashed back & forth by brown rivers rushed
dawn by queensland rains & winter flood/ bottles of
mysterious origins/ tonics skin balms/ perfume bottles
whiskey bottles/ hot sauce & tomato sauce bottles/
lemonade bottles from bourke brewarrina gundagai &
bathurst/ milk bottles from dubbo/ & dozens of ink bottles/
some square/ some round to fit into the round holes of old
bush school desks/ torpedo shaped battles with glass
marbles wedged in the necks/ one hundred year old bottles/
thickly cracked & densely lit/ bottles of impenetrable glass
& weevils webs connected to lumps of glug from river
bottoms/ i dive down into the culgoa to uproot bottles from
the muddy bed/ dad said that in the bread & dripping &
bread & treacle days of the 1 940s the culgoa was crystal
clear/ & how his dog branto used to dive down to the rivers
centre & bring up fresh water mussels/ cracking them
between his canine teeth in his frenzy to please/ i would feel
the black edge of mussel shells between my toes/ or shrimp
nibbling my legs at the steep banks of rivers edge/ or big
grey yabbies held in sunlight & air for too long squeezing
tiny bubbles from their tender grey armour/ i released as
much air as possible from my lungs/ enabling my body to
sink in a standing position to the bottom/ once at the dark
centre the current slept/ & all the dry land worlds would
drift away in tangles of floating hair/ beating low & still in
my eardrums in murky brown throbs/ then i push through to
the rivers warm surface/ dispersing skaters & disturbing
frogs in low lying branches that dunk their leaves in & out
of slow currents/ dad & i by the river for hours/ scrounging
through piles of broken glass near shearers huts/ &
thousands of bottles piled up near abandoned homesteads or
burnt down hotel rubbish dumps/ where all other traces of
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early lives had rotted away into inland mulch/ leaving
bottles to eons of floodtide insects sun & dust/ the deeper
we dug the older they got/ dad said you can sell all these
down in sydney/ where people were sugarfoot tenderfoot or
silly as cut snakes/ for old bottle tops like big glass tacks/
theyre always arfta these he said/ take em ter there antique
shops in manly/ theyre stupid over there/ buy anything/ they
love there pretty ones there best/ plentya money/ i couldnt
see myself selling bottles from the bush to the peak hour
rush of buyers he had conjured up for me/ we stacked
bottles in the end room of the house which he was
caretaking/ & i spent days washing them clean in plastic
buckets & clearing them of the gluggy stuff with a bottle
brush/ so i could see them inside out & look through then
into the sun/ always dads words niggling that some must be
worth a fortune/ & in the late afternoon a brilliant golden
light through a hundred window slates/ sending the deep
blues mauves & sun bleached greens & the opaque crystal
oldness of bottles/ striking angles & patterns of light on
walls grass floor mats & upon my skin as i worked/ a few
weeks later my e. h. holden rattled all the way back to
sydney & across the blue mountains with no breakages/ &
dad saying that he was glad ter get rid of there bloody
things/ & in sydney mum saying: what are you gonna do
with all those bloody bottles/ remembering when dale &
brendon had travelled home on the XPT from dubbo after
visiting dad/ with their suitcases full of pumpkins & half
their clothes left behind/ from when dad got stoned & had
driven to a pumpkin orchard just out of town/ filling the ford
again & again & the next morning a loungeroom full of
hangovers aching muscles & pumpkins used as footrests &
stools/ & the kitchen piled high with pumpkins from floor to
ceiling/ & months after/ everytime dad rang up STD to
liverpool dale would ask/ hows the pumpkins dad/ how
many ya got left/& dad afraid of gossip on the brewarrina
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tel ephone exchange/ either hanging up/ or his frantic
whispers from the receiver/ shut up you fucken idiot/ theyre
all l istening in up here/ the bottles ended up at nan & pops /
i lined the best ones up on the kitchen table/ & nan thrilled
as she charted bottles with eyes & hands remembering each
as plotting points in her own l ife/ she knew m ost of them
always curious & lively with memory she handled each one/
tel ling me what it had contained who sold it/ who would
have used its contents how old it was/ pop listening in the
background & her wisdom bringing each bottle to life again
in the fluorescent kitchen
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Sharpies
Coral Hull
we decide to have a picnic/ on the way home from school/
we settle down/ beneath a council gum/ in front of
someones front yard/ diane spreads out a brown & yellow
checkered tea towel/ over december thistles & hidden
bindis/ it is very hot/ the tea towel is soft against our legs/
our uniforms short/ we have saved half our lunch/ dianes
home made cup cakes/ with sour mock cream/ half a plastic
bottle of iced red cordial/ a vegemite sandwich on thick
white bread/ two chocolate wheatens wrapped in wax paper
& a soapy orange/ diane has saved her salt'n' vinegar chip
crumbs/ i liked them the best/ because thats where the
flavour was strongest/ i always said save me the crumbs
diane/ save me the crumbs/ & she always did/ we picked a
quiet street/ off gill avenue/ in case our parents came
looking for us/ more than likely/ it would be dianes parents/
who were over protective/ & we ate/ & we gossiped/ & no
one bothered us/ & then it was 5 . 30 pm/ we packed up real
quick/ & diane went home & got into trouble/ & when i got
home/ mum was cleaning the kitchen blinds/ & she didnt
even look at me/ as she asked/ where have you been/ our
primary school relief teacher/ mrs hay/ tells us/ that she
keeps a lot of cats/ she is fifty years old/ she sits in front of
the class/ her legs wide apart/ & tells us stories/ & we could
all see her undies/ big white ones/ with thick elastic/ & there
was blood/ on the front of them/ none of us knew what had
happened to her/ she was so big/ & so loud/ none of us
talked whilst she was talking/ mrs hay tells us/ about
girls'n'boys being kidnapped/ & put into glad bags/ into car
boots/ & about their underpants/ & what had been done to
them/ & the mother on the news who said/ that her little girl/
always had a clean white frock/ & her father who said/ i
washed her socks everyday/ children dumped/ in ditches/
off the road/ down by shadey creeks/ where no one went/ in
their singlets/ & underpants/ mrs hay/ says never talk to
strangers/ & warren lewington asks/ is the easter bunny
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okay/ & was santa okay/ to talk to at Christmas/ & she
never answered straight off/ & suddenly/ none of us really
knew how safe the easter bunny was/ friday afternoon/ after
school/ dianes mother gets tiddly/ & cooks us raspberry jam
tarts/ she tells us about strangers/ & what they do to
children/ on school holidays/ my grandmother/ makes me
pray for lost children/ last seen together/ a brother & sister
& friend/ on a beach/ in south australia/ their parents
looking for them/ & me praying/ that jesus/ friend of all
children/ would bring them back/ dianes mother tells us/
how they find the skulls of children/ buried in the bush/ &
sometimes little pairs of grey school shorts/ & another time
a boys tooth/ he must have been very frightened/ he must
have run through the bush/ to get away/ children run alot/ &
mostly are very fast/ at school/ we practice our running in
the playground & we climb the monkey bars/ we pretend
that a sharpie is after us/ & some of the older kids/ show me
a sharpies footprint/ embedded in the stone roof/ of the girls
toilets/ i could just make it out/ but then a big huntsman/
scampered out from a comer/ & we all screamed & ran out
into the playground to play hopscotch/ at playlunch/ we
stand along/ the wire fence/ on the very edge/ of the school
playground/ on sharpie patrol/ the teachers had told us/ to
keep an eye out for sharpies/ & to report any sightings/ to
the head mistress/ no one could be trusted/ gnarled old
women/ with their shopping trolleys/ waved at us/ from
across the street/ passing truck drivers/ honked their horns/
& we all jumped up & down & squealed in the wind/ then
we got bored with looking for sharpies & played skipping/
at home time/ the german busdriver/ who makes us sit three
to a seat/ who sometimes squashes us four to a seat/ even
though half the bus is empty/ so that the comers of our
square brown school bags/ scratch our legs/ well/ we call
him sharpie/ because that is exactly what a sharpie would
do/ if he was a busdriver/ & when he is not working/ for
nevilles private bus company/ we know he is a sharpie
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Adam Ford

So I bought the grapes last week
Because you told me to buy grapes last week
And they sat in the bowl on the bench
And they sat in the bowl on the bench
And no one ate them
And you told me to buy them
Because you'd eat them
So they got old
And grew mould
Until one night
Something tapped me on the shoulder
And it was one of the grapes
It had a big black Dostoevsky beard
And it said
"You wanna open the back door?
'Cause the guys need to take a piss."
So I threw the grapes out
And washed the bowl
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Rodin
Laura Hope Gill
I ran through the rain to get there.
My pack was stashed at the station.
My train didn't leave for two hours.
The museum Glyptotek closed in one.
I ran through Tivoli.
I ran past Bruce Springsteen
busking in the harbour
not getting as much
as the mimes on the comer
I ran past a painter sketching a theatre,
and a window into a clockshop
I ran past a man fixing watches
and a woman eating ice cream from a box
I ran through a picket line
I ran across a playground where I saw
boy push girl and girl pushed back
I ran down the street where the
prostitutes wait actively
I ran down an alley where the
hash merchants wait passively
I ran up the tram line.
I didn't have time to waste.
The gallery closed at five.
I wanted to see Rodin.
When I got there
they were closing.
The security guard followed me.
He watched me respond to art.
I saw a huge white hand on a huge white thigh
I saw four lips kissing
I saw the Danaide curled up like a snail
and the sirens.
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I s aw a wall of women stroking each other
and a pool of stone with a woman drowning
here is my breath getting heavy
here is my heart getting hurt
here is my love being taken
here is my life flexing stone.
The hand of the marble man shocked me.
The hair of the women thrilled me.
The curve of marble breasts, hips, mouths intrigued me.
I didn't know yet that woman as object was a crime.
I didn't know yet about Camille Claudel and the nights she
waited and sculpted his face from memory.
I didn't know she drowned waiting.
I didn't know she drowned still loving
a man
whose love
was for himself
not art
or any woman
I saw a massive image of a kiss
before a kiss had happened.
I saw a woman with a rock on her back.
I saw Persephone, and I saw Eurydice.
I saw Danaide, and I saw myself
more than once
while the man in uniform
made sure I didn't steal anything,
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After an hour,
I had to leave.
I ran back to the station.
I got on the train to Munich.
I found an empty seat in a cabin with two men who I
thought might be okay.
They waited until I slept to knock me out.
When they did they did it smoothly.
They did it with the door closed.
They did it with their fi sts clenched.
They did it with their trousers open.
They did it with me bleeding.
When I woke up
they were gone.
I saw the cities through the window.
I saw the people who sleep in the stations.
I saw the embraces of lovers together
and the sprawls of those who sleep alone.
The train went hard on the steel .
The sense of being alone was strong.
The night went long into my memory,
A woman
alone on a train
woman as object
sl ight concussion
a few bruises.
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Company
Jeltje
The little kitchensink is always
cleaning itself . . .
the dishes have been wiped
the tiles mopped
the little pots & pans
put back on their shelves
because it's the food
that's been cooked
the little bits of food
we manage to give to each other
on little plates . . .
& the forks & knives
in their drawer
neatly stacked away
sometimes - thrown we are the little people
we put away the dishes
in the cupboard
we take the cups, we see the cups
we put the cups in the cupboard
we have enjoyed the tea
made from real tea-leaves
in a transparent paperbag
we put the cups in the sink
& the little sink is
full to the brim
with teacups & spoons & things
we see the spoons & put them
away in the drawer
but we like the spoons
we like to put them in a glass
even if they do gather dust
we like our teaspoons
we like the cups
we like the tea we drink
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"would you like a cup of tea?"
"shall i put the kettle on?"
the kettle is on, life is
organised again
we have a span of a few minutes
to do nothing at all
except wait for the kettle
to boil
a sense of order in chaos
until one of us begins to shout
& we become aware
of the knives in the drawer
she will put on the kettle
he will put on the kettle
they will put on the kettle
i will put on the kettle
we will put on the kettle
& the sink is clean again
i take the sponge with the hard green side
& scour the sides of the sink
& the bottom of the sink
just to give it a little shine
i can almost see my own reflection
& the tap gets a wipe too
sometimes i get the vacuum cleaner
& clean above the sink
daddy-long-legs, of course, everywhere
& you know how they attract the dust
& grime & so on
just yesterday i saw a spiderweb
in the green curtains
& i'd already put the vacuum away
& i thought: what a pity
i missed that . . .
but then, everything was cleaned
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everything was scoured
& i tried to cook
but it was hard . . . it was very hard
i was more concerned about how i was
going to kiss him
so i burnt the noodles
& this was supposed to be a soup!
but we managed somehow
we made ourselves a play
we played at being ourselves
remember singing as a teenager
in front of the bathroom mirror
with a pretend microphone?
that's what it was like
except we made up our own l ines &
our own songs . . .
& after he was gone
i cl imbed out of bed & picked up
a cup here
& a little plate
there
& i stacked them up
at first
but then decided
they'd wash themselves
- in time -
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Love and the Post-Modem Girl
Kelly Gardiner

1.

Deconstructionist Love:
"Is that all there is? "

2.

Post-Colonial Love:
"I'm going to come over there and
fuck your brains out. "

3.

Rationalist Love:
"I think we should talk. "

4.

Existential Love:
"It doesn 't matter anyway. "

5.

Romantic Love:
"Wild thaing da da dum dum
you make mah heart sing . . . "

6.

Post-Modem Love:
"Ijust don't understand what all the fuss is about. "
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Static
Kelly Gardiner
I trust you you say looking away looking at your hands over
my shoulder anywhere I'll go anywhere with you
everywhere can we go everywhere around the world
together I'd give anything I'll cope with anything if we're
together and you don't leave me you won't wi ll you I'd die
I'd rather die.

I won't drink tonight I say opening the fridge door for a look
I'll just see what's in here for dinner yes I'll make it no you
relax I won't be long I won't have a glass wh ile I'm cooking
who needs wine with dinner I can not drink for one day
anybody can do that if you couldn't you'd be an alcoholic
for sure but me I haven't had a drink all day and I haven't
even noticed so what the hell it'll be alright if I j ust have one
now.

I'll be there in a minute I'm doing something and then I'll
pay attention I'l l just read War and Peace and Men let's talk
about Yugoslavia or something really topical this is an
intellectual fucking relationship you know of course I find
you fascinating of course I love you of course I won't leave
you I'm perfectly happy I 've just got someth ing on my mind.
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The Hugging Circle
Robert Morris
The day she
Pre-Raphaelite beauty nineties hippy, so smart
Left school
Having completed her
Great to have gotten through
Brain boiling weeks of final exams
The class formed a
Tears of joy, tears of wonder
Enormous hugging circle
Made improbable promises to each other
All day long
To hold the hugging circle forever.
Individual lives beckoned
University for a few
McDonalds for some
Disappointment a lurking mugger for others
Who probably knew
But hugged just as hard
or harder.
A decade later in the loud-mouthed streets
She came up to me
All neon grown up now, Sir
Asked me why
The world is not like school
and
Did I have twenty dollars
for my top student?
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Berlin Dada
Adam King

at the poet's funeral
the coffin is carried
off by wasps
clouds become rain
becomes hail becomes snow
the sun cracks
and the skyscrapers shake
what now supports heaven?
the furious priest
dribbling tears
cannot notice
scorpions circling
his head
a cross being assembled
near the brothel
for the whores
business suffers
though the rough
tipsy sailors
seem tender
as their tattoos
come al ive
and crawl into the grave
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Getting on Top of Her New Laptop
A Luddite love poem

Allan Lake

My lover bought a laptop
and she even brought it to bed.
I tried to input the hard word,
she chose microsoft instead.
I nuzzled, I nibbled, I kneaded her flesh
she gave not as much as a glance.
With a pair of her panties upon my head,
I did a deranged mating dance
but she click-click -clicked away
through the night, through the day
our love was about to be trashed
so I shot her!
again and again !
(with my old fountain pen)
And she came to her senses at last.
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Short Poems
Mande Bijelic
126 empty bottles near the backdoor
a

cow
had
nothing
to
do
with
it.
a small bit of sex

after a
little
while
I

left
the
room.
masturbating

i walked
down the
staircase
without
touching
the
carpet.
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basho's autobiography
Eric Beach
mum's parrot had two koans
what do you kids want with your rice?
&
basho -get out of bed
at five years old, I lay there muttering
decisions, decisions, decisions
even descriptions of me were reluctant
doesn 't want to grow up
could do better
everybody else in our street had a horse
our dad rode a collapsing roof-beam
& backed losing doubles
died on th night of a blue moon
I hung my clothes on a piece of string
my parents went on at great length
about everything they'd put into me
stunting my growth
I became an enfant terrible
when I left home
I had to start growing again
I trod on th toes of giants
who were three-quarters statue
& felt nothing
I blazed away at high noon
while women laughed, & stroked hair-trigger shadows
I won't give you th salacious details but
her li tter bearers had strong legs
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I was shot full of holes
seventeen wounds per haiku
my urgency smel led of ink
my shadow grew long & it rustled
living on th wrong side of th door
still unlined, I wrote this:
th test of true love
when you 're middle-aged is to
hold hands to th shop
th floating world had hit th iceberg
th shit had hit th fan
pygmies were treading on my toes
& pissing into my teacup in th cafe
I hit th toe
humped th bluey
competing with actors & musicians
for a meal at th inn
married women came for poetry lessons
I taught them what can't be taught
& gave their gifts to geishas
who saw that I came as a supplicant
without a bowl
& let me fill them to th brim
to one I gave my flute
then I had nothing to give but my open hand
& if it trembled like a leaf . . .
but leaves don't return
in th way I did, going there, & coming back
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with a screeching of gears
I shifted up
from complaint
into praise
from losing you
to amusing you
you woke up from a dream
of all my ex-lovers
standing round our bed
now I keep my love folded
in a fan
& praise summer
I found a place that suited me
down to th ground
they say an old man never sleeps
but all I'm thinking is
why did I spend my life learning to sit still?
why choose such a dangerous occupation?
listening to stones rattle down a mountain
watching a shadow block out th moon at my window
he tucked my bowl & chopsticks into his robe
I was sitting in my usual comer
with all th weight of my years
he came over & rocked me like a statue
to see if anything was hidden under th base
there was steam from his mouth & nostrils
there was only moonlight clinging to my lips
they claim he crapped himself when I yelled out:
why not take my shirt?
sometimes they write my lines
before I've spoken them
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in order not to grow old
I'm reliving my father's death

that 's thfirst time he's opened his eyes in a week
mum said see, he's pretending to write -he knows it's you
he knew who it was alright
he was waving me away
he'd begun a secret diary to deny that he was dying
red coughs stabbed with black biro
retreating from atheism on an ironsands beach
he told me there must be something up there
my father often seemed about to tell me something
but I came too late
I used to close th door QUIETLY nineteen times
SLAM
knowing that he was counting
seventeen . . . eighteen . . . nineteen
dad motioned to his favourite son
to hold th urine bottle between his legs
it was right that he cried
& passed th bottle to me
I'm not fingering death like a buyer
out with th teeth, off with th rings
my shirt
my clouds
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do I want them
back?
life grows round things left alone
birds cast huge shadows
sitting on your shoulder
it takes years to notice
where your feet find th stone
a moment to notice
water remains in their foot�prints
today I forgotwet feet
I think I am
on my way
to being
disciples are mosquitoes who've smelled blood
my friends scold me
why is your door always open?
I tell them I'm not afraid of anything
unless it comes unbidden

I've come a long way to get here one tells me
I'd wish him dead, only the dead
never go away
will you go back by th same road? I ask him
he nods & I knock him sprawling with my stick
that'll keep him in kyoto
he'll dine out on that one
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when he comes back he sits out of reach
he watches everything I do
visitors find that they get more out of him
than they do out of me
he becomes full of himself
why's bas ho always fanning himsetp
what's th sound of one hand clapping?
1 watch a spider tying up a fly
through a magnifying glass
somebody asks him again
why's bas ho always fanning himsetp
flies
it's by such attention to details
that knowledge is revealed
my friend refused to repay a small debt
I wrote him;
thankyou
now I know exactly how much our friendship is worth
if I'd spent my life as a banker
I'd be counting frogs now
instead I drank wine
& claimed that th river flowed uphill
this gained me a reputation as a poet
that I can't live down
my publisher was furious
when he discovered th fat snails in my letterbox
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since then there are cobwebs
& th snails deal with th junk mail
death's patient, so why
do I hasten like a lover
down a road of longing?
those who called themselves immortals
took lead, mercury, arsenic
they became increasingly irritable & erratic
even whirlpools spat them out
they called this
understanding th way
myself, I'm captured, still, by poetry
shadows, light women
smoke clings to th wood
as eyes to th geisha
how much more happy th dew
than th flower
which must wait until closing
thinking back to th ceremony
of my last doll
did I too acquire a soul?
one eye hanging by a thread
it all depends on th one
who sets fire to me
& pushes th boat out from shore
now I can laugh
at autumn's incontinence
a season stained with beauty
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leaves rustle where days stiffen
crack husks
life in a grain
m a rmg
in a tree
still dreaming of living
pounding shadows
sharpening fire
feathering clouds
letting go
I hit my target
someone must sing
up a reluctant sun
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Drowning by Mel Evans
Etching
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Every Good Home Should Have One
Part 3 - A demo a day is the way to pray

A ndy Kissane

I'm writing this on the back of a termination notice
that gives me fourteen days to vacate the premises,
thinking about my old job in emergency housing
when some people wondered whether I was a Trotskyist,
a Stalinist, a Maoist or a rampaging semi-trailer with
faulty steering and no brakes -the sort of person right
wingers want eliminated from the gene pool.
Nostalgia sells,
particularly if you belonged to the Vietnam generation,
but are now mortgaged to your headband,
and the bank owns your house,
but don't ask who owns the bank,
and you like to reminisce over a glass of scoffing red
and remember the day you were inside,
awaiting bail.
I'm partial to occupations,
the thrill of taking over turf,
of barging in,
of disregarding secretaries and minders,
who say the Minister's not in,
when the Minister is very definitely in,
sitting in his high-backed swivel chair, with his feet up, on
the phone
and he'd have been happy to make an appointment
and see you in more official circumstances,
but before we can say, Saw the light on
thought we'd drop in,
a tin of Rosella will do,
the Minister's off,
he's running out the door,
he's looking for a room to lock himself into-
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leaving twelve radicals to savour the view,
leaving twelve smelly radicals to eat the lollies
that he keeps in his fishbowl jar,
the shape of a giant teardrop:
jellybabies, cobbers, mint leaves, redskins, snakes and
all-day suckers,
leaving twelve radicals to call the media on his phone,
listing their demands,
like letters to Santa Claus that never
reach the North Pole.
Saying we shall not move
we shall not be moved
we shall not move
until we meet with the Minister
and the bulldozers cease
and the houses are left standing
and the unblinking trolls, who steal up on you in the
night,
starve.
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The Swimming Pool
Andy Kissane
The moment when your palms
break the surface
and the water opens for your arms
head shoulders chest feet
and the pressure fills your ears
as the black line of tiles
on the white floor of the pool
grows larger -that moment
is nothing like death
when you're twelve
and can pick up twenty cents
seventeen feet below the air
as your chest and throat tighten
- but you don't panic,
you've done it hundreds of times
before, the blue turning to green
as you swim up
break the surface
and breathe, breathe, breathe.
That summer I lived at the pool 
bombs, somersaults, two and a half
twists from the pike position
and a running dive over the pool wall
at the first sign of an erection.
Older boys bragged of getting Cathy
alone in a quiet corner and
fingering her as I sat envious,
letting the bluestone slabs warm my speedos,
eating another dried out sausage roll.
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The pool stayed open most nights,
the moon-shaped lights in the wall
coming on at eight, as Bernie and I
fluttered around them, staying under
for as long as possible.
If you can swim, Bernie said,
then you can't deliberately drown
because the body always fights for air
and wins, unless you use weights a brick say, or a shot put.
That summer they found one girl
on the bottom, her skin darkening,
her mouth open. Bernie said her soul
was still under water,
avoiding the automatic filters,
swimming breaststroke after closing.
I laughed at this
although I couldn't explain why.
Coming out of a somersault tuck
I saw her -teeth shining, eyes
laughing, as if she was ready for a race
or a piggyback fight. Yet every time
I hit the water she was gone.
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Positive
Billie Livingston
In the Women's Clinic,
filling out sheets of sexual
history, I want to wrap them
round my body and head; prevent
my eyes from seeking, being sought
as I check off Methods Used:
Withdrawal.
I check it along with Condoms.
Guilty, Irresponsible -those words
are slapped on me like bumperstickers.
I flick at my insolent stomach, thinking,
dreaming the usual cramps and gore.
Papers in order, I hand them
to a woman who hands me a cup
and points to the door with the
skirt-wearing stick figure
and I will my body to
pee the right hormones- Implore it,
Silently chanting, 'Bleed, Bleed.'
In the tiny mint-coloured room
I wait, eyes sticking on the silver
stirrups on a long mint-cushioned table.
My brain leaps into the green saddle,
spurs shining and ga1lops away,
leaving my eggs behind.
Until the return of the womanthe word "pregnant" slips through her lips.
Jangling onto my file, it ricochets
up off the ceiling and down into
my defiant belly, rolling over and over
until I feel the nausea I checked no to.
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And Partner (?) comes next.
Partner? Business Partner? Dance Partner 
Partner in crime?
Yes. I make one up.
Because.
Because if I don't, I'll cry and I'll
have to confess, admit one lousy night
with a gardener from California.
Tree planter. Sperm planter.
All the same now. And it's
too late - Tears; Spring rain
on the fertile ground below my girth.
"Oh dear," she says in her I rish lilt.
Her name tag says Gertrude.
Only a Gertrude would say, Oh dear, now.
"Abortion?" follows.
Nod. Yes. Of course, I drizzle, grateful
she said the word first
"How will he feel?" He?
If he were sick, would you ask how I felt?
I want to say this. To feel powerful,
to be angry. But I can't be angry with
Oh dear Gertrude. I'm too lonely
and thankful and
besides, the spring rain is torrential now,
down my cheeks, my throat, and I can't speak.
"Don't worry, we'll look after you."
Gentle Irish Gertrude
looks suddenly militant,
"Be grateful you live in Canada."
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When She Chewed Gum
Billie Livingston
Sometimes, when I chew gum,
I remember my mother when
I was seven or eight;
single, sexy, wearing
hot-pants deeply upsetting the neighbours.
She drank only beer or wine
in bars, to be sure she got
her money's worth.
She drank from coffee mugs
at home, in case company
should arrive unexpectedly they'd never suspect.
She chewed gum, slowly, artfully,
not l ike some camel,
like some women Even at eight, I knew,
when she chewed gum, it was sex;
raw, uncomprom 1smg.
And whoever dared near the lair,
was made fully aware that I
needed new runners and the fridge
could use some fattening.
And weeks later when the phone
would ring, I liked to chew gum
and smile at my mother,
as I told them; she's not
home and I don't know when she's coming back.
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On Browsing Through A Class Set Of
Mainly Modem
John Malone

I am reading a colloquy between
a reader and his book: in Hope's
Advice To Young Ladies, an early
piece, he's underlined sexual
and virgin; Yeats' A Prayer
For My Daughter has bracketed in
(Who Lost Her Virginity At 12);
Coleridge's Frost At Midnight
has coyly added.froze my #! *"!
off, by Campbell's poem The Red
Cock he's off and running, inserting
mouth for head in the line
which reads which crows inside my
head; Richard Wilbur's Juggler
juggles his balls while Judith
Wright's A Country Dance continues with
and a screw later; not content
with openings he works inside The
Not-So-Good Earth appending a penis
beside using the control knob.
All the other copies are untouched;
this alone shows evidence of intercourse
with the text.
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A Real Bitch
Lyn Boughton
my husband always takes ages in the toilet
he's probably reading in there
i'm going to yell out
'what yah doin' in there, charlie?'
i will, i'm like that, a real bitch
i'm going to get that damned woman out
you should see the house
just like a brothel
a bloody pigsty
furniture on the verandah
they lie you know
bloody estate agents
never go through the place
take your money
let anyone in
oh where is he?
read anythin' he will
already crashed my car coming down
had to get another one
haven't had breakfast yet
not even a cup of bloody tea
i've got five houses
got to get to euroa later
check on that one
spend a few weeks in melboume and
back up to queens]and
i come from there
got a beauty in queensland and
no one's going to live in that but
me
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Lyn Boughton

eric beach is back the poster said
it even had a picture
eric bogle comes to town
in the lancefield m use
don't you love the way the water changes
and flows upstream?
backwards coming forward
see the world from upside down
it makes more sense
razor wire strung across a falling down fence
the grass is underwater
mud can't swim
i'm standing on the stairs
looking outside in
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At The Nursing Home
Mark Mahemoff

Smells of soup and urine in the dark halls
and television shows competing for our ears.
Wheelchairs and walking frames,
people confused with themselves and their surroundings,
others too aware they are never going to leave.
Mrs S sa)'s, "I am ninety years old and in excellent health
but every morning I see friends carried off in stretchers
and don't feel too compel led to thank god I'm alive."
Her face is old and wrinkled.
Her brain is young and wrinkled.
But outside in the garden
a fountain and flowers continue to work.
The sky is cloudless baby blue
and trees are overwhelming green.
A man guides his grandmother's stuttering legs
to a bench in the shade
of a complex understanding.
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Kellyville Holiday Farm
Mark Mahemoff
At ten you spent time on a farm,
caught eels from the dam
and peeled dried slime from your hands,
floated on your back
and looked up at gumleaves
trembling against an absence of clouds.
One afternoon
a bushfire crept up quietly
while you laughed and played cards
with the farm owner's kids.
You grabbed what you could
and ran to safety
wearing nothing but a swimsuit
while flames bulldozed hectares of landscape.
You imagined cows and horses barbecued alive.
Pigs slowly crackling in searing air.
Later that day
after everything had cooled
to a charred and smoking silence
you returned to the farmhouse
where thick slices of white bread
had cemented themselves like tiles
to the kitchen's plastic benchtop.
Eighteen years later you consider all of this:
the poignant display of unfinished sandwiches,
how events brand your life
at such an early age,
how close you came to a premature death
and how much closer death is now.
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Another Sunday Arva
Grant Caldwell
Sharon and I were sitting around she was playing her guitar and
singing her songs when
Marion came in the back door.
She was drunk and angry
and she told us
she'd just had a fight with Benny.
She sat down and listened to Sharon
who was singing a song called:
Your Mechanical Devices.
Marion sat there a minute
listening and watching 
then she suddenly stood up
and started undoing her false leg
and shouting:
I'll give you your mechanical fucking devices! !
It was a warm day
and the window was open
and we were three floors up and when Marian had her leg off
she raised it over her head,
hopped across the room
and threw it out the window.
She sat down then
and put her face in her hands
and started to cry.
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Sharon had stopped playing her guitar
and was staring open-mouthed at Marion.
I went over and put my arm around her
and told her
Sharon wasn't singing that song about her.
She stopped crying then
and we all laughed a bit.
I went and looked out of the window
and Marion said:
I hope it didn't hit anyone
and we all laughed some more.
It was lying on the pavement below 
so I went down and got it
and brought it back up.
Marion took it from me
and put it on again but when she stood on it
it seemed to be broken.
She didn't seem too phased about this
so we sat around
and had a smoke
and talked
and listened to Sharon
playing her guitar and singing
until Benny came over
and we helped Marion down the stairs
and into the car
and they drove away.
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Hiroshima Day
Greg Johnson
(for Brett Logan who died of AIDS on 6 August '91)

tonight
i have to go on living
so i'II drink
to spiritual health
and bury you
with shovels of poetry
Brett
you only did
what we all have to do
but at 24
it seemed inconsiderate
tonight
i'II put your portrait
in the book
where it can age
in embellished company 
alongside lo, Europa and Helen
whose face launched 1 ,000 ships;
the face of Hiroshima in '45
blown to bits
soon
your ashes will be sprinkled
on Sydney Harbour
(as requested)
the Yuppies will say
they've loved you
the Gay community
will miss you
in Fremantle your mother will cry
& someone will be walking home
with an empty jar.
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Filing Cabinet
David Kelly

a tall cube, almost as high
as you are, bright orange but cold
when you first touch it; the only
round things are the lock cylinder
and the quiet white plastic wheels
of the drawer tracks;
everywhere else it celebrates
flat surfaces, right angles and
the sliding in and out of things;
paper records, receipts and letters
in and out of manila folders;
the manila folders in and out
of their hanging sleeves;
the drawers in and out of the cabinet;
your past lies in there so much more
neat and tidy than it really was;
every few years you'll get
the urge for Spring cleaning
and after thinking about it a while
and putting it off a few times
you will get around to it;
suddenly you'll be throwing away
by the handful - Christmas cards,
vehicle bills, bank statements,
love cards - out, out, all out;
then you've got the fresh open
rattly spaciousness of it;
the empty hangers slide back
and forth so easily; and you've
made a new set of labels
so you can do the future better
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Going Through the Motions.
For Leigh, RIP. October '89.

Gary David

APRIL, '88:
I'M GOING THROUGH THE MOTIONS OF DAILY ROUTINES,
DOING MY JOB,EATING,TALKING,
EXERCISING; HIDING VAINLY FROM REALITY.
IN TWO PLACES AT ONCE, AWAKE BUT NOT SEEING;
THE MIND ELSEWHERE.
MY MEMORIES ARE JUMBLED, OUT OF SYNCHRONIZATION,
BADLY EDITED LIKE A 'B' GRADE MOVIE.
I CANNOT PRETEND THAT DEATH
IS NOT KNOCKING ON THE DOOR OF A FRIEND,
I CAN ACT ON THE STAGE
BUT THERE ARE NO AWARDS FOR REAL DRAMA.
MEMORY FLASHBACK;
VIETNAM, '68:
A YOUNG SOLDIER LYING IN A RICEFIELD
SCREAMING AT THE BLOODY STUMPS WHERE HIS FEET WERE,
MUD,BLOOD,FLESH,JAGGED BONE;
TWO HUNDRED MILES AWAY IN SAIGON,
BOB HOPE TELLS A JOKE,
ENTERTAINS THE TROOPS.
IN THE RICEFIELD, THE WOUNDED SOLDIER
GETS A SHOT OF MORPHINE
BUT HE WANTS A BULLET;
A LONG WAY TO CRAWL WITH NO LEGS,
COUPLE OF THOUSAND MILES FROM HOME.
APRIL, '88:
THE DOCTOR TELLS ME TO 'PLAY IT COOL'
"DON'T LET HER KNOW ITS GETTING TO YOU,
IGNORE HER CANCER
AND TRY TO CHEER HER UP;
PUT ON A BRAVE FRONT".
BUT YOU CAN'T IGNORE DEATH,
A FALSE SMILE IS THE SAME AS A LIE AND YOU DON'T
LIE TO YOUR FRIENDS; WELL I DON'T.
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I CAN'T EVEN LIE TO MYSELF ANYMORE.
VIETNAM, '68:
GOT A CARD FROM RONNIE.
IT WAS HIS MATE IN THE RICEFJELD.
'WOODY', A CANECUlTER FROM QUEENSLAND,
STOOD ON A MINE.
THE SARGE TOLD HIM TO FREEZE BUT HE RAN,
DIDN'T GET FAR BUT HIS FEET DID;
TWO HUNDRED YARDS IN ALL DIRECTIONS.
RONNIE HELD HIM IN HIS ARMS
'TJL THE MEDIC GAVE HIM THE INJECTION,
SIX MONTHS LATER MY BROTHER ADMITTED
IT WAS HE WHO ADMINlSTERED THE BULLET,
MADE IT LOOK LIKE SUICIDE.
RONNIE REALLY CARED ABOUT HIS MATES.
APRIL, '88:
THE SUN WAS OUT TODAY BUT I BARELY NOTICED,
MY MIND WAS IN A CLOUD, THINKING ABOUT DEATH,
WE'RE NO STRANGERS.
I WAS TALKING TO A GUARD, A FEMALE, SHE'S OK THOUGH WE'VE
HAD A FEW BAD MOMENTS, BUT I THINK SHE UNDERSTANOS.
SHE MAY EVEN SEE SOME GOOD IN ME BUT I CAN'T,
STILL, IT HELPS TO TALK SOMETIMES.
I HAVE TO COMMUNICATE; THE ONLY THING
WORSE
THAN SELF-PITY JS SELF-HATE.
VIETNAM, '68:
RONNIE CAME HOME TO THE KIMBERLEY, A HERO.
HE WAS IN THE BATILE OF DIEN THAY,
BY THE TIME REINFORCEMENTS DROVE
THE CONG BACK INTO THE JUNGLE
HE AND TWENTY-THREE MEN WERE LETT OUT OF EIGHTY.
HE MADE LEUTENANT, TWO BARS.
IT WAS MY FIITEENTH BIRTHDAY
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B UT WE DIDN'T CELEBRATE.
JUST WENT DOWN TO THE MISSION
AND YARNED WITH THE TRIBAL ELDERS
ABOUT OLD WARS OLD WOUNDS, BLACK AND WHITE.
RONNIE WENT BACK TO 'NAM IN OCTOBER '69,
SPECIAL ADVISER ON JUNGLE COMBAT
AND SURVIVAL SKILLS.
I DID SEE HIM AGAIN UNTIL '7 1 .
APRIL, '88:
THE OTHER NIGHT, WANTED TO DIE,
ALMOST DID, BUT ANNETTE, THE GUARD
I SPOKE OF EARLIER, HELPED ME THROUGH IT.
LATER THAT SAME NIGHT, ANOTHER FEMALE GUARD,
SIW, HELPED, ME THROUGH
THE EVEN LONGER NIGHT HOURS.
SHE'S NICE, AS WELL AS A GOOD LISTENER.
BUT HOW DO I FACE DEATH?
NOT MINE, I CAN ACCEPT THAT,
BUT LEIGH'S A GOOD FRIEND, SHE'S STARING
DOWN THE BARREL, AND THE
HAMMER, CANCER,
WILL FALL AT ANY TIME.
VIETNAM '7 1 :
GOT A LETTER FROM RONNIE IN OCTOBER.
WANTED ME TO JOIN UP AND GO AND FIGHT COMMUNISM
BUT IT WASN'T MY WAR, I WANTED TO PLAY GUITAR
AND PAINT PICTURES,
I WAS PROTESTING AGAINST WARS
NOT FIGHTING THEM.
I WAS A POET, STUDENT PROTESTER AND CAMPUS WARRIOR,
EDITOR OF THE 'PEOPLES VOICE'.
IN '72, RONNIE CAME HOME FROM VIETNAM
HIS WAR WAS OVER BUT MINE HAD JUST BEGUN;
I WENT TO PRISON.
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APRIL, '88:
AFTER 16 YEARS
I'M TIRED OF VIOLENT PROTEST,
MY WAR IS JUST AS SILLY AS RONNIE'S WAS.
I COULD HAVE DIED A HERO;
BETTER THAN A COWARD'S DEATH;
RUNNING FROM REALITY
TOO SCARED TO HELP A FRIEND.
I'M GOING THROUGH THE MOTIONS
TRYING TO PRETEND NORMALCY IN A MAD WORLD,
BUT I KNOW I'M NOT FOOLING ANYBODY,
LEAST OF ALL MYSELF.
I'M SO CLOSE TO STEPPING
OFF THE EDGE OF SANITY,
I'M NOT AS STRONG AS I USED TO BE,
IT'S EASIER TO GIVE IN
ABSOLUTE SURRENDER, UNCONDITIONAL.
BUT I'LL HANG ON,
GOING THROUGH THE MOTIONS,
CALLING FOR HELP, HOPING
BUT KNOWING AT BEST,
HELP CAN ONLY BE LIMITED.
SOONER OR LATER I'LL HAVE TO FACE IT
LIFE OR DEATH, FOR ONE IF NOT TWO.
RAZOR ON THE SHELF
NOOSE IN MY BAG,
TOMORROW, FLASHBACK?
TWO WAY TRAFFIC IN A ONE-WAY STREET,
INEVITABLY, IN COLLISION,
THE STRANGERS,
IN DEATH
WILL MEET.
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Purple Patch by Theresa Driscoll
Etching
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Holey Linoleum
Allan Lake
Just after Mum and Dad got
The New Linoleum
for the living room in 1 960
when I was eleven,
when Elvis was still King,
I wandered in from my pigeons
where I'd watched a squab peck its way
out of one of the Duchess's eggs.
(The second one went rotten)
Without any thought I
took my jackknife out of my blue jeans,
opened it and threw it right into
the middle of that expensive expanse
The New Linoleum
twice.
It made an amazing impression,
two
to be exact.
And my poor parents' horror
was no greater than my own.
I didn't hate linoleum.
Looking back, I realise
I was just trying
to cut my way out.
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Balcha
nO
Eye finish
wit da Hhorsez - tha gemboling
ROO-IN mi (Balcha
sez): When he dies
he wants them to put "The t"
in the MIDDLE of his grave - so that when
a bloke (he owes
money to) comes over to SHIT
on him . . . he don't do it
in his mouth! Wen eye woz yung
eye woz playing for buttonz on trewwsez
- robbing mai frenz ( en
eni-thing! ! ! ) Eye woz betting-en-betting en
loozing-en-loozing
an eye set: "No mor ! " . "No MOR ! "
en eye bikum - a "MAN"
Eye don plai eni-mor deez Donkiz -Nuthingl!
Kros-mai-Haar'! he said .
A bloke, over on another table
turns round, and sez: Wai yoo kros-yoo-haar'. . . ?
Yoo n-o Krischun!
Balcha turns his back
and -tries- to ignore him . . . !
He reckons, the definition of "Patience"
is won yoo giv to
the Donki "lemon" en yoo ar
wayting for the Donki
to giv yoo "Lemonayd" !
Yoo hev to bi bi-kefool bikoz he bi yoo ENIMI! he said.
Wot yoo tel "Him"
he tel the "Boocha"
. . . en ( aafta) yoo kun gon
to Boocha (aafta).
Don't listen to him (the bloke
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sez) it's all BULLSHIT!
He'll be back backing the favourite tomorrow!
-Hoo win laast-lek?!Balcha "loses-it !".
Gets up! Paces up'n'down: Koorva!
Koorva! Proppa-koorva! Mayk. Mi. Sik ! Balcha sez.
2 inchez ov LIPZ en NOZ fuk-awl!
He isn't a "stupid" man.
He's -read- alot! (:Eye studi
awl dis Histori) - Whenever the Boss
wants to know "anything".
He doesn't go to Vlaadich, or Darko, or David
he goes to "Balcha"!
Wot Vlaadich no . . . ? -Fuk awl! 
En Aapostoli . . . ? -Nuthing!but does he get any kudos for it . . . ? -No! No-wun say mi: Tenk-yoo veri much Balcha!
Toodai eye � sum-thing!
Dai . . . awl tha taym poot SHIT on mi
but wen eye poot littil-bit SHIT on dem
. . . "Oh-mai-God!" dai "Ssssssskrimmmming!"
They're not generous
of "Spirit" (like he is) - he's got
a saying: He hoo giv mi "EGG"
eye giv him chiken!
Not that - he's some kind of Saint (or any
thing) cos he loves "needling" (them)!
I saw him (once) watching
2 blokes playing cards . . . everytime the Turk won
he couldn't help himself
he went over and .shoQk his
hand ( :not cause
he liked the Turk - but just so as
he could stick-it-Up
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the Greek). The Greek bloke
looked at him (the first couple
of times) and then told him
to Get Fucked! (:not cause he couldn't take
a joke but, cause he was loosing
his BALLS to the bloke).
So Balcha ran-out - stuck his face
up against the window
and signalled to the Turk (from
outside) to stick-it 'UP the "Greek" with
a hot chill i !
Eye hev to fayn-ewt
wot kayn ov FOXEZ dai ar! -Bloo ol Silva?!! got to know Balcha quite well: I knew him and he knew
my father.
I remember him waiting for me (once)
to come into the Cafe . . .
He'd just gotten a Postcard
off an "old" Australian family he'd met
26 years ago, when he was sent
from Bonegilla, upto Queensland
to cut sugar! - He wanted me to write to 'em . . .
He shouted me "my" coffee!
He wanted me to tell Judy
he'd just spent 1 0 days in Pentridge
for trying to "smuggle"
rare birds and parrots out of the country (:including
a "rare" lizard, destined
for Japan) but he got caught
at Station/Pier. He wanted her to know
true-to-his-word he was
still trying to raise the money (to take her
to Paris) like held promised
altho it still baffled him
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as to "How" she could still even
-think- about giving up Jerry (her
husband) after all these years
for a "speaking Dummy" like him (:on account of
their vast "age" difference
and his "weak" heart).
He wanted them to know he
wouldn't be able to make it up this year
-maybe the next one.
He told me: He didn't have
all that many friends (left) in the World.
No-one remembers him.
-Not even his children!But each year (without fail) Judy
thinks of him and sends him
a Postcard and a little money,
He wanted me to tell them (cos he wanted them
to know) that held j ust made
a new friend - the "little" mouse
at the bottom of his bed.
He told them: He set 2 traps for it . . .
One: with cheese. And the other: with bacon!
only . . . it wouldn't bite!
He loves his guts too much.
He thinks - it might be Vegitarian.
So he just lays there (in bed
now) watching it . . . eating the crumbs off the floor.
Then he told me to tell them
he was writing to them from an Expresso in Gertrude St.
and that
his health and blood-pressure
were improving - like his "sex"-Life (-That'll
make 'em laugh) and that he was
sworn-off gambling now
-For good!Which is a nice way of looking at him, only . . .
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he had another-side -to him
which I only saw once!
The old Yugoslav woman who
use to walk around Fitzroy with a walking-stick, and
who all the blokes in the shop
lli@.d, cos: Iz bich. Look for men . . . etc
came into the Cafe (as
usual) on Pension Day
looking for someone to fill-in a
Withdrawal-slip so she could get her money out of the bank
only . . . no-one,wanted to do it.
Except - Balcha! He never knocked her back.
He always filled it in for her (:except for the
signature which she
kept to herself). I don't
really understand all the politics
that goes on there, but, on this occasion
Balcha said something to her in Yugoslav
and she ½-raised her "walking--stick"
to -HIT- him (:and he
kind of ½-cringed with a smile
on his face). She wanted to -SLAM- it down
over his head - her mouth tightened and i saw her leave the shop
with everyone (in the
Cafe) laughing . . .
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Backstabbers
James Lee
John Howard was the smallest boy in the class, and consequently, the
most picked-on boy in the class. Despite this, Little John appeared to all
his teachers as a perfectly well-adjusted, normal twelve year-old boy. All
except one. His English teacher, Miss Piper, often found herself wincing
as if she had been stung by a bee, each time she heard one of the boys
calling him names. Whenever she saw Little John being abused, she
always noted the carefully rehearsed apathy with which he was able to
deflect and dodge the insults. She wondered to herself, how Little John
so successfully hid the pain she knew these insults must have caused
him. What would happen the day his hiding place overflowed and there
was no place left to store the pain? What would happen the day Slugger
McGee overstepped the line? Little John could not go on ignoring this
hate forever.
Miss Piper knew Little John was not the confident self-assured young
man he made himself out to be. Over the years she had become
something of an expert in discovering masks, since, having worn one
herself for so many years, she had come to recognise the signposts. So
now, whenever she spied traces of herself in any of her students, it was
not with pride, but with a kindred and maternal sympathy with which she
watched them out of the corner of her eye.
Miss Eudora Piper, Edie to her friends, was a tall spindly young
woman with shallow cheeks and the withdrawn almost anaemic look not
too dissimilar, as unkind acquaintances have been known to observe, to
the character in the famous painting The Scream by Edvard Munch. She
walked with her shoulders hunched and her head bent forward, as if
constantly battling a strong wind. She rode to school each morning on a
rusty old Malvern Star bicycle which, although an adult-sized bike, she
had been able to ride the day her mother wheeled it across the backyard
on her twelfth birthday.
And even then Edie was the tallest in her class. She was the first to
wear braces. She had long straight blonde hair which, although
undeniably elegant and beautiful, only made things worse for her. Her
hair, sitting in its neat bun and the top of her tall, slim, well-developed
figure, only made it so much more of a let down for the boys who first
saw her from behind. Edie never wore her hair down. She wanted to cut
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it short but her mother wouldn't let her. Her mother said she was a fool to
ignore the one gift God had given her. But Edie never saw her hair as a
gift; it was a mistake. Edie was, as she reminded herself each night, the
epitome of awkwardness and ugliness. ' If I was someone etse, ' she often
asked herself, 'would I choose me for a friend? Of course not! ' And so,
knowing that because of her appearance she could never truly be ' liked'
by the other girls in her class, she worked on a plan to win their attention
in other ways. Edie, at the tender age of twelve, had already discovered
that the only thing worse than being hated, was being ignored. And, as
she hated being ignored, the only option left was to learn to ignore being
hated.
Julie Richards was the class hussie. By the sixth grade she had already
earned herself a bad reputation and a name which frequently appeared on
the walls of the girls' and boys' toilets in poems and phrases which
continually shocked the school staff. What was more shocking to the
teachers was that Julie never attempted to deny any of the accusations
hurled at her by other students and in fact seemed to flaunt her ' loose'
image. There was even a rumour going around the staff room that Julie
wrote the poems herself. Even the ones in the boys' toilets!
Julie had her own gang. They were all 'bad' girls who snuck into the
bike shed during lunch hour to smoke and scheme against members of
the class they didn't like. Edie would always have to wipe large green
globules of spit off the handgrips of her bike before she rode it home.
She fell for the 'slag-hands' trick only once. It was the first day she rode
her bike to school. She has never been able to forget it; the thick goo
oozing slowly through her fingers, sticking to her hands and stretching in
long fine strands like melted cheese on pizza as she pulls her hands
away. Ever since then she has taken a rag with her to school.
The principal was, if the rumours were to be believed, on the verge of
having a nervous breakdown. Mr Climpson, although a young man, had
already developed the puffy red face of a long-term alcoholic. He wore
his thin, jet-black hair plastered down tight over his head in the belief
that it gave him the slight 'military' look which would, in due course,
accompanied by his tall and imposing figure, command the respect of
staff and students alike. The effect was lost though due to the nervous
habit he had unconsciously developed of continually running his hand
over the top of his head, even though his hair never moved, not even on
the windiest days. So instead of the authoritarian figure he imagined
himself to be, he came across to everyone who met him as an insecure,
weak and fidgeting drunkard.
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Mr Climpson lined the troublemaking girls up at a special assembly
he had arranged one morning on the school playground. ' These girls are
the bad eggs that are spoiling this school's good reputation,' he said
loudly, taking the microphone off its stand and holding it close to his
mouth. The boys and girls in the front row reared back as a series of ear
splitting electronic screeches issued from the speakers of the public
announcement system. Each class was lined up in a single row. Edie,
being the tallest, was at the back of her row but she could still see over
the heads of the students in front of her to the four girls standing behind
the principal. They stared off into space, once in a while casting sidelong
glances at one another as Mr Climpson made special mention of one of
their escapades. He waved his arms and paced back and forth as he spoke
about discipline and authority. At regular intervals he passed his hand
over his black cap of hair, and sighed as if he harboured no hope for the
girls that, as he himself had put it, 'seemed to have strayed from the path
of the Lord.' He shifted effortlessly from rages of narcissistic fascism to
sombre speeches of melancholy sentiment that recalled the sweet
innocence of a forgotten era when everyone was happy. In the blink of
eye he could transform himself from the frantic air-punching beady-eyed
figure of a Hitler to the stooped, head-bowed lonely soul of a Bing
Crosby or even a W. C. Fields, where it seemed that at any minute he
might step forward with the microphone, take the hand of one ofthe girls
behind him, and, while gazing deeply into her eyes, croon her a soft
sentimental requiem for days gone by.
Edie could sense the hopeless panic in Mr Climpson's voice. Indeed it
was obvious to all that Mr Climpson was a man going through a personal
crisis. The four girls behind him symbolised his growing weakness and
his slowly diminishing control over his own life and the life of his
school. In his speech he used words to describe the girls' words such as
'anarchists', ' communists', 'conspirators' , and shortly before being
approached by three members of staff and having his microphone
disconnected, ' sluts' .
At nine-fifteen that morning, ten minutes into first class, Mr Climpson
had to be escorted back to his office after collapsing in a melodramatic
swoon. The four girls and the rest of the school filed into their
classrooms amid a hushed murmur of excitement,
During the lunch break, which was cut short, Edie made an
appointment to see Mr Climpson. The secretary told Edie that Mr
Climpson could not see her today as he was feeling unwell. When the
secretary asked Edie the nature of her visit, Edie told her it concerned the
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four girls Mr Climpson had singled out that morning at assembly. The
secretary made an appointment for Edie to see Mr Climpson at lunch
time the next day.
Edie did not sleep well that night. She worried constantly about what
she would say to Mr Climpson. She worried whether in fact she had
anything to say. She tried to picture herself in his office. She had never
been there before, but she imagined it to be a place where there were lots
of books and a big polished pine desk with framed pictures of his wife
and children arranged in a semi-circle so he could always look at them.
Edie saw herself standing in front of the desk, looking over the top of it,
and even as tall as she was, she still saw herself looking up at Mr
Climpson, and he looking down at her.
She would have to get straight to the point. He was probably a busy
man. ' Mr Climpson I can help you . . . ' and then, once having gained his
attention, she would continue with her plan. But still Edie did not sleep
well that night, and when she arrived at school the next morning, she
could hardly keep her eyes open. She slept through her English lesson
and spent the Religion class propped up on her elbows in a dazed and
semi-conscious state. By lunch time she was feeling much better. She
knocked loudly three times on Mr Climpson's door. She heard a slight
commotion inside - drawers being quickly closed and something being
knocked over -then she heard his voice, 'Enter.'
The first thing she noticed about the room was the smell. There was a
musty sort of opp-shop odour in the air which made Edie put her hand to
her throat and cough. The next thing she noticed was, having stepped into
the room, how close she was to Mr Climpson. The room was very small.
The desk was not as she had imagined. There was a map of the world on
it, protected by a sheet of clear thick plastic. It was the sort of desk Edie
had seen on the street, outside second-hand furniture shops next to badly
upholstered lounge chairs and outdated sofas. Behind the desk in the far
right comer stood the only other item worth noting, and that was the
filing cabinet. It leant up against the wall the same way her fat Uncle Ted
did at parties when he had had too much to drink. Just like fat Uncle Ted,
the filing cabinet looked as though it was going to burst. It was crammed
with manila folders and papers to the point where the drawers could not
close properly, When Mr Climpson asked Edie to sit down, she rocked
the chair back and forth to test its sturdiness. Mr Climpson frowned. Edie
smiled and sat down. She coughed. Mr Climpson lowered himself slowly
into his chair, ran his hand over his hair, and asked Edie to get straight to
the point.
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' I can help you Mr Climpson.'
'You can?'
'Yes.'
'Well tell me how can you help me . . . ' He glanced down at a piece
of paper on his desk. ' M iss Piper?'
Edie hesitated for a moment. This was the first time she had heard
herself referred to as Miss Piper. She didn't like the sound of it. She took
a deep breath and continued. ' Those girls at assembly yesterday . . . ' Mr
Climpson turned his swivel chair away from her. He ran his hand over
his bead and sat in profile to Edie. Facing the portrait of Mother Mary
hanging on the wall. ' I know where those girls go during lunch and I
know what they do after school. It was Julie who let down Mrs Gitson's
tyres. She said Mrs Gitson was an awful woman. They smoke cigarettes
at lunch time. '
'Where?' Mr Climpson interrupted, not taking his eyes off Mary.
'In the bike shed. '
'But that area is strictly off limits during school hours. ' Edie nodded.
Mr Climpson glanced at her without turning in his chair. 'Go on,' he
said.
'Well, it's just that, I thought you might like to know . . . '
'You said something about after school.'
'They go to the amusement parlour.'
'Which amusement parlour?' He turned away from Mother Mary.
He now had his back to Edie. Edie was feeling more nervous than she
had when she first walked through the door. She wondered for the first
time since devising the plan, whether it had been such a good idea after
all. She didn't feel any sympathy for Mr Climpson sitting this close to
him. She was watching a mole on the back of his neck. It was big, a big
red mole with a long black hair growing out of it like a palm tree on a
desert island. How could she feel sorry for this man? The day before he
had looked vulnerable and kind-hearted and even foolish. She wanted to
help him. But now, as she turned her eyes upward and took note of the
way the fluorescent light on the ceiling, reflected a band of milk white
glow on his shoeshine black hair, she wanted to run. She was almost
scared of him. He seemed robot-like. She began to feel as though she had
made a mistake. She told him she didn't know which amusement parlour
the girls went to. Mr Climpson turned in his chair. Edie's fear shone
bright in her eyes. Mr Climpson smiled. It was a thin shallow smile. His
red nose moved slightly as his lips parted, and Edie heard his breathing
become heavy. She could hear him forcing the air tortuously through the
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thick clouds of hair which blocked his nasal passages.
' I understand,' he said, the smile fading. It was Edie's turn to look
away. ' But if you ever have anything else to tell me, please don't hesitate
to see me. You've been a very good girl Miss Piper.' Edie froze and she
felt sick to her stomach. A thought suddenly struck her.
' Don't tell them it was me Mr Climpson. Please. '
Mr Climpson smiled his sick smile again and shook his head. He
walked around his desk and opened the door for Edie. He tapped his
forefinger against the side of his clown-like nose and raised his
eyebrows. As Edie was walking out the door he moved to pat her on the
shoulder. She dodged him just in time.
Outside, as she stepped down from the secretary's office, Edie saw
Julie and three of her friends playing a game of Jacks. They watched
Edie suspiciously as she passed. She heard one of them hiss and say the
word 'whore'. Edie kept walking and spent the rest of the lunch hour in
the library by herself, head down behind a book, cowering with a
paranoia common to all backstabbers, stool pigeons and criminals.
Edie was wiping the last of the spit off her handlebars. The bike shed
was always dark and because of the curved, damp brick walls, wasn't
really a shed at all. It was a small alcove at the rear of the school hall
which made Edie think of it as a sewer or a cave.
This afternoon Julie and her friends walked into the shed just as Edie
was about to mount her bike and head for home. They walked straight
past her and kept moving slowly around the shed. While Julie idled up
close in front of Edie, the others positioned themselves in the shadows
where they could not be seen. Edie suspected there was one outside
keeping guard as there usually was in a situation like this. She tried to
swallow. A situation like this . . . she was a head taller than Julie, but
what Julie lacked in height, she made up for in attitude. She was mean.
She growled like a bulldog. She was ugly too. She looked like a bulldog.
Edie was no beauty queen herself, but next to this rodent, she felt like
Ingrid Bergman. Julie spat on her handlebars. She said, 'When I spit on
your bike, I want it to stay there right. ' Edie looked down at the spit,
sliding slowly down the chrome like larva. ' What were you doing in
Climpson's office today?' A voice came from out of the dark.
' Sucking his dick were you Edie?'
' Did he come in your mouth Edie?'
' Did it taste good?'
' Did you lick it dry Edie? Did you take it all?'
Edie looked away from Julie. Edie felt a sharp kick delivered
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suddenly to the area a couple of inches below her left knee. She clenched
her teeth together and tried not make a sound.
'What did you see Clirnpson about?' Julie said.
'Nothing,' Edie said, still not looking at her. Another kick in the
shins. This time on the right. ' What did you see him about?'
'Nothing. ' Another kick. Left again. Harder. Edie looked down at
Julie. She was disgusted by her. Her fat little face snarled up at her. Edie
was taller than her. That might be all she needed. Before she knew it she
had Julie around the neck and was trying to choke her. Hands fell on her
from everywhere. She felt fists being pummelled all over her body.
Someone took a strong hold of her hair in its neatly set bun and dragged
her down to the ground. Then she felt them kicking her in the ribs. She
heard the girls telling her she was going to die soon. That if she told
Climpson anything about them she was going to pay for it.
She heard them wheel her bike out of the shed. She heard them
ramming it into the brick wall of the hall. When she got up and went
outside the girls were gone and her bike was Lying on the ground. The
wheels were buckled. She had to carry it home a few steps at a time. By
the time she got to the end of her street the sky was clouding over. This
was the middle of winter. It seemed darker than usual. A storm was
about to break. The trees were like skeletons and the cars that passed her
without stopping to help made the wind seem so much colder and
quicker.
When Edie stepped through the door of her home that afternoon, her
mother rushed to her, and gazing down at heronly child with the battered
bike, asked Edie what had happened. There were streaks of dried blood
down her legs. Her stockings were torn and bloodied and hung in shreds
around her shoes. Her mother wanted to know who had done these awful
things to her. Edie said nothing. She remained silent. She had made one
mistake that day. She wasn't going to make another. Her mother asked
her again and again, but Edie would not say what had really happened.
'How can you expect me to help you if you don't tell me what
happened?' her mother screamed.
'I don't expect you to help me,' Edie screamed back. ' I don't expect
anyone to help me.'
The next day at school an ominous quiet seemed to follow Edie
wherever she went. When she walked into a room people stopped talking
and moved away. When she sat at her usual place on the bench to watch
the hopscotch games at play time, Tania Jenkins asked her leave. ' It's not
that I don't like you Edie, it's just that . . . you know how it is.' Tania
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tried to smile.
Edie spent most of that first morning in the toilet block. She put the
seat down on one of the toilets, locked the door, and sat down. She put
her hands over her eyes. Soon, she started to feel a warm sensation
spreading behind her eyelids. After a long while, when she took her
hands away, they were wet with tears. They needed washing. Above the
sink on the cream brick wall she noticed a simple message which neatly
summarised the newly, but already firmly established feeling among the
students at this time: 'Edie Piper is Scum.' Edie went straight back into
the toilet.
Julie had put the word out on Edie. Edie was a leper. Anyone seen
talking to her would be in deep trouble. There was a saying going
around: 'Once a backstabber, always a backstabber. ' Edie was not so
sure that she could live with the hate.
Edie approached Julie on the way back into class. She tapped her on
the shoulder. Julie turned and stopped. Edie kept it short. All she said
was, 'Don't smoke in the bike shed anymore.' Julie's face turned from
anger to confusion. Was this is a command? Edie went on. 'Find
somewhere else. It's not safe.' Julie's face relaxed. Her fat cheeks
dropped just a little and for a second she looked like a normal human
being. Edie almost smiled as she walked on.
At lunch time Julie and her friends stood around the back comer of
the play ground where they could see the bike shed. After a while Mr
Climpson turned up with a couple of staff members. They walked into
the bike shed, then walked out again. Edie was watching from the
window of the library. She could see Mr Climpson talking to the other
teachers while he glanced from side to side. He looked like a prisoner
planning his escape. Edie smiled at the mental image she had conjured
for herself: Mr Climpson in striped convict uniform hammering rocks
with a huge mallet while the kids stood around him with guns and whips.
When Edie looked back over to the spot where Julie and her friends had
been, there was no one there. Edie went back to her table.
Edie's troubles didn't end there, but things slowly settled down, and
although her life was never quite back to normal (she was never able to
shake off the 'backstabber' label) she managed to live with her isolation
for the rest of her final year at Seawood Primary School. There were
moments of happiness but these were rare. No matter how good she felt
at the end of the day, there was always the spit on her handlebars to
remind her that, when all was said and done and she started for the long
ride home, in the place she left behind there was still, and always would
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be, people who hated her for their own small amusement.
So when Little Johnny Howard turned up to school one morning with
a black eye, Miss Piper did not have to ask who had done it. From the
moment she saw Johnny walk into class that morning she knew he had
finally cracked and swung out at his enemies with a furious and defiant
fist. She could almost feel the difference in him as he tore his books out
of his bag and threw them in his desk. He had finally taken his stand
-something Miss Piper always wished she could have done. And Miss
Piper was helpless to prevent the big cheesy grin that worked its way
around her face as she watched Richard ' Slugger' McGee hobble into
class on a pair of crutches with his ankle bandaged and a thick wad of
cottonwool taped to the lobe of his ear. It was obvious; Little Johnny was
a biter and a kicker; a dirty fighter but a good one. She showed Richard
to his seat at the back of the class and leant his crutches up against the
wall, making sure to keep them just out of his reach.
Halfway through first class, Richard politely raised his hand. Miss
Piper was over at a table by the window. The students were writing about
their trip to the zoo. The classroom was buzzing with voices. Children
were walking around asking one another what they had seen and which
animals they liked best. Some of them were drawing pictures. Edie spied
Richard reaching for his crutches. His hands were flailing in the open air.
She quickly looked away as he fell off his chair and landed with a sick
thud on the linoleum floor. ' Miss Piper . . . ' Edie looked away, out over
the empty playground. The class was quiet now except for the one lone
and humble voice. ' Miss Piper, I need to go to the toilet.' The voice
began to break. She could feel the class watching her, waiting for her to
do something. Edie closed her eyes. All she could hear were Richard's
soft sobs, cries that came one at a time, again and again, until the
remembrance of her own distant cries echoing through time, soon
became one with Richard's. And not until that moment, did she decide it
was time to move from her seat.
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Party Tricks
David Ray
In the early days Don had a party trick. He was thin, long-limbed and
double-jointed, and we could usually manage to convince him to do
something exotic like putting his feet behind his head. Then, of course,
we'd grab his feet so he couldn't unravel h imself and we'd roll him
around the room, or something similar, maybe take h im into the bedroom
and bounce him up and down on the mattress. He hated this, naturally,
but when he'd had more than a few drinks it wasn't hard to convince him
to demonstrate his party trick because he was a vain bugger - he loved to
show off that lithe and agile body of h is.
In later years we pretty much forgot about it. Our clan didn't gather
very often as we ventured into our thirties, but one evening - we were
having a reunion of sorts and were all fairly drunk - someone said to
Don, "I bet you can't still do it. "
Don is still pretty slim but we all get less agile as the years go by. He
only smiled then, when the suggestion was first made, but later in the
evening, with a few more drinks in him, Peter taunted him a bit about it.
Don is still so bloody vain about his physique that it wasn't hard to get
him riled. By the time he was drunk enough - near newtlike in fact - he
agreed to give it a try.
He sat down - actually he fell most of the way - in the middle of the
lounge room floor, and started to limber up. We were feeling better now,
watching him, because it was obvious that he wasn't sure if he could still
do it. He did manage it though - both feet behind his head - although
you could almost hear the joints creaking.
A really smarmy grin spread across his face and everybody clapped.
His exceedingly tight and much faded jeans couldn't take the strain
though - there was a ripping noise and the crotch of his pants just split
apart. The poor bugger wasn't wearing any underpants and his old feller
popped out, right in front of his astonished eyes. You have to realise, that
with his feet behind his head, his old feller appeared very close in front
of his eyes. And to his embarrassment, accompanied by the hoots and
sniggers of his friends, it started to grow, to rise up like a charmed snake.
"Oh, shit," said Janet, Don's wife, and looked away, but the other
women were fascinated.
Don tried to disentangle himself, to get his legs from behind his head,
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but he couldn't manage it. Perhaps he was too tense, too drunk. And his
prick just kept on growing. There was a fair bit of it, too.
Like a pun that everybody thinks of at the same time, this situation
presented a possibility that everyone seemed to recognise at once.
John was the first to put the thought into words.
"Woof, woof, Donny boy," he said.
"Go on, give it a lick, Donny," Peter added. "Make us all jealous."
I don't think that any of us imagined that he would, but it was like the
old joke "Why does a dog lick its prick? Answer: Because it can." Don
could. and much to our surprise, he did.
Janet had already walked out and driven away and a couple of the
other women had looks of slight distaste on their faces, but they still
watched. The guys all had idiot grins.
He couldn't get much more than a third of it in his mouth, and this by
bending his head as far down as was possible without breaking his neck,
but it was obviously enough.
I kept thinking - I don't believe this - but there it was. The show
lasted about four or five minutes. He didn't actually seem to be enjoying
it - he had a look of intense concentration, then he started to get these
little twitches, then stronger twitches, and he sort of twisted around and
his prick slipped out of his mouth and spat briefly and his legs
disentangled themselves in a convulsive movement. He lay back down
on the floor for a minute while we cheered, then he tried to stand, but
couldn't, so he crawled off down the hall instead and threw up in the
toilet, or next to it, as I was later informed.
He was too drunk, too something, to speak after this, so we stuck him
in a cab and sent him home after checking with Janet by phone that she
would let him in the front door. The party ended very quickly. No one
wanted particularly to comment on the entertainment.
It could have gone either way after this, but in the end Don's approval
rating, at least amongst the males, was enhanced within our little milieu.
He came to be greeted with such phrases as:
"Arf, arf Donny." or "Because you can, eh, Donny." or just a simple
"Woof, woof."
His approval rating amongst the women of our set had always been
variable - he was considered sexy but chauvinist. Janet, his wife, was
very beautiful, but shy, and Don's marriage to her had been viewed, by
the women at least, as more a case of conquest than love. Janet was the
only one of the women who had slept, pre- or post-marriage, with none
of the men in our group but her husband. I was pretty certain of this fact.
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We were close friends. At one stage we had been inseparable friends, but
perhaps she thought of me like a brother. I often wished that it was
otherwise.
Don's native arrogance, remarkably, seemed to grow after his initial
reticence, until he came to reply to the dog noises and jokes with a mock
wolf howl - "Arroooohhhh" - that sort of a sound. There was a
pronounced polarisation of the sexes at this point. None of the women
folk of our little group thought the joke worth continuing. They came to
see it, and to describe it, more and more, as distasteful. Don's reply to
this suggestion - "Would you like to distaste it?" - did nothing to help.
Old friendships can be very durable things - can bear quite a deal of
stress, even after they have devolved into mere acquaintance. To my
surprise, another gathering was planned, a few months after this last. I
invited a woman friend from the place where I worked part-time. I was a
little concerned at what reaction Leanne, my co-worker, might have to
my friends, particularly if Don decided to demonstrate his party trick
once more, but I had been wanting to get to know Leanne a little better,
and this seemed a good opportunity.
As I introduced Leanne to the clan on the night of the party, her only
comment was: "They seem a weird bunch." A rapid assessment, but one
that would not be much modified as the evening progressed.
The women looked to be planning something as a group. They looked not sly or smug, beatific is the only word for it - very beautiful, very
feminine. They were all wandering around with these enigmatic Mona
Lisa smiles, and, although it was not usual to dress up for these
gatherings of ours, the women looked like a fashion parade, or a
gathering of Siddha Yoga yuppies dressed up for a special event, like a
visitation of the guru. Janet was wearing a dress, a flowing, floating sort
of a thing, that gave her a kind of elfin look. I couldn't remember when
I'd last seen her in a dress. She always wore jeans, or some other sort of
pants.
While the women were drinking little, mainly juice and mineral
water, the guys were hitting it very hard and looking very nervous,
laughing a lot but looking at the women as if they were a threatening
alien presence.
This may sound like a picture of a typical Oz party - the men getting
drunk on one side of the room, the women chatting on the other. But this
dramatic polarisation, this reversion to the dread stereotype of our
parents' generation, had only occurred recently as a result of a series of
events that I was largely not aware of, but which included Don's party
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trick. It was a sad thing for me to watch, this mid-life crisis, or whatever
it was.
And this party was not at all a natural circumstance. It had been
orchestrated to some end by the women. I tried to get Leanne to find out
what was going on, but all that she managed to discover was that
whatever was planned would take place later in the evening.
"When the boys are drunk enough," she reported.
The phrase, 'the boys' , had an ominous ring to it.
The boys unwittingly obliged, getting drunk at a goodly rate. I had
decided to remain sober. In talking to a male member of this tribe of
mine I managed to discover that the women had all become more remote
in the preceding weeks. Two of them had moved into spare bedrooms,
citing the need for more space, to write or draw, or whatever. Janet had
been staying with Elaine for two months, since shortly after the last
party, and Elaine and her husband were separated. There was a general
consensus that this situation had something to do with Don's party trick,
or that this had brought something out into the open (no pun intended)
that had been brewing for some time.
All evening the women had clustered around Janet, like ladies-in
waiting to a queen, but at some point, when she had managed a brief
escape, I felt the lightest touch on my arm, and turned around and found
her standing there. She seemed quite distracted. She looked me in the eye
and grabbed my arm tightly.
"I'm frightened," she said. I touched my hand against her cheek and
she closed her eyes and rested her face against my hand for a moment,
then she opened her eyes and smiled and walked back to where the
women were gathered. I did not know what to make of this. I felt a much
more specific concern now, though, for Janet. Leanne appeared beside
me, fresh from the kitchen with her refilled wine glass. I think she must
have witnessed the little scene with Janet, but she made no comment.
Whatever the women were planning, it seemed that Janet was to play
a central part. One of the women had taken a chair from the kitchen and
Janet sat down on this when she rejoined the group, and all of the
women, except Leanne, clustered around her, in one corner of the
loungeroom. I looked across at the men. They were clustered in the
diagonally opposite corner and were watching the women now. Leanne
and I stood between the two groups in the middle of the room. It seemed
very comical.
"Look," Leanne said to me, turning her eyes from one group to the
other. "These buddies of yours are a bit bizarre and it's ten o'clock. Do
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you think we could clear off?"
I took her hand and we walked out the front door to her car. We
stopped beside the car and I was about to say something but Leanne
turned and grabbed me and kissed me abruptly, passionately. It was
definitely an evening to be disoriented.
"I'm worried about my friends," I said to her, when we were
disengaged.
"The drunks and crazies?" She smiled.
"I don't think I should leave," I said. "I want to know what happens."
Leanne stopped smiling.
"Can I ring you in the morning?" I asked her. She looked angry, and
hurt.
"No," she said, then "yes, ring me. Come around in the morning."
"Yes," I said, then we kissed, more gently, by way of confirming the
appointment.
"I don't like your friends much," she said when she was in her car.
She drove away, waving her arm out the window.
When I went back into the house the women were in their corner as
before but the men had drifted and were now in the middle of the room,
watching the women intently. It looked even more comical than
previously. I did not realise how quiet the room was until I heard Janet
sigh, very softly.
I looked across at her where she sat, the women clustered around her,
watching her. One stroked her hair and the others were all touching her
in some fashion, on the arm, or the shoulder. Elaine knelt beside her on
the carpet and rested her hand on Janet's knee.
I looked at Janet more closely. She had a look of concentration that
was almost a smile. Then I realised that her right hand was under her
dress, between her legs. Like her husband at our previous party, she was
sitting there, masturbating. She was going about it in a very demure
fashion, and little movement was visible beneath her dress, but it was
obvious that this was what she was doing. She sighed again very quietly
and opened her eyes. She had a very languid look, unfocussed, but she
looked at me for a moment, then she closed her eyes again.
"What the fuck are you doing?" Don slurred into the silence, but a few
people turned to look at him and he remained quiet after this.
I moved a little closer so that I could see Janet's face better. The
situation was bizarre, but quite hypnotic. I knelt on the floor beside her
and put my hand on her ankle. She opened her eyes and smiledat me and
then closed her eyes again. I felt her smile like a shudder through my
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body.
Then the situation became a little more strange, though not at all
unpleasant. I started to feel sort of . . . warm. I looked across at Elaine
and she beamed a smile at me. I started to feel a pulse in me, a slow tide
of pleasure, rising up, not powerfully-very gently.
I looked at Janet's face. She had opened her eyes and all of the women
were looking at her face now, smiling, like Elaine. I think I was probably
smiling in the same way. I thought at first, then, that there were tears in
Janet's eyes, because they glinted. But then it was a sort of glow, a light
that came from her eyes, was not reflected in them. This became brighter
and I felt that it was linked to the sensation in my body. I knew it, really
- these two things proceeded together. Then the light from her eyes
became much more bright and radiated in pulses, in waves of colours
interspersed with bright specks of light. And these specks of light - I
could feel them, passing through my body. It was a slow but inexorable
process and I really can't describe the sensation. Perhaps if you imagine
an orgasm that lasts for many minutes and that is both very gentle and
very powerful at the same time. It is something like that.
And when it was over it was like being cleansed - emptied out and
refilled. Janet and all the women were holding hands and smiling at each
other. Someone held my hand also. All of the men but Don were also
clustered around.
"That's amazing," Peter said.
The women were all smiling at one another, at Janet. Elaine looked at
Don. Her smile was not quite so friendly.
"Every time," she said. "It's like that every time."
The other women looked at Don now also, smiled, awaited his
reaction. This part had been arranged, rehearsed. Janet looked away. She
did not want to watch.
Everyone was looking at Don now and it was as if we could read his
mind. He was shocked, devastated. But it was not just because his wife
had obviously slept with Elaine, and perhaps with some of the other
women in the room.
It was clear that he had never experienced this phenomenon before.
Janet had presumably been faking it for the whole eight years of their
marriage.
Don walked out of the room, out the front door. He staggered from
side to side but it was hard to tell if he was this drunk, or just shocked.
The rest of the party disintegrated much as had its predecessor,
although there was some order in the chaos - some preplanning. The
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women had arranged places to go, without their partners. Two of the
husbands were told that they would not be returning to their homes this
night and for an undisclosed number of nights to follow. These two
managed to find temporary accommodation with a couple of the other
husbands who were told that their wives would not be returning home
with them.
Strangely - if anything could be called strange that followed the
night's demonstration - none of the men protested, they all accepted
meekly and proceeded to make arrangements to assist the others amongst
them who were displaced in some fashion.
As the only single person in the room I watched this with some
amazement. It was like some sort of game where two sets of pieces had
to be sorted into groups by a series of steps. Couples would speak
together, briefly, then split up, looking dazed, or determined, or both.
Then for a couple of minutes the two groups were intact again, men on
one side, women on the other, before they split up into smaller groups to
make their way to various cars and then home, or to a house, in any case.
At some point Janet appeared beside me and touched my hand. It was
like a little shock, like a brief recurrence of what I had experienced
earlier. She smiled at me and for some reason I clung to her hand with
both of mine. I did not want her to go wherever it was that she was
going.
"Call me in a few days," she said to me, and I released her hand.
Again, I was not sure why. I felt reassured by these words. There was a
piece of paper in my hand -a phone number I put it in my shirt pocket.
She smiled, a smile of joy.
"Don't tell anyone the number," she said, then she turned away and
went into the kitchen.
Janet did not reappear and I assumed that she had gone out the back
door to her car. I headed for the front door but was stopped by a
delegation of the women who remained.
"Do you know where Janet is?" Elaine asked me.
"No," I said.
They all looked at me strangely, sadly, but I just said "Goodbye," and
walked out the front door.
I looked up at the pale array of stars in the city sky, breathed the cool
night air, and a shock ran through me. I felt absolutely alone in the world,
and quite empty. It was the strangest thing. It was a night for strange
things.
I realised I had no car as I had come in Leanne's, so I began walking.
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I came to a phone box. On impulse I rang Leanne. She told me she was
in bed, thinking of me. I caught a taxi and joined her.
There were no strange glows or sparks of light, but that night had
magic enough for the two ofus. I certainly was not lonely in that big bed,
and the emptiness was filled to overflowing. Strange emotions still
flowed through me.
"Leanne," I said the next morning. "Life is good."
And when I saw the way she laughed, I knew that I was right.
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Selling Things
Craig Nenke
I'm looking at myself and the woman beside me in the mirror. We don't
have any clothes on. We've only just had sex. It turns me on to fondle
someone in front of a mirror, so I do. All of this would be all right, but
the woman in question is not there.
Everything was all right between me and my wife until we moved to
Queensland and my wife started to sell things. You see, the promise of
work stayed just that so my wife took it upon herself to do something. I
did things too, but it was never enough.
Every day she would be out selling something. Most nights too. Nail
polish, cosmetics, Amway, Tupperware, you name it. There is always
some catalogue in the mail to bring back. The phone would always ring.
I'm always home to take messages.
This has been going on some six months now. I don't know if you
know or not, but that is a long time to be out of work. You sit and think
and that's all. At one o'clock you get the mail. You answer the phone. I
used to laugh at daytime television. I used to just lookat the bottle of 100
Pipers, sitting in the cabinet.
Not that drinking became a big issue with us. I waited until she came
home in the afternoon, then when she started staying out, I just started
whenever. Who cares what time it was. Time's got nothing to do with it.
My wife bought an answering machine for our house. She says I've
been getting too lazy, and business is going by. She says business is good
though, and we are coming out all right. When we sit down, she asks me
things like I've got something to achieve. She gives me forty dollars a
week. I find it hard to look her in the eye. She wonders if I could
remember to do the washing on Fridays.
Friday morning is washing morning, and I always try to wake up early
when my wife is still with me. Now when you go to the laundry you have
to have the right change, otherwise you can't do it. So every Friday
morning I ask her for some change. Just go to the milk bar next door and
ask for some change, she says. But why go there if I can get it from you,
I say. No, I'm not doing the washing unless I can get some change from
you, I say. There's something about asking for change that scares me.
Please can you give me the change? And it's how many capfuls in each
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tub? Then she gets angry and says that she'll do it tomorrow. Then she
leaves. I'm right though, how can you do any washing if you don't have
any change?
There wasn't much point in staying at home during the day. There was
something in me that said I had to be home by six-thirty, but I don't know
what that was. So about eleven or so I would go for my walk. There was
the Rose Hotel on Nicholas Street. There were people there I would
know. We started with beer and then went to scotch. I don't know if we
paid every day all the right amounts. I guess we did, there wasn't
anything left when I got home. This woman came to the bar most days
about every few hours. She had some white uniform on. l guess she had a
job because she always had straight bourbon. I seemed to recognise her. I
remember when we first came here, I used to watch people walk up and
down my street, in commercial breaks. I'm sure she was one of those.
When I went to her one day at the bar, she knew who I was. I found
out that she was some distributor for some product or other that my wife
sells. She had been to my house. Her name was Elanor. She said that my
wife is doing very well. She said something about gold levels or platinum
levels or something. We drank to it.
l looked forward to seeing her every day. She'd got laid off from some
factory in Maryborough and came to chase work in Brisbane. She found
it, sort of. There's no buildings going up nowhere I said, only
refurbishings. What's wrong with them, she said. There ain't enough.
One day we picked up a bottle of Jim Beam and went back to my
place. We were both pretty gone already, and we got worse once we got
home. We sat in the kitchen. When the bottle was half gone, she took my
hand. It was hard to take in what was going on. We sat on the bed in
front of our big mirror. She lifted her dress up so I could see her in the
mirror. She put my hand between her legs and got me to watch her. She
kept drinking from the bottle as I worked my way around. She got me to
kneel on the floor between her and pulled my head back. She poured the
liquor down my mouth until everything came up. Last thing I remember
is Elanor laughing and drink and vomit and between her legs. All in front
of the mirror.
My wife came home that night and couldn't wake me. She called an
ambulance and something out of somewhere reminds me of a din of
voices and concerned faces. They had to do something to my stomach
but I'm all right now. I go on. My wife suggested that I go to meetings.
You could meet people at meetings to help you she said. I asked her if I
could have sixty dollars a week from now on.
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I tried to get her to take her clothes off in front of the mirror.
She moved not long after to another house in South Brisbane. She
would come every Saturday morning to help with anything. She said she
might come back one day, if things got better.
It was hard to live on the dole alone. At first, every Saturday morning
I would be up and waiting. I would clean up what I could and shower and
everything. Elanor would come from time to time but I ask her not to
pour liquor down my throat. She rubs it all over her body for me to taste.
You kind of lose grip on what a Saturday morning is after a while.
But then some afternoon I would look around and the place would be
clean. I realised that Elanor had moved in one day too.
Elanor and I would do all sorts of things. I asked her about her work
and she said she was on holiday for a while. Good reason for celebration
she said. We stayed home except for the bottle shop and the Rose Hotel.
One day we were both sleeping and some people came for the
furniture. They took everything except the bed and the kitchen table.
When they tried to take the mirror, Elanor screamed and clung to it and
begged them to leave it. They said they had to take it, so she flung a
bottle of Jim Beam and smashed the mirror into little bits. Then she fell
on top of all the glass. I said, are you all right? After all, the bottle was
half full.
So Elanor, me, the bed, I 00 Pipers and the kitchen table went on. Not
for long, though. The cops came one day and said something about
animals, we were both gone at the time, and led us away somewhere.
I haven't seen Elanor and I haven't seen my wife. I guess I'm a little
bit better. I wonder what they are selling now. I'm allowed to walk along
the main street of the suburb I'm in. There's a shop that sells mirrors. I
stand there and think as people cross the street behind me.
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Rhyth m and Blues
David Cohen
I have been visiting the same dentist for the past three years on a six
monthly basis. During my visits, the dentist and I discuss popular music.
Today is my last appointment before I go over east to become famous. I
sing with a band, and we think there are more opportunities over there.
The dentist was also a musician. Many years ago he played saxophone in
a rhythm-and-blues outfit. They were going places, until the keyboard
player was run over by a 1 968 XR Ford Falcon. After that, the group
drifted apart. The dentist gave up music, completed his studies and
became a dentist. Before, if he'd had to choose between being a dentist
and being a professional musician, he wouldn't have thought twice. But,
he tells me, he saw the keyboard player's encounter with the XR Falcon
as a sign. And once you recognise a sign, you don't ignore it.
Usually I just have my teeth cleaned. Sometimes one or two require
filling. But whatever happens, we both know thatwe will discuss popular
music. I will tell him about the progress of my musical career, and he
will reminisce about the life and times of his rhythm-and-blues band. It is
a pleasant ritual. We both know that we only see each other once every
six month so there is no time to waste. Th is talk of music has humanised
the dentist for me. He is no longer just a man who drills teeth, but
someone with a life all his own. He didn't simply appear on the earth
wearing a white shirt and brandishing a small round m irror. He arrived at
this point through a series of combined decisions and events, among
them the 1 968 XR Falcon. The dentist I went to in my early teens didn't
even attempt to make conversation. He just gave cryptic orders to the
nurse like, "Mix some more, I want to smooth it off1 ", or "Not that one,
the shiny new one! " It made me feel so alone. When I was old enough to
make my own decisions, I found a new dentist. He went to the opposite
extreme and started complaining about his teenage daughter. I am the
kind of person people complain about their teenage daughter to. I look
sym pathetic. The dentist I have now is just right. He tells me about his
life, but only the sections pertaining to music. I like it this way.
The keyboard player of the dentist's band wrote all the songs, and was
the lead vocalist, with a voice that nobody else in the group could match.
In many ways, he was what the audience came to see, and the other
members acknowledged and accepted this. The dentist once described his
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band as a vehicle, and the keyboard player its engine. I said how ironic it
was that the engine should be run over by a car. The dentist laughed and
said he hadn't thought of it that way. Back then he was ambitious and
single-minded about his music. He tells me that, on hearing of the
accident, his first thought was: someone else will have to play keyboards.
Today I am just having my teeth cleaned. They suffer from a build-up
of tartar, particularly the lower ones, and this must be removed before it
does some real damage to the gums. When he is cleaning or drilling my
teeth, the dentist provides me with a pair of sunglasses to protect my eyes
from flying tooth particles, or perhaps from the dental lamp's glare, or
both. This is standard practice for the dentist. The safety and well-being
of his patients is foremost in his mind. Unfortunately, he has chosen the
most unfashionable sunglasses in the world. They are the kind you might
see in an early- l 970s film. The frames are enormous and octagonal in
shape, the top and bottom edges being twice as long as the other six
sides. They may be an old pair of the dentist's. Perhaps he even wore
them when he played the saxophone. Still, I feel strangely at ease lying
back in the chair, giant sunglasses over my eyes, saliva running from my
mouth, which is wide open and crammed with dental instruments I
cannot even begin to understand. Every now and then I visualise my
friends and family and everyone I went to school with coming into the
surgery to stare at me. Somehow they all know each other and discuss
freely how ridiculous I look and how they will never take me seriously
again. But when I think about it I realize that there is no chance of
anyone from my everyday life entering the surgery. At worst, one of
them might be sitting in the waiting room and reading New Scientist
magazine. This is what makes the dental experience so pleasurable, the
dentist's life and mine only intersect for thirty minutes or so every six
months. It's good to know that when the appointment is over I will
cheerfully walk out the door and drive away. It is scheduled and neat. If
only all relationships could be like this, I think to myself.
The dentist is pleased when I tell him I am going over east to pursue
my musical career. I wonder if, deep down, he is jealous that I have the
freedom to do this. He missed his opportunity, and now his work and
family commitments prevent him from trying again. Does he regret his
decision to give up music? Is he thinking that he acted a bit too hastily? I
feel a certain pressure to succeed, to have what he never had. The dentist
always has a radio playing in his surgery. Perhaps one day I will be on
that very radio. He will say to the person in the chair at the time: "Hear
that voice? I once cleaned that voice's teeth." The person in the chair at
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the time will probably think: as if I really care about that when I'm
undergoing root canal treatment. But this won't be important. The dentist
will extract some satisfaction out of my success. And he deserves it.
The radio plays the song which is currently number three on the Top
Forty. It has no melody, and features no identifiable musical instruments.
I can't detect any signs of human involvement. If one night all of the
electronic equipment in the surgery got together and wrote a song, the
result might be something like what we are hearing now. The dentist and
I ponder the future of popular music. "Where are the likes of Chuck
Berry these days?" he wonders aloud as he prepares the teeth-cleaning
apparatus. "I wish I knew," I reply, and we fall into a melancholy silence.
The machines hiss ominously. The dentist and I always have these
theoretical discussions.
The dentist's rhythm-and-blues outfit worked hard for two years. It
was the same old story; playing in pubs all over the city to a bunch of
chairs and tables, or to indifferent people occupying the chairs and tables.
But they didn't become disillusioned and pack it in like countless others.
They had faith. Their perseverance did not go unrewarded. Their music
got tighter. it acquired a maturity. They developed stage presence. The
audiences began to listen. The venues got classier. They became a
headlining band. It was really beginning to gather momentum, and then
the 1 968 XR Ford Falcon ran overtheir keyboard player. This slowed the
band's progress somewhat. The keyboardist wasn't killed, but he was in
hospital long enough for everything to cool off, including the dentist's
enthusiasm. All that time and energy put in, and now this. Why? The
dentist had never attached any mystical sign ificance to events like these,
but now he felt convinced that someone somewhere was trying to tell
him something. They were telling him that his future did not lie in
rhythm and blues. Whether they were specific to the point of telling him
that it lay in dentistry, I don't know. But that, according to the dentist, is
what happened.
I ask him the band's name again. He tells me but I have still never
heard of it "You would have been a little kid back then," he says, and
laughs softly. His laugh is pregnant with meaning for me. It makes me
think. The dentist looks like he is in his late thirties. He has been
practising dentistry for at least ten years. When he thinks about his
musical career, it must seem like another world. A dream world. A
phase. A stage in his life which, he is now well aware, could not go on
forever. It wasn't real. That's why he can talk about it as if it were a
programme he saw on television. What he does now is real. He performs
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an important and valuable service. People respect him. He knows exactly
what he is doing. We all have absolute trust in him. He has a strong jaw,
a calm handsome face. His greying hair makes him look even more
responsible, dependable. He has a wife and two young children. I see
their photographs every six months, snapshots enclosed in those plastic
frames you get from the chemist's, sitting on the bench to my right, near
the radio. I try to think of who depends on me. Nobody. My ambitions
begin to appear selfish, trivial. The dentist must be so much more
fulfilled by what he does now than if he had played saxophone in a
famous rhythm-and-blues band. I begin to worry about going east. A
strange, hostile city. It will mean finding a new dentist. I must resign
myself to the fact that mine can never be replaced. When I look at him
now he seems like an old friend. I'm sure that if I talked these things over
with him he would understand. But it's too late.
He finishes cleaning my teeth. I rinse my mouth. My dentist produces
a brand new toothbrush and demonstrates softly on my teeth a more
effective way of brushing to help reduce tartar build-up. When he has
finished, I get up out of the chair, unsteady on my feet as usual. He hands
me the toothbrush. "A gift," he says. I may never see him again.
We walk down the corridor together, towards Reception. He says:
"Do you want to know something funny about the car which ran over our
keyboard player? There was a young bloke driving, and apparently his
girlfriend was going down on him at the time. Right there in the front
seat! He lost control. He started driving on the wrong side of the road.
Our keyboard player had just begun to cross."
"What rotten luck," I say, feeling deep sympathy for this man I've
never met.
"Yes," agrees my dentist. "Mind you, he was crossing against the
'Don't Walk' sign."
As i t is my last appointment, this punchline to the history of my
dentist's band seems very appropriate, and ties in nicely with its oral
theme. It is a fitting conclusion to the sixth and final instalment of a
narrative spanning three years, and I get the feeling he has been saving it
up for the right occasion. Now he will go on as before, probing mouths,
drilling, filling, cleaning, patching up neglected and abused gums. People
will always require dental care. Music is a luxury. My dentist won't have
time to think of me and my fate. He has a practice to run, new teeth to X
ray, payments to keep up, a wife to love, children to raise in such a way
that they don't end up in jail.
The dentist is already ushering in another patient, a middle-aged
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woman w ith what appears to be a fine set of teeth . But how can you
know at a glance? She and the dentist disappear down the corridor. I take
one last look and then walk out, clutching my new, blue toothbrush.
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The Girls In The Great Coloured
Leotards
Ellen Rodger
For physical culture competitions they put brown make-up on your legs
and spend about an hour on your hair, putting it up in a bun whether it
suits you or not. Your mum has to dye your shoes and this year it's hot
pink. Hot-pink leotard, hot-pink ribbons in your hair and hot-pink ballet
shoes with elastic wrapped round your ankles twice. This is the hardest
part, getting the elastic to sit perfectly flat. Mum pins it first and then we
carefully take them off and then she sews it in but somehow, I don't
know how it happens and neither does she but when I put them back on
there's a twist in the elastic.
Don't worry about it, I say, even though I wish she could do it
properly but I say don't worry because she's getting hysterical and saying
she's a hopeless mother and all that sort of stuff and that's worse than
having a twist in the shoe elastic. But my mum likes things perfect and
eventually we get it right and then we laugh about it and say how silly it
is as if the judges could see a little twist in the elastic anyway.
Janice's mother is the one who does our hair, she puts it in a bun and
says things like she's got difficult hair doesn't she and not just once she
says it the whole time she's doing it which is quite a while because it is
so difficult. Doesn't take a curl she says piling on the VOS . I have a hell
of a time with it in the mornings, my mum says, don't I darling, which I
refuse to answer.
Janice has hair that does take a curl, not only that but I'd say she's the
best in the class. I'd say if she wasn't in the class I'd be the best. She
looks better than me in all this stuff and her head suits a bun whereas
mine doesn't. But then she's got freckles on her back and I don't.
At twelve o'clock mum drives me to the hall. She's not happy, she
reckons Janice's mum is a stuck up bitch and I say she's fattoo. I practice
doing some of the exercises and this woman I've never seen before says
to me make sure your little finger sits flat against your hand my daughter
has that problem too. I thought it was nice of her to tell me seeing as I'm
not her child, I didn't even know my little fingers did that until she told
me. I tried to imagine having a mother who noticed that sort of thing for
you and I could see the good and the bad side of it.
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Finally we get marched into the room. There's girls here from all over
Sydney and some of them have fantastic coloured leotards, pink's nice
but a bit ordinary. The judges have their hair in buns too and their faces
are the colour of our legs. A woman stands on the stage with a
microphone and calls out which exercises to do and a woman at the piano
plays the tunes. On the last exercise the girl in front of me goes to the
right side first and then the left whereas I've gone to the left side first and
then the right I don't know who's made the mistake, me or her, her I
think, then I see that the girl next to me is doing it the same way as the
girl in front of me. This will give me a better chance of winning if both
of them have made a mistake. The woman on the stage says I'd like to
see you do that exercise again girls and I'm wondering who was wrong,
me or those girls. Those girls I reckon so I stick to my way and when I
look around I see that everyone else has done it the other way and I know
now that I'm not going to be one of the winners. Plus I've completely
forgotten to check whether my little fingers have been sticking out. The
woman at the microphone calls out the three girls who go into the finals
and I'm not one of them and then the rest of us pile out of the room while
they go up to the front trying not to smile too much. It's always the girls
in the great coloured leotards who win.

* * *

We drive home not saying much. I have to sit on a towel because the
brown stuff gets all over everything. I pull the pins out of my bun but
even with them out my hair stays sitting on top of my head there's so
much hairspray in it. It does hold a curl, I say to my mother, pointing at
my hair.
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Lipstick
Thea Ca/zoni
Let me say it is my sense of the theatrical but it may simply be the result
of years of intensive commercial conditioning that slots me into the
category of women who choose to wear it. We may not need it, we may
not actuaJly look much better for it but it exists, a powerful symbol of
femininity. Girls use it, so do mature women; old ladies love it, and so do
guys in drag.
I am not a habitual user. Sometimes I go for hours at a time without
wearing any and it may take me ages to work out why I'm feeling so
down and out. Then I catch sight of myself in the mirror behind the
cappuccino bar and I realise I've got one problem at least that can be
remedied. One hard red slash and I'm better. It's not a good idea to get
caught short in a public place without some lipstick. Imagine sitting in
the doctor's waiting room surrounded by glossy magazines covered in
seductively made-up teenagers and suddenly finding you've forgotten to
touch up your mouth. Lipstick is not the sort of item you can borrow
from the HIV-positive druggie gay prostitute sitting next to you and if
you haven't got it baby well it's just too bad because now you know you
are looking like one of the stooges in the 'before' pictures.
I go through stages in my life when everything is fine. I have no
problems at home, my health is terrific . . . there's a slight cough and
some dandruff, not very virulent herpes, a small amount of thrush, just
the usual, nothing to worry about, basically I am on top, and during those
times I hardly bother to think about anything much other than how close
I am to reaching my most cherished goal in life (whatever it happens to
be at the time). And it is during those times when I am not nagged by
depression or insecurity that I must actually be ' letting myself go', as
they say, because suddenly one day everything starts to go into fast
reverse. Do you know what I mean? It all starts when your little black
dress begins to look a fraction too tight. This gives you a little concern
about your personal image and then you discover over too many drinks
that your best friend finds you totally insensitive. A few more drinks and
a couple of smokes later your boyfriend finds the words to tell you he has
decided to move out for a while.
The next morning I drag myself out of bed feeling like some space
junk must have crash-landed on me in the middle of the night. I look in
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the mirror, mess up my hair a bit to try to jazz-up the tired old image,
drag on the stupid too-tight little black dress, pull on a big purple shirt
over the top, stumble into the kitchen, look at the coffee, look at the
bread, examine the toaster, discover last night's ashtray, slump down,
stare into space, begin to merge with the untidiness. Out of the gloom
comes a simple idea. There is an alternative. I jump up, rush back into
the musty bedroom, grab the deepest reddest shiniest lipstick I can find
and two m inutes later I'm fine. I'm out the door, at work, it's a normal
day, what the fuck I don't care.
It's true what they say about lipstick. It works. Look at the
commercials. There's a steel-blue city scene. Traffic coldly cruises past
spacey skyscrapers. The Revlon Lady eases herself out of the Jag. Slick
city blues don't move this girl. Her lipstick is her armour. Nothing can
touch her.
Maybe we all need some of that sort of protection. When you tum on
the radio and hear a Bosnian infant screaming as the reporter comments
on the life-expectancy rate of children undergoing amputations in the
war-zone hospital. Or television presents us with a scene where an old
man rummages through the debris of his earthquake-shattered home. He
worked all his life as a labourer to put h is son through university and now
the boy is dead. He cries like a cat in the night. All his family is gone.
Everyone he loved disappeared in just a few seconds when the earth
rumbled. What are we to make of that? Sixty thousand people died,
millions of lives destroyed by something over which nobody had any
control. They say it is the will of Allah.
No. There is no God. Not the one I could think of, anyway. There is
no supreme being watching lovingly over the fortunes of humanity.
Humankind isn't so powerful either. We can make bombs; we can send
characters out into space but we can't stop earthquakes and floods and
one day a meteorite may crash into the earth and wipe us all out. What do
we do in the face of suffering, of the probability of extinction. We must
attempt to put on a brave face.
Look, for a lot of people, lipstick alone, is not enough. They need a
hairstyle and lots of accessories: hip clothes, strong black coffee, dope, a
�cene, a St Kilda backdrop. That's OK. It's all part of the same thing. You
have to be fucking cool, don't you? You have to believe, and you have to
be seen to believe that there is a good life before death; you must show
that you partake of that good life; you may rage, you may spin out or you
may merely pose and be acknowledged by the faithful for your artistic
decency not to show any emotion.
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That is why, for a woman at least, lipstick, preferably red lipstick, is
the ultimate personal statement. It's a slash across the organ of
communication, making you impenetrable as you arrange yourself in the
sidelines of a glittering world and watch the smoke-rings rise.
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This is in Kensington
Robert Hollingworth
As far as these words go, I hope you're not expecting something mod or
post-mod in the way of a stylistic mode because it just wouldn't work. It
could be my style, but it isn't Fender's (real name Steven) who would
himself be recording the following (and not me) if only he could.
Fender's skills probably lie elsewhere. The other thing is that these events
in Fender's life are unfolding at this precise moment, so no one can know
what will happen or what the future holds, not even young Fender.
Even as I write he is walking up the street thinking about his Uncle
Cam. He supposes they get on alright but Uncle Cam being of a different
generation and nearly as old as his old man there's got to be a gap. But
Fender is more thinking about Uncle Cam and his Mum. How they have
always hit it off.
His Uncle Cam runs that new bike shop on the Daly Street comer
where the video shop used to be. On his way Fender calls in to see what
goes on and Uncle Cam gives him a new bike pump. He's always giving
him things. There's nothing wrong with Fender's other pump but he takes
it anyway and then heads up Argyle carrying this white pump tucked
under his arm like a baton. When he takes it out to cross the street he can
still feel the sensation of it tucked under there.
Fender is thinking it's as though your body's feelings take a while to
catch up with what's actually happening. Like when you hurt yourself
why does the pain last so long? Isn't the first jab of it lesson enough?
Fender figures that it's like that with your feelings inside as well, when
something in your life turns out to be a real pain and you carry it around
like a dead weight long after.
He is reflecting on that when he notices this small strange thing on the
ground, up against the curb, that could be a living organism. It has a flat
head, a kind of wrinkled look and is about the size of a finger. Then he
sees it is a finger. A man's or a woman's finger he'd guess, one of the big
ones, a kind of fawn colour and bluish-black where it has come off. If
you can imagine the feeling he has it is like he's seen this thing but really
doesn't want to, like being pulled in as an eyewitness to something that's
not your problem. It has complication written all over it.
He's had that all his life. For fifteen years complications been
following Fender around. He figures everyone has something in their
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lives, things they'd rather keep back there out of the spotlight, or they're
not human. He thinks his problems at home are probably a bit weirder
than some but it's definitely not stuff he wants to go public on. He figures
he never had a say in a lot of it anyway, and everyone knows you can't
change the past or maybe do much about the future either. Not the big
things.
So here he is and there is this finger. He can't deny that he's seen it.
Does he pick it up? Then what? Can he put someone else's finger in his
pocket? Does he take it down the cops and then fall on the wrong side of
the Law for disturbing some kind of evidence? Does he just go and report
it? What if it's gone before they get back? That's the way things are with
Fender, a chance discovery, then a major problem. Like when he first
learned the news about his Uncle Cam.
Then he gets this idea that maybe he could keep the thing. Get some
of that transparent liquid from the chemist and keep it in a jar at home.
From one angle it sort of beckons him and from another seems to be
pointing at something far off. People come and go but no one he can trust
with the knowledge of it. Then a man comes out of a house and comes
over in a way that says he's seen him in advance. Fender doesn't like the
look of him either but there is no choice now.
Have a look at this, says Fender, pointing with the bike pump.
It's a bloodyfinger, the man says. Where'd it come from?
Don't ask me, !just saw it. I was coming up the street andjust saw it.
Wait till I get something, says the man.
He is gone a minute and returns with a plastic bag. He puts his hand
in the bag and uses it like a glove to pick up the finger. He draws the bag
inside out as he takes it off his hand. He's enclosing the contents,
hygienically, thinks Fender, the way butchers do in the shop.
That's the way we do it in the shop, says the man. I'm a butcher.
He holds up the bag so they can study the brown form. The light
streams into the plastic and Fender thinks the whole thing looks like a
priceless artefact. He wants to tell the man that he'll take it from here but
the man is already heading for the house and the next thing Fender
knows, he is following the man up the passage into his kitchen.
Fender sees a calendar on the wall and a smaller one next to the
fridge. He notices they both have girls. The larger one has a girl in
bathers, with her arms wrapped around. Fender thinks she looks like she
is trying to cover herself up but is just pushing it out all the more. Around
the room he sees glasses in a glass case, some kind of a trophy and a pile
of dishes dirty in the sink. Next to that he sees a meat cleaver on a
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wooden slab. If he's a butcher, thinks Fender, how come he doesn't
butcher his meat at work? He observes the man over near the voluptuous
picture clearing a spot to put the finger and he thinks next we'd best call
the police.
I think we'd best call the police, he says.
You're right, says the man. Sit over there, I'll be back in a moment.
When he is gone, Fender sees Donahue Smallgoods written on the
calendar, the smaller one has nothing written on it. He looks at the bag
on the bench with the finger. He reaches over and touches it to check
again that it really is one. The girl on the calendar looks as if she can
really see him, while she pretends to cover up her top half. No one's
falling for that one, he thinks. Then he has this flashback to a day in the
back garden at the back of the old house with his mother and Uncle Cam.
She was in her bathers and Fender's old man was away on the rig. Fender
sees the calendar again. Mum's got a lot of this girl in her, he thinks.
That's why his Uncle Cam's been hanging around his place as long as he
can remember. He figures he can handle it though. He thinks Uncle Cam
is OK, treats him better than his old man really.
Like the pictures do you son? It's the butcher. Over as soon as they
can, he says. You might as well go now. I'll take care of the rest.
When Fender didn't stand straightaway he says, This is a mad day,
I've got a lot ofstuff to get through, you better get going.
Can I wait until they get here? asks Fender.
No need/or that. I'llfix it up. What's your name?
The man gets a biro and writes Steven Holmes on his hand.
Fender thinks that the next thing he'll ask if I'm related to Sherlock
and then I can say I don't know it's an unsolved mystery.
You're not related to Sherlock, are you? says the man.
I don't know, says Fender. It's an unsolved mystery.
The man does this funny kind of a laugh which Fender is grateful for
because it buys him a bit of extra time to figure out what next to do. He
thinks he is probably building for a full-on argument when a lady comes
backwards through the back door with one of those vertical shopping
trolleys.
Fender notices the lady is big, real big, as tall as her husband. He sees
the large coloured spots on her dress being stretched sideways into ovals.
When she speaks he can hardly believe the tiny voice that comes out.
They didn't have your blades, she says. And I wasn't going to get
another brand, you know what you 're like, can't do anything right I can 't,
never could. Mrs Pearson wants her shears back. This afternoon.
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She comes into the kitchen making Fender feel he is definitely in
someone else's house. But she takes no notice of him and the man isn't
going to worry over it. He just picks up the bagged finger and puts it in
the comer, out of sight. Fender can see the man isn't going to say
anything about it. That worries Fender, he is thinking someone else
should know about this, just to share some of the burden. He believes you
can't have too many witnesses.
The man turns to Fender with his hands on his hips. Meat hands,
Fender thinks, capable of immense damage. He was thinking about years
of solid carcasses being chopped and skewered, and whole sheep being
drawn and quartered. And all that blood. Last Christmas, Fender got this
job in the canteen at Jackson's Meatworks. He remembers those men
coming in for their pie and sauce at Morning Tea, still in their work
overalls and the blood smeared along the front of the queuing counter.
It's just like tomato sauce to a meat worker. Then Fender thinks of his
own old man on the oil rigs - he might not come home but the
consolation is he doesn't have to do what butchers do, and anyway, with
the old man at sea they never have to face the problem of whose looking
after who or who's son he is. He, his Mum, Uncle Cam and his Dad go
their own way. We make our own plans, thinks Fender, and stay out of
harm's way like everyone else.
Well thanks Steven, says the man. You can go now. He makes for the
door as if going first might attract Fender the way it did when they came
in.
Fender was thinking about leaving and he might have but just then the
man's wife turns around and Fender sees the bandaged hand. He starts to
think about how long the man was gone when he said he made the phone
call. In his mind he can't see the cops coming at all. He thinks maybe he
should wait for the police.
I think maybe I should waitfor the police, he says, realising he is glad
the lady is there and hoping the man doesn't push it further.
Police? What police? The lady steps back to make space for this new
development. Fender hears a fork drop into the sink.
What's happened this time? Barry?
Don 't worry about it Dawn. It's nothing really. Don't forget your
heart, he says, giving Fender a solid look.
Go and lie down, Dawn. Somebody's car was pinched that's all.
He is looking at Fender in a way that says he could lose everything if
he speaks up now. But Fender's mind is made up. There's no going back
once a fresh idea is in your head. He looks at the man's wife about the
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same moment she looks at him.
What did you do to your hand? he says.
Her eyes go back to Barry.
What's he want to know thatfor, Barry? What's going on?
It's nothing Dawn I'm telling you. Go and have a lie down.
Have you lost a finger? says Fender. He has to swallow. There is a lot
of heat in his face and he suddenly notices the bike pump again. He is
gripping it like handlebars which has the same effect as biting the bullet.
Oh hell! says the man. Don't be bloody ridiculous, son! Dawn, show
him your hand Not that one, the one with the bandage. I can't believe
this. Don 't ask Dawn, just do it, pretend he's a bloody doctor or
something.
Are you one of those medical students from the flats? she says.
She looks relieved, so Fender says nothing. He thinks sometimes it's
best to keep your mouth shut and keep life simple, like keeping his old
man in the dark about Uncle Cam. The things he could tell, thinks
Fender, but it wouldn't help, it would just blow the whole thing into a
storm.
The man's wife goes for a kitchen chair and when she drops, it makes
a faint squawk on the lino. With her good hand she slips out the pin and
begins unrolling the bandage. She goes around and around the club while
her eyes keep picking out Fender and her husband in case she's misread
the whole thing. She is getting a good pile of gauze on the table and
Fender's heart is really going. He can feel his heart's energy, kicking
away like his Mum said he did before he was born. She said he was like
a wild one trying to get out. Fender thinks, at that time she was probably
feeling bad about her and Uncle Cam and maybe he was just picking up
the vibes and getting angry about her and his Dad and why he has to call
her friend Uncle Cam in the first place.
But Fender doesn't feel like that these days. He figures we're heading
for a new century and everyone's liberated now. And no one gets too
close, that's the main thing. That way you can be yourself, be an
individual.
He strains to get a better look at the bandage coming off but at the
same time he doesn't think he wants to see the damage. He notices the
butcher isn't taking much of an interest, which could mean almost
anything. He is just pacing around and making everyone nervous. Fender
wishes there wasn't a meat cleaver over there on the bench. The man's
wife still has a couple of layers binding her fingers and Fender can just
make out a stain of iodine when the doorbell goes. Fender recognises the
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same kind of old bell-rattle like they had at their old place near the
freeway. The man leans across the island to get a view down the passage.
There you are son! he says. You see? I told you not to panic.
Fender looks down the hall and sees blue uniforms wobbling in the
thick glass panels. He is thinking, Don't call me son, I'm not your son,
I've got my own family. Then he gets this unexpected warm feeling.
Something says that maybe things can turn out all right after all. He is
looking down the passage, possibly into the future. The lady, with a
handful of bandage, stands behind him. The man is already halfway to
the door.
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Sssh Keep Quiet.
Maryrose Casey
Cream paint, it always looks dirty. Dad will be cross about that. The
architraves always look like miniature staircases. I'd like to touch them.
But I have to stay still. If I stay stil l long enough, it will stop. One day I
will look back and it will all be like a bad dream. Sounds and shouts. I
rarely understand the words but the blows are clear. Am I a coward
because I hide and pray for it to stop? It's a sunny day outside, if I
concentrate enough maybe I can hear life beyond. I dream of life outside
at night when it's quiet. What will it be like when I grow up? I want it to
be fun, full of people who laugh and do things. How long can Dad keep
hitting Sean, won't he stop? Please God make him stop. I'll work harder,
I'll make sure tea is made on time and that the dishes and floors are
clean. I always think of Sean as frozen, frozen in anger and hurt like a
lost puppy that's been beaten too often. I suppose that's not surprising.
There's Mum's voice, she should stop it. And not just this time. Why
doesn't she do something? She makes Dad angry and Sean cops it. But
she won't look. She has to have her way, her tantrums, her outrage that
she is disturbed and no matter what the family must stay together.
Sometimes I wish Dad or Sean would die then it could stop. But for now
I stop, I stand still and listen and pray and the world gets smaller and
smaller. All there i's, is the sounds of whimpers and blows, shouts and
cries. Poor Sean. I hate Saturdays, it's always like this. When Mum is
teaching Dad just winds up. It's like clockwork. But maybe it will be all
right now. We'll all watch TV together and be quiet. Maybe there will be
a cowboy film on, Dad likes them .
As long as none of us does anything wrong. Last Saturday I ate the
last biscuit, Dad was keeping it for Mum. I did the wrong thing. I should
know better if I didn't do the wrong thing I wouldn't need to be scared.
It never used to be so bad. When we were little it was OK as long as
we did what we were told. When we didn't we got punished. Like the
time when I was four and I didn't stay and look after the baby. I just
wanted to see Christine's birthday presents. I only went across the road
for a little while. Mum was home so I thought it couldn't be too bad. But
Dad was so angry and then Mr McLane who lived next door came in
after I got my hiding. Dad told him what I'd done and they both just stood
there staring at me in disgust and then walked away, without saying a
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word. I felt so little and so bad. I was frozen I couldn't even feel where
the stick had hit. All I can remember is standing there for ages frozen.
Then I pulled my pants back on. It's funny how you don't remember the
pain, just the feelings.
Mr Mclane made things bad lots back then. I'm glad we moved
across the road away from him. He was really angry if we made any
noise. I don't think he was a shift worker like Dad, because the worst
time was when the floor in the middle room was being polished and all
the kids got to stay in one bedroom and we had fun. Every room in the
house opened off the middle room so we couldn't use the doors, we had
to go in and out the windows for the whole day. The window to the boys'
room was too far off the ground so we all stayed in my room. We didn't
make that much noise I'm sure. We just told jokes and scary stories till
we went to sleep. But in the morning Dad dragged us all out and thrashed
Sean and me 'cos Mr Mclane had complained. Dad was really angry and
I think Sean got frightened. He tried to run away from the stick. Dad
chased him, our dog thought it was a game and he chased Sean too,
giving him little bites for fun. But Dad wasn't doing it for fun. Somehow
the dog joining it made it all so much worse.
But not as bad as it is now when Dad drags Sean out the front nearly
every morning and hoses him down and hits him with the hose. I wonder
what the people who live in the street ever see and what do they think?
We know nearly all of them, but nobody ever says anything. Maybe they
don't notice.

* * *

I saw the fairies again this morning. I think they are fairies. They look
like little funny-shaped balls of coloured light that flash and move so
quickly. Dad told me about the time he went out to the fairy ring near
where he lived as a boy at midnight on midsummer's eve. He crept out of
the house and hid himself on the hill above the ring to wait and see the
fairies come. It sounded wonderful. In Ireland they have twilight that
lasts for hours and hours, I'd like that half light for fairies and softness.
Dad saw the fairies, he said they were beautiful and they danced and
sang. Not like the fairies I see but like fairies in stories. Little people
dressed in beautiful colours. And they didn't catch him, you have to be
careful that they don't catch you or you may never get to go home again.
Dad caught a leprechaun once, but it tricked him and he looked away.
And the leprechaun escaped. I wish I hadn't been so frightened the time I
saw a leprechaun. I think he was a leprechaun. He was only about a foot
high and he was the strangest-looking little man. He was just hanging in
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the air. I got such a fright I shut my eyes as hard as I could. When I
opened them again he was gone. I was really sorry. I might have been
able to talk to him, if I wasn't such a coward.

* * *

Well today has certainly started well. I'm enjoying it. This room is
always too dark. I wish the sun could come in. I always like the quiet of
being alone. But now I wish I could talk. Anyone would do just as long
as they'd listen. But no one wants to know. I've always been invisible. I
don't know what's wrong but there is something wrong with me. I don't
know what it is. Right now I feel really bad, so guilty. I get to stay home
and Sean has to go to school. Just because there is blood all over my
dress and I don't have another one. He looks like a truck hit him. What's
he going to tell his mates and what about the teachers. I suppose they
won't ask. Mum said he was to say he fell over. I don't have to stay still,
no one else is here, but I can't move. I keep hearing the screams and
seeing Sean's eyes. He's not like a beaten puppy anymore he's like a
demented rat desperate to destroy what's hurting him. I wish my hands
hurt more then I wouldn't feel so guilty and I wouldn't have to think.
It happens so often you'd think we'd get used to it. But you don't. I
know I don't and I don't think anyone else does either. It's funny none of
the neighbours ever hear anything. The lady next door had no trouble
being disturbed by our chooks but she never hears the fights.
I'm always frightened someone will get hurt. I guess they will soon,
this morning was nearly it. This morning was the worst ever. Seven
thirty getting ready for school as usual and Mum started to leave for
work, so Dad started on Sean. Dad always goes berserk when he's
thrashing us, especially Sean. But this morning was different. Something
was worse. It seemed so desperate, Dad was desperate and I don't know
why. It was like he wanted to kill Sean, drive him into the ground and
stamp on him. It was more than anyone could bear. No hiding behind the
door today. Today we were all in trying to stop it. Trying to stop Dad and
that made it worse, it seemed to drive him mad. Sean did go mad. I knew
it. He ran into the kitchen when we got Dad off him. And I knew. It's
horrible to know that someone else has decided to hurt back. So I ran into
the kitchen after him. Sean was shivering and crying and holding the big
carving knife. He said he was going to kill Dad and I knew he would.
God I wanted to, just to stop it. Just for quiet and laughter sometimes and
joy. I don't know, there had to be something better, but if Sean killed Dad
he couldn't ever have it. So I had to stop him.
Sean had the handle in both hands so I grabbed the blade. It was like
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something out of a dream. Sean pulling one way, me pulling the other
neither of us saying a word, but both knowing what the other thought. I
didn't think you could win when you held the sharp end. But I read
somewhere once that you couldn't be beaten if you kept getting back up
again. Maybe I should have lent that book to Sean. But that would have
been against the rules. You have to pretend everything was all right and
never talk about it. I got the knife off Sean.
When everything had calmed down no one said anything or asked
how I cut my hands. I wonder why not. They must have seen the blood
everywhere because that's why I didn't have to go to school. Its like we
all pretend if you don't say it, it doesn't matter and it will go away. I
found out why Dad went crazy though. Sean hit back.
We are not allowed to hit back.
So Mum and Dad have gone to work and the boys have gone to
school and I'm home alone. It's quiet now everyone's gone. I wish there
was nice noise. Maybe if I peel the potatoes and get everything ready for
tea tonight will be alJ right.

* * *

It will be funny having Christmas without Sean here. Mum let him go
and stay with Nana and Aunty Anne. I think I'm jealous. But I shouldn't
complain. Dad doesn't lay into me any more. A man must never hit a
woman according to my Dad. The ugliest thing in the world is a drunken
woman says Dad. I don't remember what else Dad says but it's all what
you don't do or else why you can't do. But I guess it made turning twelve
interesting. I didn't even know things were going to change. Suddenly I'm
female and no longer responsible for everything. Well yes responsible
but the punishment is different, now instead of walking away in disgust
after, he just walks away in disgust. I wish he didn't.
It's funny Mum letting Sean go somewhere else. She's always said it
would kill her if the family didn't stay together no matter what. Morning
family prayers always the same, keep the family together, conquer the
commos and keep peace in the world. No one worries about peace at
home. I wonder what she said to Nana and Aunty Anne. I can't even
imagine. I know she wouldn't have said the truth. I wish I knew what the
truth was. Sean's safe, but Dad has started on Tom. Not a lot but more
than he ever did before. We're going to visit Sean on Christmas Day. I
wonder what he thinks about it all. Did they send him away because he
hit back, or because Dad was a lunatic where he was concerned.
It's justice that Dad's turning on Tom. Tom's made everything worse
for Sean for years by spying on him and <lobbing to Dad. Sometimes I
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hate him for it, but there's nothing I can do. The last time I tried to help I
nearly caused trouble myself. Dad always starts with the sticks he keeps
on top of the cupboard in the kitchen. I thought if they weren't there he
might calm down while he looked for new ones. So I rocked the
cupboard back and forwards till they fell down the back. I thought if it
looked like an accident no one would get into trouble.
Dad didn't think it was an accident but Mum calmed him down. He
was checking they were ready, when there wasn't any trouble. I thought
he only noticed them when he wanted them. I was so scared I'd have had
to own up I did it, and I don't think being a girl would have saved me.

* * *

I never realised how empty hospital rooms were, all shady and dark. At
least this one is. Its like a dream, not really for people, no one can hurt
you here. Yes they can, the doctor was disgusted with me because I could
eat breakfast, but I was so hungry. And my going hungry won't change
anything, it won't. I guess I just don't have any real feelings. It's hard to
when everything seems not quite real. I kept hoping it would end and it
would just be like a bad dream and now it has, the dream won't end.
I did it. I always wanted Dad or Sean to die so the rest of us could
live. I just didn't think I'd be the one to do it. After the big fight and the
knife and stuff Mum let Sean stay with Nana and Aunty Anne for a few
weeks. A big shock to the family that must stay together no matter what.
I always thought it was definitely no matter what. But I knew it wouldn't
be for long. I dream of going and living somewhere a long way away and
pretending that I don't have a family. It must have been wonderful for
Sean to live somewhere else for four weeks.
Then we had the big reconciliation holiday. All of us going down to
the beach together for January. We had a big family outing to an ocean
beach. We usually only go to bay beaches. Tom and Sean were playing
in the water going further and further out. Mum kept calling them to
come in but they pretended they didn't hear her. So she sent me out to tell
them to come in. When they started to, she changed her m ind and said it
was all right.
I've always been such a coward and I'd been afraid to go in and get
them. But I thought this is good for me. I'm here now so I'll be brave. I'll
play in the water. It only comes up to my waist. It's silly being afraid all
the time. I'll become a new person a brave person who is adventurous
and not always cringing about possible consequences.
And it was fun. It felt good in the water and good being brave. But
something happened with the tide, the top of the water was still nice but
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underneath it ripped my feet out and I couldn't stop being pulled out to
sea, I grabbed at rocks and seaweed and they just ripped out of the sand. J
couldn't believe it, the water wasn't very deep I could touch the bottom
with my hands without getting my face wet. I was sure it would be all
right but I couldn't stop being dragged out of control. So I started to yell
for help and Tom and Sean came to help and they started to pull me in
when the sea erupted. It was like a volcano. I don't know how or why and
some of my memory has holes. The next thing I saw was the beach a
long way off, everyone looked like they were on a small TV. There was
Mum two inches high in her navy blue togs and lots of people sitting in
groups with towels and umbrellas. It was like a postcard that moved. And
I saw Sean floating face down in the water in front of me. He seemed so
close but I couldn't reach him. I tried and tried. I can't swim and all I
could do was dog paddle, part of me was proud that I could stay afloat.
I'd never done that before. Part of me was afraid that if I reached Sean
and lifted his head we'd both drown. Only his head floated. I thought the
whole body did, not just the back of his head.
I could see Mum on the beach running back and forth wringing her
hands. I'm glad after all that my glasses stayed on, it would have been so
much worse if I couldn't have seen at all. I get scared when I can't see.
And I was already more scared than I'd ever been. It's funny I've never
been able to scream before, if I tried, like on rides when other girls did,
no sound came out. But I was so frightened that they'd forget me and
think I was already dead that I kept screaming for help and I think they
could hear me. I don't know, no one said anything or yelled back or
looked at me. Maybe they looked out but I didn't think they could see me.
Mum was being very dramatic, running backwards and forwards, crying
out for someone to help her children. Dad was standing to the side
talking to some men. I don't know if everything was in slow motion or if
everything took a long time. I kept getting tired, but I read a story in a
Readers ' Digest magazme about a woman who kept herself afloat for
three days. And she had sharks to worry about. I was worried about
sharks too but I couldn't see any. Every now and then seaweed would
brush my feet and I would get a fright. Dad started to walk out towards
us. I think he wanted to see how far he could get. Dad could swim even
less than I could. He'd spent years holding on to rocks with one hand and
convinced he was swimming with his feet and other hand. He always
held his head and shoulders right out of the water. It always looked very
funny, but Dad was very proud of his efforts, so we weren't allowed to
laugh.
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Dad kept walking out towards us, the water was very shallow in
where we had been playing. Then he got a bit further out and
disappeared. He never came back up. I couldn't look at the shore any
more. I turned away and looked out to sea instead. Somehow it didn't feel
so bad, looking out to sea seemed easier.
It got harder and harder and I didn't want to keep trying to stay afloat.
It wasn't going to be like a bad dream I wasn't going to wake up. I tried to
hold my head under the water and drown quickly but I couldn't make
myself breathe under water no matter how long I tried. I just held my
breath until I gave up and came up for air. Then I thought I'd swim out to
sea and when I got too tired it would be over. But I wasn't any better
swimming out to sea than I was at trying to get in to shore. I could paddle
to keep afloat but couldn't swim anywhere.
I'd stopped looking at the shore so I didn't know that lifesavers had
arrived. It seems it took them three attempts to get out through the surf
and they had to use ropes or something. I don't know. All I know is that
suddenly I was grabbed by the neck from behind in a vice-grip and was
being taken to the beach. I read somewhere that people being saved often
panicked and so lifesavers had to be very tough with them so they
wouldn't both drown. But I wasn't struggling or panicking. They didn't
need to be so rough. They must have thought I was worse than I was 'cos
they tried to give me mouth-to-mouth. I was too tired to tell them I was
all right. I guess they realised I was alive, they stopped pretty quickly. I
just lay on the beach. I couldn't move, then I realised Sean was lying
beside me. He was so yellow. I wonder how long they spent giving him
mouth-to-mouth. I think they could have put us in different places. And I
think they could have brought the live person in before the dead one.
I couldn't move my head, all I could do was lie there andstare at Sean
and wonder if I could have reached him and lifted his head would he be
alive now. Then they put Sean in an ambulance. I would have liked a
drink of water but I don't suppose anyone had any. No one said anything
to me. I don't know if Mum and the others were still there or not. No one
spoke to me or noticed me until they put me on a stretcher and in a
helicopter. I was too tired to be frightened of heights. I could see straight
out and I couldn't move my head so I had to keep looking. The helicopter
kept going round and round. Finally I realised they must be looking for
Dad, or maybe I heard them talking and that's how I knew. I don't know I
was a bit vague.
They didn't find Dad.
Then I was in the hospital and they were sticking drips in my arm. I
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still couldn't move. I heard the doctor tell Mum I'd have to stay there for
a few days, shock and exposure.
It's really strange having nurses handle you, take your blood pressure
and stick needles in you and no one talks to you or acts as if you are
really there. No one talked to me till this morning when the doctor was
shocked that I ate breakfast. Even at home after the worst fights we were
allowed to eat. What happens now I wonder. They are both dead. Will
that make life better? I don't think so. I love my Dad and my brother.
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Naked and to the Left
Enza Gandolfo
Four women, naked in the kitchen, drink red wine and talk. The fire roars
in the fireplace, at the far end of the room. Soup bubbles on the stove.
The air is thick with smoke and steam; thick with the odours of melting
wax, coconut oil, hair dye, cooking chicken and burning wood. The air
and the wine intoxicate the women.
Clara is sitting on an old towel, on the wooden table, her mother
donated to the household. She has hot wax on her legs, she waits for it to
dry, clenches her teeth and strips it off. Thick black hairs are pulled away
from skin.
- I've always been attracted to men of the left, she says, to herself but
loud enough for others to hear,
- He is certainly that.
This is Amanda.
She is standing close to Clara almost touching but not quite. The hot
wax is drying on her eyebrows. Her long grey hair is wrapped tightly in
plastic and smothered with red dye. Amanda continues:
- They do nothing for me, they talk too much.
She looks across at Clara. She admires her smooth olive skin, the
Ruben curves, the fullness of her breasts. She notices the left breast
slightly bigger, weighs down lower on Clara's ribs. The imperfection
adds, for her, to the beauty. Her eyes settle on Clara's face - gentle
features, lucid eyes, Clara is alluring, whimsical, Amanda finds her
attractive, and Amanda does not often find women attractive.
I didn 't know anything about sex until my brother came into my room
when I was eight and showed me his penis. It was erect and it looked
huge. He said if I let him stick it inside me he'd give me a pound. I
screamed and my mother called out and he ran off When my mother
asked what was wrong I didn't tell her. For years afterwards I'd look at
that part of boys pants and wonder how they kept all that hidden.
- Why men of the left?
This is Mary's question. It comes from across the room. Mary speaks
softly, her lips remain stil l so as hot to crack the white paste that hides
her fair, freckled skin. Cucumber pieces sit on her eyes. Her feet soak in
a small plastic tub.
- I've always been attracted to men of the left.
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Clara repeats herself and stops. She raises her eyes to the ceiling as if
the clue lies in the cracks.
- I don't reckon they're much in bed. My experience is limited though.
This is Anna, she winks at Amanda and then chuckles . . Her hair is
wrapped in thick, black dye. She is sitting, hands on the edge of the same
wooden table, filing her nails- even and sharp.
- Come on Clara what is it about them, what is it?
Clara pulls at another strip. She clenches her teeth, each time the
actual pain not as great as that imagined. Her left leg is now smooth,
hairless all the way up her thigh to her crotch, next to it her right leg is a
forest of long, black hairs -dense, close.
Clara is a lawyer fast and hard, she defends those who cannot afford
to be defended, for a salary smaller than most but one she has become
accustomed to. It means she has to wax her own. With that she is content.
- I love the rough edges, the unshaven faces, the blue jeans and the
roll-your-own cigarettes.
As Clara speaks she brings her knees up to her chin andhugs her legs,
from time to time she notices wax left behind and scratches it with her
nails.
- I love the tanned brown skin, the smell of alcohol, the pensive eyes
and the husky voices. I love the words and the passion with which the
words are delivered over beer in smoky pubs.
She starts to wax the right leg.
- I love to hear them speak.
- The first time I saw a penis,
says Clara.
- Was my father's ? He came home drunk one night and started to hit
my mother. He always hit her. He pulled it out, this thing, this big red
thing and he pushed inside her. My brother and I hid under the table and
we watched him rape my mother. I try to forget it, but the image when it
comes back is as real now as it was then. It took a long time before I
would let any man make love to me, a long time. I was twenty-jive before
I slept with anyone. Twenty-jive, he was a communist. He talked about
freedom for the oppressed, I thought be meant women. He talked about
revolution, about changing the world, and I let him put his penis inside
me.
Anna asks,
- Well go on do tell, what's this one like?
Clara doesn't answer Anna's question but speaks on and as she speaks
she sways.
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- I love to hear them speak, plan and conspire. I love the excite
ment
of the looming battle, always a looming battle.
Amanda moves in,
- I heard him leave this morning before breakfast, not like one of your
to leave before breakfast.
- What's he like in bed?
The question is from Anna.
They turn to Anna, the other three. She is the youngest of the group,
her body is slender, gaunt - they can see her ribs, the bones of her
shoulders and hips. Naked she is a child, breasts undeveloped, no curves.
They are so used to her in the heavy black make-up and long gipsy skirts
that they fmd Anna naked a stranger and they stare at her, Anna's nails
are filed and painted black, except for the nails of her thumbs which are
red, blood red. She constantly asks about sex, wanting to, needing to
compare her's with their's.
The first time I saw one. It was in a magazine in primary school, we
passed it around underneath the desks. Big men with big penises. At
lunch time we huddled together to tell stories about girls we knew who
had done it and how painful it was. I remember being terrified that
someone would one day stick that into me. Sometimes now, the moment
before he takes his pants off, I remember those pictures. Sometimes I'm
frightened my vagina seems so small, but I've never met a man with a
penis as big as the one in the pictures. The last couple of men haven't
even been able to manage an erection.
- What was he like in bed?
She repeats the question.
- He didn't live up to his promises, but his promises made me so
horny I didn't need much.
The women laugh. As they laugh Mary's mask cracks.
Clara lifts herself from the table, moves to the stove and stirs the
soup. She takes a spoonful to taste, adds salt and herbs, stirs again then
ladles some out in a bowl. She breaks the end off a French stick and
takes the bread and soup to the stool by the fire. She eats.
- The soup's great.
Amanda holds tight the skin of her wrinkled eyebrow and strips off
the wax, she moves over to the cassette player and Marianne Faithfull
belts into the room. Amanda is now retired and has begun to write. She
has been a scientist for more years then she cares to talk about and now
literature has become her new passion.
She moves from the player to the stove and pours herself some soup.
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Anna watches her and becomes anxious, Amanda is the oldest of the
group, her body is soft. Her skin has begun to sag and wrinkle, her
breasts droop onto her. ribs, they are no longer round and full. Amanda is
large. No thinks Anna, she is fat; as she watches Amanda eat the bread
and the soup she feels sick. She touches her ribs one by one with her left
hand, takes note of every bone. She moves back to her nails and paints
them black.
- Sex is always less then they promise.
This is Amanda's voice. Amanda now sitting on a stool by the fire, by
Clara.
Mary takes the cucumber pieces from her eyes. She lifts her feet from
the tub and dries them, taking care with each toe. She moves from her
chair, her body is tight and firm. She is the dancer, her body is constantly
in movement. She puts on a green silk dressing gown and moves to the
door. As it opens fresh cool air floats in, she leaves the room. The others
do not speak, the music fills the room.
Mary returns moments later paste removed, face uncovered. She
pours soup and eats.
- The first time I saw a penis was in an alleyway at the back of our
house in Richmond I was helping my mother sweep, I was ten maybe
eleven. A man walked past, a stranger, I hadn't seen him before. As he
walked past us he pulled out a piece of skin, a floppy, red thing and
started to pat it. At.first my mother busy sweeping didn't notice. When she
saw him she yelled out and chased him with her broom. Don 't tell your
father what happened she said, that was a bad man.
Anna paints her nails each stroke is slow and measured. She
concentrates, avoiding the food, avoiding the others. They don't know
what Anna does with her days and she avoids their questions. They don't
know what she does with her evenings and they have stopped asking.
They remain curious however, these women who's lives are open to each
other, these women who have become accustomed to sharing all their
secrets inside these walls.
Clara takes her bowl now empty to the sink. She fills it with water
and goes back to the table. The wax is still hot in the old steamer. She
spreads it with a spatula on her leg, waits for it to dry and then presses a
strip of cloth and pulls the wax away.
There is a silence. Amanda stirs the fire. Mary pours soup in a bowl
and hands it to Anna. Anna eats a spoonful and pushes it aside.
- Wine?
Amanda asks, the others nod. They hold out their glasses and she
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pours the red wine. They drink the wine quickly and return to their work.
Hair dye is washed off and the new colour is admired. Legs and faces
are now hairless and covered in creams and oils.
Anna is dressed in black skirt that reaches the heavy workman boots
she wears, cotton top also black and an old felt hat.
- I don't think I'll come back,
Anna says.
- It's too warm, too . . . I don't know why you want me here anyway I
think it's time to go.
They circle her, Mary in flowing chiffon skirt, Amanda in jeans and
Clara suited and fine.
- We'd love you to stay.
This is Mary, hand held out.
- To be part of us. To talk and whisper and eat and paint and wash
and live here. We'd love you to stay,
says Clara.
- Yes,
says Amanda, but with much less conviction.
- We'd love you to stay.
- I can't,
says Anna.
- You remind me of my mother, all three, I hated being with her, she
reminded me of where I was heading. The oils and creams, the hair dyes,
they have stopped working. Can't you see - you are all OLD, all of you
OLD, I'm never going to be old not me,
Anna says and sighs.
They move back from her as she scours their faces - the fire cracks
and burns and the soup bubbles and Clara drops her glass and it cracks.
Anna takes her hessian bag and walks out of the room and away.
Mary and Clara and Amanda join hands in a circle.
- Its tough,
Clara says.
- To be young.
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Reviews
Brain/right Press Pocket Book Series
PO Box 290 Belgrave Vic Australia 3 1 60

Mark Brophy

Including such titles as Eternity Made Simple, Confessions of a Madman
and How to Stop Yourselffrom Becoming a Slug, the Brainfright Press
Pocket Book series dares to tackle a myriad of profound themes that
contemporary literature would find irrelevant.
I am reminded of how I read once that writing is quite easy. All you
need is a pen and paper ( or word processor?), place your head in your
palms and wait for the blood to drip from your forehead onto the paper
(or keyboard?). I am not sure whether the blotchy, pitted and freckled
cover designs on this series is evidence of this theory, or if it's some kind
of Rorshachtic, psychoanalytical inkblot test designed to cryptically
prepare the reader for the hidden treasures and sagacious pearls of
wisdom embedded within the covers. Maybe not.
Being a tad larger than credit cards and no more than a dozen pages,
these publications provide a palatable and portable form of entertainment
for those who only have a few minutes spare each day to adequately
satiate their daily literature intake. I found them a valuable time
management instrument, to get some worthwhile reading in while
passing those few solitary and personal moments each day relieving my
bowels.
The Brainfright Pocket Books provide the reader the perfect
opportunity to fill in those otherwise weeny chasms of meaninglessness
in their lives such as ad breaks, while on hold, waiting for the kettle to
boil, or at the traffic lights, with a fascinating, micro-indulgence and an
insightful epistemological experience.
Take for example Pocket Book Number 6 - What Happens When You
Die? Instead of offering a fundamentalist or secular perspective, Ross
Curry acknowledges the pragmatic details of the decaying process
involved with a corpse subsumed by the natural elements. Other themes
are uncovered such as greed, alternative re-incarnation, bio-mechanics
and child behaviour, wrapped up with an interesting conciliatory twist in
the conclusion. And all in less than twelve pages!
All in all a great hoot for those looking to subvert the dominant
paradigm.
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Eric Beach
How To Think
by Nolan Tyrrell
publ. Hit & M iss Publications, PO Box 64 Coburg 3058. (RR $ 1 0. 95)
This book makes half those poets getting fat grants from our Literature
Board look unadventurous if not plain dull. Tyrrell essays different
approaches to most of his verse. If there's a style it's rhetorical questions
which don't necessarily build to a dramatic climax, they're more like
koans, as in Gertrude Stein's last riposte to 'what is the answer?'
'What is the question? '
Tyrrell is a sculptor and perfonnance artist & this i s reflected i n his
constructions with words and phrases. He's not afraid to let his audience
take part in explaining what it is that he means. He takes risks with his
materials, not in a tricksy way, as with better known perfonnance poets,
he doesn't make car noises into the m ike like Komninos. On hearing or
reading these poems, the artifice works underneath his surface, Direct
speech, narrative and description: These are never quite what they seem:
'J imagine that successful suicides have just lost their capacity to
fail'
His poem, 'Mythology' makes statements in direct & reported speech;
however, the reader finds himself posing questions, a more subtle version
of the Socratic dialogue. Fact and fiction, the public & the personal,
received & newly created mythologies become interchangeable. His
timing is immaculate. This means that his humour works as it's meant to,
I often think that humour is the litmus test for genuine poetry in modem
times, particularly if it's translatable. These conversational poems are.
Good to meet a poet who's aware that it's himself he's talking to, this
allows for speculation rather than conclusions. Like those other members
of the Coburg Cricket team, Lysenko and Brophy, he tends to juggle the
ball before he accepts the catch. Sometimes he drops it.
Don't hold your breath. He doesn't always maintain the tension. But
Nolan Tyrrell's also an excellent sculptor, he leaves spaces to be
completed. As he says:
'J hope there's something artistic about cleaning up'
He's best in the world of things, better at playing with thoughts than
with emotions, one could not surely ask more of a love poem than, ' she
puts up with me'. Or should you? There are more activities described
than we're used to in English poetry. Which makes his work accessible to
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those who have little patience for poetry. With a long-distance target he
has to allow for wind. His descriptions are spatial as in when he has 'a
bad gravity day' or visual and tactile:
'With breasts
how could they keep their hands offthem
that over the years changed in my mindfrom hard geometry to water
balloons with a wonderful texture that you could never quite grab
satisfactorily'
There is a m ixture, here, of confession & joky male defensiveness.
But perhaps sex makes us all jejeune. There's no claim that adulthood is a
platform to pontificate from, Tyrrell likes to challenge sets of opinions,
to expose received truths for what they are: attitudes derived from
prejudice.
There's no comfort here, as in a Les Murray utterance, where people
feel a prejudice being stroked, & deem it wisdom. It's more the vatic
deflated, a music hall oracle.
'God is Ralph Blenkinsop, or Ralph Blenkinsop is God, but he doesn 't
know it.
'What's religion got to do with me? ' said God
'They adore you, ' said thefriend
'That's nice. Why?' said God 'Do you adore me? '
'No, ' said the friend
'Why not? ' said God
'/ know you, ' said thefriend . . . '
One Day She Catches Fire

by Kristin Henry
published by Penguin (RR: $ 1 4. 95)
Those who attend poetry readings have been waiting for some time for
this good book. As one who employs a discursive style to layer her
poems with meanings, Kristin Henry is one of many poets dismissed by
post-modem Oz Lit. I hope readers, like audiences, will honour this
past-mistress of storytelling, deceptively simple poems tum in on
themselves, not with an 0. Henry twist, there's meditation rather than
premeditation, in their construction.
I like her way of sneaking up on you, her poems fail only when this
seems contrived, but this is rare, she's got reticence down to a nicety, a
surprising observation in a book with such an easy flowing manner. Her
poems are engaging as well as being engaged with social issues, her
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direct statements gain strength by being stated, barely.
lt:s a v �ry human animal this book, it's full of actual human gestures,
relat1onsh1ps explored through details, like Myron Lysenko without a
certain distance, her jokes are more playful. Neither plays with language
much, they are, perhaps, a little too cautious in this regard.
They've both developed interesting thought processes, through a
spare, controlled development of images which appear more as thoughts:
' Small Poem for Rebecca'
When my grey-eyed child says 'lonely'
a tree falls in the Lemonthyme
Boulders hurl themselves
into bottomless ravines,
corners crack away
from arctic glaciers,
sand corrugates through the Kalahari.
Tumbleweed bobs through
a west Texas town
ahead of a keening wind.
When my child says 'lonely'
two particles
appear out ofa vacuum
somewhere in black space
and promptly disappear.
A well-rounded personality, tentative, slow to judge & damning when
she does, I warmed to her humanist philosophy, her shared doubts, a
fierce protectiveness of loved ones - Australian poetry is ruled by blokes
scared of sentiment; Kristin Henry plays with emotions like a cat
disembowelling a fluffy toy. A top writer. And she'll talk to anyone.
All five senses recur in her poems, she acts things out, she takes your
hand & leads you to a conclusion. I like best, those poems in which she
leaves more room between writer & reader. Her phrasing & timing are
those of a born story-teller, I'd like to hear her take more risks with her
audience, her poetry's music is too formal at times, & then she slips into
cliche. As though to conquer her irresolution. Her best poems convince
me that she's capable of balancing her creative tensions in a highwire act
worthy of J.S. Barry, weaker efforts are prone to a dying fall.
But this is carping. It's rare to meet a poet with such a talent for
weaving complex meanings & questions through an apparently simple
tale. She has a sense of drama & a fluent way of moving her stories on,
something which is beyond most contemporary Australian poets. Her
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book's full of other people, in familiar settings. A slice of wry in a
sententious scene, she puts things & people in their place, then you
discover a bril liant l ine by tripping over it. These traps of meaning and
unexpected realisations work on a second or third reading, a subtle,
rather than a tricksy poet. This work includes three or four generations &
would appeal to them all. Shows definite signs of joining that select
group: Australia's great wicked women poets.
The Sad Anthropologist
by Lauren Williams
Five Islands Press PO Box U34 Wollongong University NSW 2050

This book smells and tastes Australian, a natural voice, personal, like,
say, the American poet Sharon Stone rather than the careful ly distanced
Raymond Carver, though both are story-tellers in a similar vein. She
hails from Melbourne's coffee bar readings, Vale 'The Green Man', and
her poems are accessible to a wide general audience and beg to be read
out loud.
L ike all good poetry, there's much to be read between the lines. We're
drawn into each situation described, with a fluency and a sense of the
dramatic which bespeaks a natural facility with words:
My grandparents are getting old
They are thinking ofmoving
to the next world
They've been packing/or years memories, habits, beliefs now every day something else
is put away;
the vacuuming, fixing the car,
cooking, mowing the lawn,
the body packing up
like it wants to finish the job
They don't know when they're going
There's no rush
So much to say goodbye to,
so little to carry.

is a poem moving in its understatement, in which the poet makes her
observations without being self-regarding, a fine and lasting piece of
work. The New York School of Sydney poets would no doubt dismiss
such a poem as aiming low, it lacks pretension and makes no allusions to
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the work of Ashbery and O'Hara. It remains with me, whilst their work
drips into a hot northerly on a Melbourne summer's day like ice-cream. A
relief to receive these poems, they don't depend on the petty snobbery of
allusions to cultural baggage, they're not afraid to be complete in
themselves, as in :
Clothesfor thefuneral . . .
only new shirt in years
and he missed it by days.
The verse is well-designed, the poet unintrusive, except when she
delivers dramatic pieces with eclat, as in 'Young Female Poet,' a nice
balance between the observer and the observed. Her native wit makes the
jokiness of John Forbes seem obtrusive, her only failure chimerical
beasts like ' IL PAPA' which fail to be concrete poems through a reliance
on commentary, or ' At Varuna', which goes no further than being
gathered impressions, notes for a poem. Most of her poems are so well
made that you don't notice when she's using a poetic device. Shows a
confidence and honesty which the self-titled generation of '68 lack.
Perhaps Les Murray should give her some of the hundreds of thousands
of dollars he's received from the Australia Council for the Arts, now that
he admits that he doesn't believe in grants? Many of these poems are in
the top one hundred of Australian popular poetry, 'One Dick Poem Too
Many', winner of the original poetry cup in Launceston, is top ten
material. Like many poets who have been damned by their popularity,
and marginaJised by the great unread, she can't be dismissed as a
performance poet, she's, very simply, a very good poet.
Why?
When she discusses the foibles of humanity it is herself, manifestly.
This is why Catullus gives us such great pleasure. They both delight in
allusion, self-mockery, & rather flat jokes. It's a defeated stance I
suppose-you can't win with some people. Australian poetry is a flat
battery, mostly, great to meet a poet who gives it a charge. Definitely a
book for grandmothers who've seen it all. As a poet, always great to get
hold of a book which relaxes into its author's voice. She acknowledges
'the community of Melbourne poets' - she needn't have - they're the
non-sequiturs who end the rare spoilt poem. The best poetry, & it's not
always a whole poem, makes us readers reflect, as in ' The Burning
Times' . I hope somebody gives this poet time to complete a considerable
talent. It's a good book on first second third & fourth reading.
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Kevin Brophy
Tickle
by Les Wicks
Published by Island Press Co-Operative, 1 993 (approx. $ 1 0)
PO Box R-9 1 9 Royal Exchange Sydney NSW Australia 2000
ISBN O 90977 1 50 2 .

Les Wicks was one o f those new, wild, young poets published i n the first
issue of Going Down Swinging fourteen years ago. Now you might think
I'm crazy, his poem began, and ended with: late at night/i threw a
brick/at a window. We believed him, and we thought his poem was a
brick too, or brick enough. Tickle is his third book, and though the
windows are no longer smashed, the reader crunches through these
poems like walking over glass. In ' Saturday Night Windows' there is still
the stance of the outsider:
One window in a well worn suburb done over
with the fresh paints ofnew money.
Oldjeans and gold watches.
The young and cunning stand around/
stand around the buffet watching
their crackers swim
like pet hippos in
this crafty selection ofdips.
and there is, from this distance, a kind of resignation, or grey realism:
Two window, a woman her video
on but ignored.
A drink, some thoughts,
quiet as only Saturday can.
Window is open, eyes out to the evening.
Nothing so dull as future or past.
and further along, through another window, another side of the older,
contemporary Les Wicks - the children who are beginning to people his
poems:
Four window
A child is fighting asthma, his courage
wrapped in fist, the little doll's sword
marks the soft palm of one hand.
On the bedside desk a well loved story
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promises hope . . .
These poems, or pieces, have that private, dashed-off,
talking-to-the-self feel that Pamela Brown's and Ken Bolton's work can
have. More than poems, they are the working of a poet's mind. Tickle is
wonderfully crammed with observations of the world too, so much that it
is one of those books of poetry future readers will need to seek out in
order to understand the sensibility of the times. What was it like to live
now? Read Wicks, Brown, Bolton, Henry, Caldwell, Beach, Lysenko.
Videos won't tell you, they're over-produced, too self conscious, not
small and private enough, and besides, they lack the detail you get in a
poem. And novels get caught up with narrative, at the expense of the
moment.
Does the news make you sick?
Does your car give you problems as its smoke
hums its weeny melody through this symphonic mess?
Hard to choose your holiday location?
I know how you/eel I'm trying to decide myself while
explaining the refugee problem to myfive year old around
a cruddy dining table that (let's be honest) needs replacing.
(from 'Clovelly Hotel')
Wicks's poems are surfaces. They are recorded impressions,
conversations, meetings, looks, phrases, places where everything is
re-used, (where) even money looks travel worn. Still faithful to the
broken glass school of poetry, these poems try to avoid doling out
wisdom or giving us those standby symbols of nature:
I write, furtive as a flea
"The moon in the sky. "
(No images left,
the moon is a public drink).
(from 'Finding Ourselves' )
When the poetry does give u s some urban-decayed version o f the
good oil it's in the form of parody:
You 're born, there's no choice ofposting,
it's the ultimate conscription.
Franz tries hard, burns candles at both ends and by thirty
he's the amateur firefighter
trying to kill the flames.
Rule One:
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Live your own cliche . . .
Rule Three: Love and everything stuffi you up.
(from 'La Dole Cheque Vita')
If you want to know what's happening to a generation who started
writing twenty years ago, read Tickle. If you want to be reminded of
what happened, keep it on your shelf for the next twenty years.
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Angel Blue by Theresa Driscoll
Etching
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Going Down Swinging
Back Copies are available:

Issue 1 3 ( 1 993)

With a tribute to Jas H Duke in the form of a CD, this issue features
poetry and prose from over forty writers, an interview with Grant
Caldwell and reviews.

Issue 1 2 (1 992)

Our first issue devoted entirely to poetry and prose featuring over 50
writers including Peter Bakowski, Eric Beach, MAC Farrant, Mai
Morgan and many more.

Double Issue 1 0/1 1 (1 990)

Featuring interviews with Geoff Goodfellow, Gerald Murnane and
Bev Roberts, the novella Eyeglass by Kevin Morgan and prose,
poetry, reviews from over 40 writers.
Available for $5 each (Issue I 0/1 1 : $8) from PO Box 64
Coburg 3058 Make cheque payable to 'Going Down Swinging' .
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